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IN MEMORIAM
TEACHER

A PERRY PLUMMER 1911 1991

naturalist
E

RANGE SCIENTIST

durant mcarthur

A perry plummer died in the gunnison valley
hospital gunnison utah on october 3 1991

after several years of ill health his passing
deserves comment because he was a man who
made a difference in natural resource manageintel mountain area he
ment and research in the intermountain
spent his professional career 1936 1979 with the
intermountain research station INT formerly
the intermountain forest and range experiment
station of the forest service US department
of agriculture at duty stations in utah near milford and in ogden ephraim and provo
fordand
ferdand
TEACHER AND MENTOR

perry was a caring effective mentor and
teacher his assignment with the forest service
was research and research administration
which he did well but his professional love was
teaching especially small groups and individuals his formal teaching was limited to a couple
semesters at brigham young university BYU
shortly after the 1975 establishment of INTs
INTs
shrub sciences laboratory on that campus he
windland
wild land shrub biology class that
established a wildland
remains a part of the BYU curriculum in addition he instructed numerous workshops at the

1

great basin experimental range ephraim
canyon and conducted many field tours at out
planting common garden range rehabilitation
and other research sites throughout utah and the
intermountain area under these circumstances
he was a master teacher whose points made lasting
impressions on whoever was there agency land
manager private landowner public school
teacher washington office forest service
research administrator politician junior colleague or university professor
perry had a rare gift of integrating in his mind
the potential vegetative states of degraded lands
because he knew soil types compatible plant
associations plant adaptations planting equipment and seedbed requirements because of
this gift and his willingness to share it he was
often called on to consult those responsible for
rehabilitating degraded lands typically he
would visit potential rehabilitation sites and
follow up by providing detailed written recommendations
mendat
ions he completed well over one hundred careful thoughtful consultations for the
good of the land for those who manage it and
for its human and other occupants he was a
mentor to others who continue on in this tradition I1 think especially of steve monsen of our

of agricultitre
agriculture provo utah 84606
Laboi atory interniountain
nb
laboratory
ab sciences laboiatory
intel mountain research station forest service US department ot
shrub
sin
labmftry
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laboratory and richard stevens of the utah
division of wildlife resources DWR in

ephraim
illustrate perry s teaching style with a personal example in may 19721
19721 had been working
for INT for four months when perry took me on
a field trip to the brown s park area of northeastern utah to evaluate the results of some earlier
work he took or sent me on monthly field trips
those first two or three years at one stop 1I saw
a patch of green in the distance at a spring 1I
wimulus sp the
suspected monkey flowers mimulus
subject of my phd degree research a few years
earlier would be growing there 1I hustled over
and confirmed my suspicion perry ambled up
and said it
itss nice to appreciate these monkey
flowers the way you do but look back toward the
truck what else do you see there are lots of
other plant species and plant communities
learn a lot by
between here and there you can leam
looking at the whole plant community he
laughed in his characteristic way and we discussed the various plant species present and
their habitat requirements A lasting lesson to
me it is similar to other perry teaching
moments shared by my colleagues
1I

background

EDUCATION WORK
ETHIC AND HONORS

arthur perry plummer fig

1

naturalist

volume

of a hoe for several hours a day but then 1I didn
dian t
expect my boss to be in that situation either he
would show up anywhere a work crew was
ready to help with vigor and energy and he
expected anyone working to do the same it
gasn
wasn t uncommon for perry to show up at these
sites at 1130 am or 430 pm seemingly
unaware of the impending lunch hour or quitting time
perry s record of accomplishment was noted
by several organizations in 1965 INT recognized him with a certificate of merit and a substantial cash award for outstanding performance
in wildlife habitat research and application of
that research also in 1965 the utah wildlife
federation honored him as conservationist of
the year in 1973 the utah chapter of the soil
conservation society of america gave him their
chapter recognition award he received a
USDA superior service award in 1969 for
implementing and making successful the cooperative work between INT and DWR perry a
1949 charter member of the society for range
management SRM was president of the utah
section and received SRM s outstanding
achievement award 1974 the premier frederic G renner award 1976 and the fellow
award 1977 he was president of the utah
chapter of the soil conservation society during
the early 1970s

was born
bom on a

farm in daniel wasatch county utah on april
10 1911 his mother died when he was young
he and his siblings had a resourceful independent upbringing with their widower father he
was educated in the wasatch county public
schools at east high school in salt lake city
and at the university of utah perry received a
BS degree 1935 in botany from the U began
his INT career 1936 married blanche swindle of monroe 1938 and completed his MS
degree also in botany at the U 1939 in a busy
four years he enjoyed his university days and
called on that background and experience
throughout his career notable among his pro
I
0
0
fessors were kim newby walter cottam ralph
chamberlain
a in fayette stephens and angus
chamberl
woodbury he and doc cottam continued a
productive interchange of ideas and shared field
trips into the mid 1970s
perry was a doer he performed and worked
hard he dian
didn t just ask his subordinates to get
something done he did it with them As a new
phd 1I didn
dian t expect to be on the business end
1

scientific contributions
in this section 1I comment not only on perry s
direct contributions but also on work that he
stimulated and inspired perry s contributions
were not limited to those he personally made
but like those of many great teachers his
achievements have been enhanced and
expanded by those who came after and built
upon the foundation lie laid
considering perry s later contributions to
shrub biology it is of interest that his first publi
lication
cation was on developing a technique for preparation of microscopic sections of stems and
roots of shrubs newby
and plummer 1936 his
newbyand
newbrand
masterss degree thesis 1939 published in
master
1943 dealt with germination and seedling
development of range grasses he continued his
interest in seed germination quality storage
and processing and in seedling development
on a wide range of plants throughout his career
and his successors have continued this work
rudolf et al 1974 stein et al 1974 plummer

19921
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perry plummer in his office about 1975

and jorgensen 1978 stevens et
al 1981 meyer
etal
et al 1989 stevens and meyer 1990 meyer and
monsen 1991
perry s greatest contributions involved devel

opment
oiment of procedures for re vegetating degraded
lands including plant materials and operational
equipment information and answers to how
when why and where he was primary author
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of three how to publications that have been
broadly accepted and applied plummer et al
1955 1968 plummer 1977 the 1968 publication restoring big game range in utah
became a classic it has been used extensively in
the classroom and in the field and is now out of
print after several press runs it is serving as the
foundation of a new compendium for western
windland
wild land rehabilitation techniques monsen
wildland
and stevens in press
other publications of note for general and
specific revegetation applications include
plummer et al 1943 stewart and plummer
1947 plummer and fenley 1950 plummer
1959
1970 plummer and stapley
19591970
1960 stestapley1960
vens et al 1974 harner and harper 1976
giunta et al 1978a
1978a mcarthur et al 1978b
monsen and plummer 1978 stevens et al
1981 monsen and shaw 1983 monsen and
mcarthur 1985 davis 1987 and blauer
et al in press
his early revegetation work led to a cooperative research and application venture between
ofwildlife resouces
INT and the utah division ofwildlife
resources
known then as the utah department of fish
and game under perry s direction this effort
was stimulated by big game winter range problems brought on by the partial urbanization of
those ranges large deer populations and the
falls of the late 1940s and early
snowfalls
heavy snowballs
snow
1950s the program began in 1954 at the behest
of the directors of INT and DWR it is the most
extensive and longest running such arrangement in the country he and his colleagues from
DWR produced 11I 1I substantive reports between
1956 and 1971 detailing their findings and recommendations in revegetation science plummer et al 1956 1971 these reports published
by DWR were sought out and used widely by
land management professionals
perry had a particular interest in and impact
on plant materials development including
exploration collection evaluation adaptation
culture genetic variation hybridization and
breeding systems in this area he read carefully
and followed the works of luther burbank
wide and unusual hybridizations see kraft and
kraft 1973 N 1I vavilov and E V wulff origins and development of related plant groups
wulff 1943 vavilov 1951 jens clausen david
keck and william hiesey
giesey accessional or populational
ulat
ional comparisons in common gardens and
reciprocal transplantations clausen et al
1940 and G L stebbins natural hybridization

naturalist

volume

and intraspecific variation stebbins 1950
1959 he was particularly interested in applying these concepts to western shrub species
which had received littleprior
littie prior attention despite
little
their obvious ecological importance
he spelled out his dream of a regional
common garden testing scheme legrande
oregon boise idaho ephraim utah and
reno nevada in a 1972 document PI
plummer
ummer
1972a although this dream was not fully
implemented because of funding problems
several useful and interesting studies resulted
eg van epps 1975 mcarthur and plummer
1978 mcarthur et al 1978c 1979 1981
welch and mcarthur 1979 1981 welch and
monsen 1981 mcarthur and welch 1982
al 1983 welch etal
edgertonetal
et
edgerton
etal
et al 1983 geist
and edgerton 1984 hegerhorst et al 1987
his specific interests in hybridization breeding systems and genetic variation and selection
have been addressed in a series of publications
plummer
specific to certain shrub taxa PI
ummer et al
1966 nord et al 1969 hanks et al 1971
1973
19711973
1975 plummer 1974b blaueret
Blau
blauer
1976
et al 1975
19751976
eret
mcarthur 1977 stevens et al 1977 giunta et
al 1978b mcarthur et al 1978a 1978c 1979
1988 in press welch et al 1981 1987 1991
mcarthur and freeman 1982 davis 1983
freeman et al 1984 1991 davis and welch
1985 welch and mcarthur 1986 pendleton et al
1988 welch and jacobsen 1988 wagstaff and
welch 1991 andin
and in more general
generalterms
terms drobnick
and plummer 1966 plummer 1972b 1974a
monsen 1975 monsen and christensen 1975
carlson and mcarthur 1985 mcarthur 1989
he had a keen eye for recognizing unusual
andor superior plant populations occurring naturally and in test plantings and in enhancing
those materials for improved productivity and
esthetics of degraded and badly disturbed lands
several of these collections have been given
distinctive cultivar or source identified names
and released for commercial propagation and
use by his associates since his retirement these
include appar
alpar lewis flax linum perenne
penstenwn
penstemon
cedar palmer pentstemon
Pen
stemon pentstemon
pen
penstemon
stemon palsong
meri
fourvong
fourwing
vOng
fourling
rincon four
wing saltbush atriplex
canescens
winter fat ceratoides
canescent hatch winterfat
Cerat oides lanata
hobble creek mountain big sagebrush atre
ATte
artemesia
misla
misia
artemisia
tri dentata ssp
vaseyana
asp vase
yana immigrant forage
vastyana
kochia kochia prostrata
pro strata lassen antelope
prostrate
purshia tri dentata
bitterbrush
ephraim
crested wheat
wheatgrass
grass agropyron chi
cristatum
ctistatum
cristatum and
paiute
orchard grass
orchardgrass
dactylis glom
glomerate
glonwrata
glomerata
erata
flomenata
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1984 monsen and stevens
1985 stevens and monsen 19851988a
19851988a 1988b
stevens et al 1985 shaw and monsen 1986
welch et al 1986 mcarthur 1988 other species and populations were not released but have

mcarthur et

al

had their usefulness documented and have
become available in the revegetation species
repertoire
perry plummer served for many years as the
forest service technical representative to the
western regional plant introduction committee W 6 his plant materials expertise was put
to use as a member of 1976 and 1977 plant
collection and exploration teams in the soviet
union dewey and plummer 1980 and in 1980
as an on site consultant in a new zealand range
rehabilitation program he also stimulated
interest in shrub disease and microbial and
entomological relationships tiernan 1978
nelson and krebill 1981 moore et al 1982
nelson 1983 nelson and tiernan 1983 nelson
and schuttler 1984 haws et al 1988 nelson
and lopez 1989
aspects of perry s love of plants can be highlighted by two that were named after him 1
appar
alpar lewis flax was the first of several plant
releases effected by INT DWR USDA soil
conservation service and several state agricultural experiment stations the app in appar
alpar is
for his initials and 2 grayia
brande gei ssp
brandegee
grabia brandegei
asp
mehn
menh
palummeri
meni
plummefi
plummeri
plummenn
mefi is a wide leaved tetraploid variety of
meri
housage that howard stutz named in
spineless hopsage
honor of its discoverer stutz et al 1987 these
two plants illustrate the poles of perry s work
one is a showy revegetation and horticultural
cultivar the other a restricted edaphic endemic
new to science
perry helped develop and refine equipment
and techniques including anchor chaining seed
dribb lers sc alpers seed collection and processdribblers
ing rangeland drills and transplantation and
interseeding
inter seeding equipment plummer et al 1956
1971 1968
LEGACY

many of perry s 80 publications are listed in
the literature cited section aside from these
1I see the following components of his legacy 1
with blanche a fine family of seven children 2
an expanded scientific foundation that he and
his disciples have laid for windland
wild land reclamation
wildland
see recent examples documented in the literature cited section and for the incipient dis
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cipline
sipline of shrub science 3 hundreds of thousands of acres of successfully rehabilitated
wildlands
wild lands that retain sufficient plant diversity to
support a rich native fauna and 4 a native
windland
wildland
wild land plant industry several seed companies
in sanpete county alone owe their existence at
least in part to perry and his team for background information collecting and processing
techniques and development of a market for
products 1I will address only item 2
perry began his career with the seeding evaluation and development of range grasses
plummer 1944 1946 plummer and stewart
plummer and frischknecht 1952
1944
frischknecht and plummer 1955 he was
simultaneously involved in range management
research roth and plummer 1942 plummer et
al 1943 bleak and plummer 1954 and sagebrush
control work pehanec
hanec et al 1944 1954 1965
behanec
Pe
later he managed the great basin experimental

range in ephraim canyon keck 1972
when his assignment changed to restoration
of wildlife habitat in 1954 he quickly became
converted to the value of shrubs on wildlands
perry liked to recount his subsequent attempts
to convert others to the value of shrubs even the

heretofore weed sagebrush by recalling an
anecdote in the late 1950s he was with a crew
on a vegetative rehabilitation project above a
central utah town the local forest service
district ranger came by to see what they were
doing perry pointed out the various seeds in the
seed mix crested wheat
wheatgrass
grass orchard grass
alfalfa fourling
four wing saltbush lewis flax small burfourwing
nett etc the ranger wanted to know what one
particular small black seed was when perry
answered that it was sagebrush the ranger took
him to task for planting a weed perry acknowledged that he himself had spent much of his
career trying to rid western lands of that plant
but pointed out that it was needed for wildlife
food and habitat they were on a bench above
a valley below them was recently cleared land
that had been choked with a thick stand of
sagebrush perry pointed out that there were
good reasons to do both thin sagebrush stands
and plant sagebrush
perry had the vision to understand the usefulness of all plants within a community he sought
to include the use of less common but important
taxa including buckwheat globemallow
globe mallow and
smooth aster he understood that plants serve
many important functions in addition to forage
he strongly supported management and resto

6
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ration efforts needed to improve disturbed sites
his standing knowledge and ability to work
with different people were extremely helpful to
federal and state land management agencies as
they attempted to balance livestock grazing
pressure with carrying capacity of rangelands
he was particularly interested in preservation
and study of natural plant communities he
worked to maintain the exclosure facilities ofthe
great basin experimental range and provided
numerous plant vouchers for herbaria
his work with shrub management and values
was important in garnering support for con
construe
struc
tion of the shrub sciences laboratory V L
harper retired deputy
de puty chief for research
forest service sent me a letter in 1985
research inspection of the interone of the cenmonn
moun
mountain
tain station about 1960
ters Direct
director
oi joe pechanec and I1 visited was the
work on shrub research after listening to the project
leader s perry
peiry s presentation
piesen tation and viewing some of
tiie field experiments 1I turned to joe and said
the
maybe we ought to amend the ten year research
1I

was doing a

program to include a new laboratory at provo
featuring shrub research including genetics etc
joe grinned broadlyand
broadly and said 1 I hoped you would see
this need lie
ile then produced a memo outlining the
lle
he
labor
laboi atory to be loca
loea
justification for such a laboratory
located
tedon
on the
grounds of brigham young university he further
remarked 1 I have outlined a speech which 1I can now
cut short giving a big pitch for the lab

the laboratory was completed in 1975 stutz

1975 perry and his colleagues saw great oppor
wild land shrub research
windland
tuni ties and benefits in wildland
tunities
van epps
al 1972 some
mekeli
etal
et al 1971 mckell
mckelletal
eppsetal
et
Eppsetal
of their vision has been realized mckell 1989
viable shrub
one piece of evidence being a dable
research consortium tiedeman 1984 headquartered at the shrub sciences laboratory and
involved with vital ongoing activities mcarthur
involvedadth
1990
1I was fortunate to visit perry about two weeks
before he died he was at home between hospital
stays it was pleasant to update him on lab
activities he talked about his friends and col
leagues who had gone on before and expressed
the view that his time was near later as 1I drove
home 1I reflected through misty eyes the good
fortune I1 had of knowing and being mentored
men tored
by the man many share this view

acknowledgments
clyde blauer kim harper steve
monsen blanche plummer and rich stevens
for useful comments on an earlier version of this
I1 thank
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IN THREE COLD DESERT STREAMS
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we studied aquatic insect production in three cold desert streams in southeastern washington the
size frequency SF and PB methods were used to assess production which is expressed by taxon functional group and
ABSTRACT
ABSIRALT

trophic level
Dipter ans midges and black flies were the most productive taxa accounting for 40 70 of the total insect production
dipterans
production by collectors and
detritivores was the greatest of all functional groups and trophic levels respectively in all study
md detntivores
streams
m cold desert streams they were major
insects with rapid development times and multiple cohorts are very important in
1
2
23 g DW in yr were
contributors to the total insect production total insect production rates in our study streams 14
1423
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greater than those found in deep creek idaho 12
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our data support the contention of others that production rather than density or biomass is the most accurate and
meaningful way to assess the role of these organisms in lotic ecosystems
levels
leleh diptera tnchoptera
dichoptera
key words productivity benthos spring streams cold desert functional groups trophic leveh
coleoptera ephemeroptera odonata plecoptera

mass analysis and overestimated by numerical
analysis in a southeastern stream benke et al
1984 waters 1977 states that production is
important to understanding ecosystem dynamics because it is the means by which energy is
made available to higher trophic levels
while most secondary production studies
have focused on one or a few species in a stream
benke and wallace 1980 waters and
hokenstrom 1980 ohop et al 1984 more
recent studies have estimated secondary production of the entire macrobenthic
macro benthic fauna
krueger and waters 1983 benke et al 1984
smock et al 1985 huryn and wallace 1987
yet to be integrated into community level analhypo rheic fauna protozoa and
yses are the hyporheic
other microinvertebrates
micro invertebrates the community level
approach provides a more integrated insight
into the ecology of stream ecosystems
the purpose of this study was to measure the
secondary production of insects in three streams
located in the cold desert physiographic province of southeastern washington we emphasize

community level production of insects has
been assessed in relatively few stream types and
of all macroinvertebrates
macro invertebrates in even fewer particularly little is known about secondary producarld
and region streams the only studies of
tion in arid
arld
and region streams
secondary production in arid
that we are aware of are those of minshall et al
1973 in deep creek idaho in the cold desert
province and fisher and gray 1983 and jackson and fisher 1986 in sycamore creek arizona in the hot desert region
secondary production is the rate of animal
tissue elaboration over time regardless of the
fate eg carn
ca
earn
ivory emergence of that produccarnivory
camivory
mivory
carnivore
tion benke and wallace 1980 estimating secondary production in a stream provides one
assessment of the role of animals in the ecosystem benke and wallace 1980 as well as insight
into ecosystem dynamics estimating only density and biomass regardless of time may not
accurately describe the role of organisms in the
stream for instance the role of gathering col
lector invertebrates was underestimated by bio
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physical and chemical characteristics of study reaches in douglas creek snively springs and rattlesnake
springs july 1985 to june 1986
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005
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of douglas creek snively springs and rattlesnake springs july

1985 to june 1986

substratum type
stream
stidam
stieam

cobble

pebble

gravel

64 225 mm

16 64 mm

2 16 mm

silt
Sand
sandsilt
2 mm
10

1

11
11

37

0

24
25
7

16

7

29
20

boulder
256
mm
256mm
miu
min

douglas creek
snively springs
rattlesnake springs
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that the estimates published here are in several
cases based on assumptions that we have
explained see methods given the choices to
which we could devote the available resources
we chose to produce an estimate of total insect
production in these spring streams rather than
detailed data on a few taxa we hope future
studies will provide data on growth CPIs etc
for all taxa in these spring streams which we can
then use to refine the initial estimates presented
here
STUDY SITES

this shrub steppe region

characterized by
a climax community consisting of big sage artewheat grass
blue bunch wheatgrass
misia tri dentata and bluebunch
agropyron spicatum
spica tum mean annual precipitation in the area is about 14 cm the study
streams were douglas creek DC snively
springs SS and rattlesnake springs RS fig
1
the average width depth discharge and
dissolved oxygen concentration for each study
reach are shown in table 1 and the substratum
composition is given in table 2 figure 2 shows
the daily and seasonal temperature ranges
is

douglas creek
DC is a spring fed stream located in douglas
county washington it is the largest of the three
streams studied the stream itself draining an
2
area of 530 km our study sites were located in

81

the upper reaches where flow is permanent and
not affected by irrigation withdrawal riparian
vegetation is dominated by water birch betula
occidentalist
alis
and peachleaf
occidentalis
peach leaf willow salix
occident
amygdal oides
amygdaloides
snively springs

located on the US
department of energy s hanford site washington it drains an area of approximately 40
2
km the lower reaches of the spring stream dry
3.6
up during the summer leaving about 36
36 km of
gushing 1988 riparian vegeperennial flow cushing
cattails
cattails typha lati
latifolia
folia
tation is dominated by coattails
along the upper and lower reaches and willow
salix sp and wild rose rosa sp along the
mid reaches where it flows through a canyon
watercress nasturtium officinale
officinale rorippa
extensively
grows
nasturtium aquaticum
within the spring stream
SS is a small spring stream

rattlesnake springs
RS is a small spring stream also located on the
2
km
drains
350
of
an
area
hanford site it
cushing et al 1980 portions of the lower
reaches dry up during the summer leaving
2.5
about 25
25 km of perennial flow mean annual
total alkalinity as cacos is 127 ppm and the
spring stream is subject to periodic severe
Cushush
gushing and wolf 1982 g
spates in winter cushing
1089 riparian vegetation is
ing and gaines 1989
tails
cattails
cat
dominated by peachleaf
peach leaf willow and coattails
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creek snively springs and rattlesnake springs july 1985 to june

watercress is presently the dominant in stream
autotroph although periphyton
periphyton primary production exceeded that of watercress in 1969 70
gushing and wolf 1984
cushing

1986

METHODS

we sampled segments of each stream representing the various habitats that were present

19921
1992

INSECT

one study reach was sampled in

productivity IN

and one in
RS and three reaches were sampled in the
larger DC samples were taken to calculate an
average standing stock for each stream to be
used to calculate production estimates the
sampling scheme was not designed to allow
intra stream comparisons of production estiintrastream
mates between different habitats but rather to
provide representative production estimates of
the entire stream
samples were collected monthly from july
1985 through june 1986 we collected three
samples during each visit A portable inverte2
0.1
01
brate box sampler PIBS oi01 m mesh size
350 pm
lm was used in DC A surber sampler
009
m was used in SS and
0.09
009 m mesh size 350 lm
RS because these spring streams are too shallow for a PIBS samples were taken to a depth
of 10 cm and preserved in 70 ethyl alcohol
insects were separated from organic debris by
sugar flotation anderson 1959 and sorted by
taxa insects were identified to the lowest taxonomic level possible and counted and body
length was measured to the nearest 1I mm using
a microscope and ocular micrometer the trophic status of each taxon was determined by
examining gut contents gaines et al 1989 or
by reference to merritt and cummins 1984
biomass was determined as dry weight DW
for all size classes after drying at 60 C for 24 h
01
.11 mg
and weighing to the nearest 0oi
01
the size frequency SF method hynes and
coleman 1968 hamilton 1969 hynes 1980
waters and hokenstrom 1980 was used to
estimate secondary production of the most
common taxa an average SF distribution was
determined from monthly sample sets these
represented the survivorship curve of an average cohort hamilton 1969 benke and waide
1977 zero values were included when calculating densities production was estimated by
calculating the loss between successive size
classes and then multiplying the loss by the
number of size classes using the equation given
by hamilton 1969 production estimates were
refined by multiplying by 365cpi cohort production interval benke 1979
we found that conducting growth studies for
all taxa present within each of the streams was
not practicable to establish reasonable estimates of larval development times and CPIs we
followed the example of benke et al 1984
who used available life history data and field
data to estimate CPIs we used three major
SS

15
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sources of information to estimate CPIs for each
taxon in our study streams first we surveyed
the available life history data gathered from literature reviews and extrapolated the results to
apply to our situations second we made field
observations to determine presenceabsence
presence absence of
taxa and collected size frequency information
for each taxon to estimate larval development
times and CPIs lastly we conducted in situ
cheumatopsyche
growth studies for babtis
baetis sp cheunwtopsyche
sp and simulium sp to allow further refinement of our CPI estimates these growth studies involved placing insects within growth
chambers in RS chambers were constructed
with mesh netting on each end to allow water
and food material to pass through measurements were taken and development times
recorded to estimate CPIs using the combination of all these data sources we feel confident
that our CPI estimates are reasonable approximat
ions
mations
productionbiomass
Production Biomass PB ratios waters
1977 were used to estimate secondary production for less abundant taxa these PB ratios
were either taxon specific values derived from
the study streams or an assumed cohort PB
value of 5 waters 1977 benke et al 1984
these taxa were not present in sufficient numbers to provide an accurate SF distribution
curve that is necessary to compute SF production estimates
RESULTS

production calculations for DC SS and RS
are given in tables 3 4 and 5 respectively the
following text describes some of the assumptions we used in our calculations data supporting these assumptions and other information
relevant to the production calculations all production estimates unless noted otherwise are
1
92
cwm
given in units of mg dwm yr
1

douglas creek

ephemeroptera

mayflies
May flies typically exhibit

widely varied larval development times clifford 1982 clifford 1982 examined life cycle
data of 85 species of heptageniidae and found
that 90 had at least one univoltine cycle
babtis sp in DC provided little
field data for baetis
clarification of the CPI based upon field data
of babtis
baetis sp from RS and SS and a growth study
in RS we estimated a CPI of 60 d similar
temperature regimes in DC and RS support this
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365cpp
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tera
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ephermeroptera
mecoptera
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1

baet is sp gc D
paraleptophlebia sp gc
ge D
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F
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paraleptophlebia sp is generally uniestimate pdraleptophlebia
vol
voltine
tine having either summer or winter cycles
clifford 1982 in DC however seasonal cycles
could not be distinguished paraleptophlebia
were present in DC throughout the study year
C PI of 1I yr because of low
and we assumed a CPI
numbers of tricorythodes sp field data provided little indication of their CPI mccullough
et al 1979 reported a 34 d larval development
time for T minutus
minutes grown in the field at 18 C
therefore we estimated a CPI of 40 d for
tticorythodes sp because of lower stream temtricorythodes
tures in DC
peratures
pera
ODONATA
the damselfly argia tibialis is
univoltine
plecoptera A CPI estimate for isoperla sp

could not be made from field data several studies mackay 1969 harper 1973 barton 1980
of
oflsoperla sp showed seasonal variation in growth
isoperla
rate but generally their development time was
about 1I yr therefore we assumed a CPI of 1I yr
Leuco trichia pictipes
trichoptera leucotrichia
pict ipes was
univoltine and as SF distributions and field data
indicated the larvae overwintered
over wintered as late instars
and emerged in spring this observation is supported by studies on L pictipes
pict ipes in owl creek
montana mcauliffe 1982
coleoptera an accurate CPI estimate for
the riffle beetle optioservus sp was difficult to
estimate because few data are available concerning their development times we thus
assumed a CPI of 1 yr
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4 annual production of insects from snively springs july 1985 to june 1986

TABLE

annual
C
calculation
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365cpi
36 5cpp1 method
ephemeroptera
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simulium sp were not present in
sufficient numbers in DC to calculate an SF
production estimate the PB ratio was calculated by averaging the PB ratios obtained for
simulium sp in SS and RS by the SF method
accurate CPI estimates for chironomidae
could not be obtained from field observations or
SF distribution therefore we derived CPI estimates as did benke et al 1984 and used
growth data from mackey 1977 mackey
1977 reported larval development times of 21
lium
Polypedilum
polypedijum
d for chironomus sp 13 d for polypedilum
convictum and 36 d for phaenospectraflavipes
convictum
at 15 C CPIs were compensated for slightly
lower average temperatures in DC 13 C
Q and
environmental stress eg food availability
competition etc these PB ratios seem high
but are comparable to other data where short
cpus
cp1s
CPIs were used to estimate PB ratios benke et
al 1984 jackson and fisher 1986 tabanidae
and tipulidae were assumed to be univoltine
with a development time of I1 yr krueger and
cook 1984 this is consistent with the estimate
of a 1 yr development time for tabanus dor
dorsifer
sifer
in sycamore creek arizona gray 1981
DIPTERA

empididae grew to a maximum size similar to
was
was
many of the midges therefore a CPI of 25 dawas
used
snively springs

ephemeroptera

gray 1981 reported a
larval development time of 20 d for babtis
baetis
leri in sycamore creek arizona because of
quillet
guli
gull
quil
babtis sp
lower stream temperatures however baetis
developed more slowly in all streams in this
study we assumed a CPI of 60 d paraleptophle
bia sp was present only during the summer
thus we used only summer data to calculate
production because annual P was essentially
equal to summer P
ODONATA
argia tibialis was not present in
sufficient numbers to make an SF production
estimate
trichoptera field data and SF data indicated a bivoltine life cycle and a CPI of 6 mo for
caddis fly in SS
caddisfly
cheumatopsyche sp the only caddishly
DIPTERA becker 1973 reported a larval
vittatum grown
development time of 13 d for S vittatum
in the laboratory at 17 C A 30 d CPI was estimated considering lower stream temperatures
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TABLF
taille 5 annual production of insects from rattlesnake springs july 1985 to june
table
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annual
calculation
365cpla
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and environmental stress CPIs of chironomidae in SS were estimated as they were in DC
we used grays
grays 1981 estimate of a 1 yr CPI
for tabanidae and tipulidae
and univoltinism
uni
voltinism
dididae and empididae reached maximum
dixidae
sizes similar to many of the midges and a CPI
of 25 d was assumed

rattlesnake springs

ephemeroptera

we

isolated several
babtis sp larvae in growth chambers in RS to
baetis
estimate larval development time these data
and field data indicated a CPI of 60 d
tricorythodes sp were not present in sufficient
numbers for an SF production estimate
ODONATA
field data for argia tibialis indicated a CPI of 1I yr

TRICHO
trichoptera
FTERA

we isolated several cheumato

psyche sp larvae in growth chambers in RS to
estimate larval development time these data
indicated a bivoltine life cycle and a CPI of 6
mo because of low densities field data gave no
indication of the CPIs of limnephilus sp or
parapsyche
psyche sp
Para
coleoptera field data provided little
indication of the cpls
CPIs
cals of beetles because of low
numbers
diptera several simulium sp larvae were
isolated in growth chambers in RS to estimate
larval development time As in SS we used
grays
gray
crays 1981 estimate of a 1 yr CPI and uni
dididae
voltinism for tabanidae and tipulidae dixidae
and empididae grew to maximum sizes similar
to many of the midges and CPIs of 25 d were
assumed
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m
P
DW
annual
production
mg
yr
yri 1 and percent production
table
snively springs and rattlesnake springs july 1985 to june 1986
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TABLF

douglas
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dougli

functional

creek

grazerscraper
Grazer
scraper
collector
gatherer
filterer
total
shredder
predator
GRAND
grandrotal
roTAL
loial

of insect functional groups in

P

P

2651
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0

00

0

00

15282
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225
884

3621

11800
15421
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23
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769
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943
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1000

16356
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9332
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12 509
12509
1316
329

23219

1000

14154

4198

19480

2
m
P
cwm
DW
annual
production
mg dwm yr
yri 1 and percent production
table
snively springs and rattlesnake springs july 1985 to june 1986

TABLF
taille 7

douglasis creek

trophic
level

herbivore
detritivore
detntivore
carnivore
TOTAL
TOIAL

2812

19967
440
23219

220

13605
329
14154

functional group production

1000

douglas creek

Ratt lesna ke springs
rattlesnake
P

P
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860
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1000
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of insect trophic levels in

snively springs

P
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snively springs

P
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16
961

41

03

15546

950

23

769

47

1000

16356

1000

discussion

production by collectors was greatest of all functional groups in all study streams collector proart
2 prt
duction was highest in DC 195 gm yr
83
83.99 of the total annual produc839
accounting for 839
tion of insects in SS and RS collector production
884
154
94.3
94
88 4 and 943
88.4
15 4 g representing 884
12.5
12
9433
was 125
1255 ggand 15.4
154
of the total annual production respectively the
annual production of all functional groups in each
study stream is shown in table 6
I1

trophic level production
detntivores are both secondherbivores
Herb ivores and detritivores
earni
ary producers at the same trophic level carni
vores are tertiary producers for this discussion
we address them separately detritivore
detntivore production was greatest of all trophic levels in each
detntivore production was
study stream in DC detritivore
A
2
860
200
86 0 of
about 200
0
20 gm
20.0
g m yr accounting for 86.0
860
the total annual insect production in SS and RS
136
iss 5 g
15
13
detritivore production was 13.6
155
detntivore
1366 g and 15.5
950
95 0 of the total annual
96 1 and 95.0
96.1
950
representing 961
Herb ivores contributed
insect production herbivores
121
12 1 of the productivity in DC but no other
12.1
121
trophic level in any of the three streams was an
important contributor to secondary production
the annual production of all trophic levels in
each stream is given in table 7

interstream comparisons
DC was clearly the most productive of the
three streams studied table 6 and this is probably related to the variety of substratum table
2 and resulting increase in microhabitat
micro habitat diversity minshall 1984 thoroughly reviewed the
importance of substratum heterogeneity and its
influence on insect abundance and distribution
SS and RS were similar in size and had similar
total productivity estimates table 6 although
important differences existed among the biotic
components
in terms of functional group productivity collectors dominated in each of the streams gatherers were more important in DC and SS and
filterer gatherer
filterers
filterers in RS the greater filterergatherer
ratio in RS is probably related to the shifting
nature of the sandy substratum table 2 and
resulting absence of areas for detritus to collect
and be harvested the filtering simuliids
occurred on the abundant watercress plants
peri phyton
the scarcity of solid substratum for periphyton
development in RS also explains the absence of
grazers
glazers in this stream however substratum
composition does not explain a lack of grazers
glazers in
SS where solid substratum is present table 2
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in SS the dense riparian canopy almost completely shaded and obscured the stream this
probably prevented the development of a substantial periphytic
penphytic
pen
glazers in DC
peri phytic food base for grazers
perl
which had both solid substratum and unshaded
stream bottom a significant grazer community
was present table 6
comparing the productivity of taxa common
to all three streams shows some differences that
are difficult to explain table 8 for example
simulium sp production was similar in DC and
SS but was an order of magnitude greater in
m RS
this may indicate a richer source of suspended
food in RS however comparative measurements of this resource were not made cushing
and wolf 1982 report a value of 1513
1I
2
keaim
kealm
m yr of suspended POM in RS but
kcal
keai
keal
kcalnyr
comparable data are not available for DC and
SS this value is much less than that reported
by minshall 1978 for deep creek a small cold
desert stream in southeastern idaho since
simulium sp production far exceeded that of
m RS table 5 competitive
any other insect in
exclusion hemphill and cooper 1983 may
make it more successful in competing for the
limited attachment sites cheumatopsyche sp
and Para
thchoptera in
psyche sp two filtering tnchoptera
parapsyche
parapsiche
RS had a combined production of 620 mg as
compared with simulium sp production of
11000 mg this is a 20 fold difference for
organisms of the same functional group except
for simulium sp dipteran production was highest in DC for chironomus sp and tabanidae
while in SS production of polypedilum
Polypedilum sp and
tipulidae was highest tipulidae production
increased by an order of magnitude from RS to
DC to SS this may be related to the relatively
high amounts of particulate organic matter
POM found in the study section of SS cushbaetis sp is three to
ing 1988 production of babtis
four times lower in RS than in the other two
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tables comparative annual production mg DW m yr
taille
1 of taxa
tha common to douglas creek snively springs and
rattlesnake springs july 1985 to june 1986
TABLFS8

douglas

taxon

creek

snively rattlesnake
springs
springs

ephemeroptera
baetis sp
babtis

8317

7012

2542

44

139

372

818

1298

486

1680

1879
1386

11175

220
53
1096

41

odonata
argia ti bialis

trichoptera
cheiimatopsyche sp
cheumatopsyche

diptera
simulium sp
chironomus sp
Polyped ilum sp
polypedilum

tabanidae
tipulidae

4920
161

130
411

489
80
10

1

streams table 8
A likely explanation for some of the differences shown in table 8 is the winter spates that
occur in RS but not m
in SS or DC these spates
gaines
described by cushing and games
caines 1989 scour
the entire streambed
stream bed flushing out accumulated
POM and much of the fauna they occur about
every three years and act as a reset mechanism because they occur in winter when there
are no ovi
ovipositing
positing adults and because they
scour and eliminate sources for both upstream
migration and downstream drift they must

severely limit the potential productivity of RS
it is notable that the dominant secondary producers in RS are the black flies organisms that
are found in abundance soon after discharge
diminishes cushing
gushing and gaines 1989

Intra stream comparisons
intrastream
DOUGLAS CREEK
secondary production in
DC was spread over a wider variety of functional
groups table 6 and trophic levels table 7
even though it was dominated by detritus feed
ing collector gatherers chironomus sp and
babtis
baetis sp were the dominant secondary producers in the stream
SNIVELY SPRINGS
in SS about 50 of the
secondary production was due to babtis
baetis sp a
detritus feeding collector gatherer and as
mentioned above the grazing component was
absent total dipteran production was of the
same order of magnitude as that for baetis
babtis sp
but was spread out among several organisms
notably simulium sp chironomus sp and
tipulidae table 4
rattlesnake SPRINGS secondary production in RS was less diverse than in the other
study streams with over 68 of the production
due to the filtering detritivore simulium sp the
second highest producer was babtis
baetis sp but
production was far lower than the black flies
table 5 the high production of simuliids in
RS can be attributed to the presence of multiple
cohorts with short development times gray
1981 suggested that rapid development may
be advantageous in streams subject to spates
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2
whole
of
P
DW
stream
m
g
secondary
production
yr
insects
comparative
yri
str
climatic regions streams
earns grouped by geographical region not by temperature regimes
sti earms
geoclimatic
geochmatic
geo

TABLF 9

stream

P

Cold
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unnamed quebec
factory br maine
albelta
sand
sandrR alberta
caribou R minnesota
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Black hoof R minnesota
blackhoof
no branch cr
ci minnesota

354
7 13
713

gc

1978
neves 1979
soluk 1985

083
100
073

014
0.14
0 14
014
037
0.37
0 37
037
1 00
100
loo

0059
59
1 08
1.08
108
2 07
207

12 5
125
267

detrifivore P P
total detnnvoie

pred

20

252
648
210
179
30

29
493

180

0

179

61
56
76

pool

cr arizona

source

hat per
hai
harper
062
3353
53
533

33
48

11

except as indicated in five

gasc
grsc pred

136
1 15
115
943

1323

bear br massachusetts
lance du nord france
bisballe baek
back denmark
mesie
mesle
mesic
Humid
humidmesic
humidrnesic
R georgia
Sa tillaR
batilla
satilla
snag substrate e
sandy substrate 6
mud substrate 6
cedar R so carolina
lower shope fk no carolina
upper ball cr no carolina
bedrock outcrop
riffle
sycamore

fc

58b
58
122
081
08

fort R massachusetts

hot desert

S

1

13

01

06
14
24

81

43
75
31
92
06

02
10

86
13

002
14

21
03
003

21
18
30

06

07

10

11
19

03

krueger and waters 1983
krueger and waters 1983
krueger and waters 1983
fisher 1977
fisher and likens 1973
maskin and pattee 1981
maslin
mortensen and simonsen 1983
al 1984
benke
et
benkeetal
etal

al 1985
smock et
etal
georgian and wallace 1983
huryn and wallace 1987

jackson and fisher 1986

1209

new zealand
hinau

R

horokiwi
Horo kiwi R

cold desert
deep cr sta 1 idaho
douglas cr
ci washington
cpr washington
snively spr
cpr washington
rattlesnake spr
S
1

shredder fe
ft

emerqns
fmeieis only

filtering collector gcc

382
415

hopkins 1976
hopkins 1976

12
232
142
164

minshall
mmshalletal
et al 1973
this study
this study
this study

06
13
02

grsc
C ise
lse
gathering
ithcnn collector gasc
ISL

42
32
36

153

93
118

plee
piee
r
grabesci
tesei
aper
gi
epel pred
ipei
iesci

27
0
0

04
03
08

itol
itoi
predators
pred
pied

ot chi
ehi
ehl
clmonomids
only two species of
ronornids
n e off totthstreinn
tot stre nn bottom
expressed per unit area
of h abit
ibit it
Fx
ue i ofliabitat
expressed
pressed per unit area
1

comparisons with other streams
3.6
1217 for
annual PB ratios ranged from 36
36 to 121.7
insects from the study streams the high annual
PB ratios are attributed to insects with rapid
development and multiple cohorts eg many
chironomidae the annual PB ratios found in
these cold desert spring streams are generally
lower than those reported by jackson and fisher
1986 for sonoran desert stream insects and by
benke et al 1984 for southeastern blackwater
stream insects the sonoran and blackwater
streams are warmer and insect development is
faster resulting in a greater number of cohorts
our annual PB ratios were generally higher
than reported for northern temperate streams
krueger and waters 1983 where cooler
streams result in insect development at slower
rates with fewer cohorts

m this study
total insect production rates in
1
2

I

ranged from 14 to 23 g cwm
dwm yr and are
compared with values for other streams
grouped by geographical region table 9 production rates in cold desert streams are well
below the higher values found in new zealand
of
humid mesic
streams the richer areas snags ofhumidmesic
humidmesic
streams in
m the southeastern united states and
sonoran hot desert streams however production rates in cold desert streams are higher than
those in streams in
coldmesic
m cold
mesic areas of the
united states these rankings relate to the
interaction among stream water temperature
insect development cohort production intervals and other factors however it should be
kept in mind that other factors eegg geochemistry maybe influential in governing production
as well as temperature production values in
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rattlesnake springs which has a sandy substratum are comparable to the sandy areas of the
batilla river in georgia 164 vs 131 g
satilla
1
2

cwm
DW m
dwm

yr respectively production of col
lector gatherers was identical
benke et al 1984 stated that measurement
of secondary productivity of benthic organisms
provides a truer indication of their importance
in lotic ecosystems than does measurement of
either density or biomass this is intuitively
reasonable since measurement of P a rate
includes consideration of both biomass and density our results support the validity of benke et
al s 1984 contention clearly our data reveal
that collectors are the dominant functional
detritivores the dominant trophic
group and detntivores
level in terms of the secondary productivity of
tables
insects in these three streams tabie
tables 6 and 7
if only biomass or density data are evaluated
gaines
from these streams tables 3 4 and 5 games
al 1989 anomalies become evident density
et
etal
herbivores
data in DC reveal that herb
ivores are equally as
detritivores but biomass data
numerous as detntivores
reveal that detntivores
detritivores are about two times
herb ivores conversely when the
greater
greatel than herbivores
insects are separated into functional groups the
of grazerscrapei s herbivores
herb ivores exceeds
biomass ofgrazerscrapers
that of collectors in DC by a factor of two
further collector filterers in DC represent
18 of the production and 30 of the biomass
but only 7 of the density in SS trophic level
detritivores dominate
comp ansons reveal that detntivores
comparisons
production biomass and density but if functional groups are compared biomass data would
overemphasize the importance of shredders
which form only 5 of the density and
30
of total production in RS the largest anom9 oftotal
aly appears when comparing
compan ng functional groups
although collector filterers represent 72 of
the total production and 61 of the biomass
their density is similar to the collector gatherers
in conclusion we have found that taxa with short
development times and multiple cohorts such as
midges and black flies are important to cold
desert spring stream production previous studies
have addressed the difficulties in obtaining accurate field estimates of simuliidae black fly and
chironomidae midge larvae CPIs and thus proBeh merand
duction estimates benke et al 1984 behmer
and
behmerand
hawkins 1986 stites and benke 1989 their
small size rapid turnover rate high density and
make accurate species specific CPI estidiversity inake
mates difficult these same characteristics however make midges and black flies very important
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to stream communities in terms of production
in many streams they contribute a large percentage of the total community production
because of their rapid development and high
turnover rates we found high PB ratios for
simuliids and chironomids but other investigators have reported similar results fisher and
gray 1983 benke et al 1984 stites and benke
1989 this life history strategy is particularly
advantageous for insects inhabiting the streams
that are subjected to severe spates
detritus is the major food resource in these
small streams collector gatherers predominate

where there is more substratum diversity DC
and SS and filterers
filter ers in systems more prone to
the effects of spates RS grazerscrapers
Grazer scrapers are
present whenever suitable substratum and sufficient sunlight are available for development of
a periphyton
peri phyton crop shredders surprisingly are
not well represented in these small headwater
streams this may be related to the flushing of
the systems by the spates andor the low
amounts of allochthonous detritus reaching the
streams cushing
gushing 1988 secondary productivity of these cold desert spring streams was less
than that of streams in hot deserts but generally
higher than that in most cold
coldmesic
mesic and
humid mesic streams finally our results
humidmesic
underscore the contentions of benke et al 1984
that measuring the secondary production of
insects in streams provides a better assessment of
their role than density or biomass but the anomalies described above argue for care in applying
this generalization to all streams
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chudars was compared
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chukars with early behavioral conditioning some potential exists for using captive
lower rates P
chudars to establish new populations
reared chukars
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captive reared game birds released in the
wild generally have poor survival csermely et
al 1983 krauss et al 1987 A probable reason
is behavioral deficiency hessler et al 1970
roseberry et al 1987 hess 1973 reported
that imprinting is indispensable for survival of
an animal under natural conditions thaler
1986 and dowell 1989 observed improved
property
predator avoidance behavior of properly
imprinted game birds postnatal visual imprint-

terms
terns and chukar habitat was mimicked by covtems
ering the floor with gravel small shrubs grass
and rocks
chicks were removed from the incubator
within 5 h after hatching and transferred to the
brooding facility without allowing exposure to
humans six adult chudars
chukars were released so that
the chicks could visually imprint on them
when four weeks old the chicks were allowed
56
229
55.6
to access a sg
22.99 x 2 m outdoor pen the
22
229
566 x 299
outdoor pen was visually isolated because of its
solid walls and the netting covered top cover
was provided by grass small shrubs and two
deciduous trees
A hawk model was passed ropepulley
rope pulley
system over the pen and a dog introduced twice
weekly so chicks could associate adults alarm
calls with predator presence

ing as well as embryonic auditory imprinting
to be important
bailey and ralph 1975 appearto
arto
appe
appear
our objective was to evaluate survival of cap
vs conventive reared adult chukar imprintedvs
imprinted
tional game farm reared and wild chudars
chukars
alectoris chukar
METHODS AND STUDY AREAS

game farm chukars
chudars

chudars
adult imprinted chukars

stock as the adult
chukars same benetic
chudars
uenetic
genetie
genetic
b
imprinted
impnnted birds were raised at the utah divislon of wildlife resources DWR game farm
sion
ville utah under conventional methspringville
spnngville
in Spring
ods brooded
bro oders fed and
broaders
blooded in box type brooders
watered with human contact siblinghuman
sibhnghuman
imprinted and moved into flight pens at
tit four
lit
impnnted

chukar eggs were exposed during the final
week of incubation to recorded adult chukar
vocalizations the recordings from the cornell
laboratory of ornithology library of natural
sounds appeared to fit the description of the
1961
rally call described by stokes iggi
1961 recorded
vocalizations of incubating or brooding hen chu
kars were not available
152
2.1
152 X 21
21 m
61 X 15.2
the brooding facility was a gi616.1
room at the brigham young university BYU
poultry research unit provo utah feed and
water were provided through automatic sys
11
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release site I1
antelope island located in the great salt
lake in davis county utah varies in elevation
from 1282 in
m to 2010 in in size it is 24 X 8 km
and covers 10409 ha rocky slopes and grassland are the dominant ecological types average
38.9
yearly high and low temperatures are 389
389 and
122
12.2
122 C respectively jones 1985 antelope
island had self perpetuating and self sustaining
chukar populations until the severe winter of
chudars
chukarswere
1983 84 after which no chukars
were observed
on 8 august 1989 release 1I 80 chukars
chudars from
each group were released 13 of which were
equipped with backpack mount radio transmitters slaugh et al 1989 1990 on 2 may 1990
release 111
III 65 adult imprinted 65 game farm
wild chukars
chudars were released 9 chukars
chudars in
and 44vild
each captive reared group and all 4 of the wild
group were fitted with radio transmitters
radios were attached to every fifth bird captured from the captive reared groups to reduce
bias from ease of capture all birds were fitted
bands captive reared
with patagial tags and leg
legbands
legbandt
chukars were 14 weeks old in release 1I and 22
chudars
weeks old in release 111
chukars in all
III
lil wild chudars
releases were trapped 3 5 august 1989
latrans were
latrano
eighteen coyotes canis latrans
removed from site I1 preceding the 1990 release
mortality data were recorded daily during the
first two weeks then weekly thereafter

release site 11
II

the

second study site was the sterling
Hollow Wind rock ridge area of spanish fork
hollowwind
canyon this area ranges in elevation from
1470 in to 3057 in and the dominant ecological
type is mountain brush annual precipitation
38.8 cm and 52 cm average
388
averages between 388
yearly high and low temperatures are 40 C and
30 C respectively
on 25 september 1989 release 11
II 11 birds
from each group were radio marked and
released at site 11
II captive reared groups were
21 weeks old mortality was recorded daily for
two weeks then weekly thereafter

statistical analysis
data were analyzed using a product limit
kaplan meier estimator a log rank test was
used to compare survival curves pollock et al
1989 only radio marked birds were compared
since their observation was not biased by ease of
approach and proximity to release site

volume 52
RESULTS

release 1I
chukars
all adult imprinted and game farm chudars

both radio and patagial tagged died within
three weeks of release fig 1 with no differ05
.05
05 wild birds
ences between groups P
decreased in number shortly thereafter but
05 than
experienced higher survival rates P 05.05
captive reared groups coyote predation was
the principal cause of mortality

release 11
II

there were no significant FP
ences fig 1

.05
05
05

differ-

release 111
III
ili
os
.05
05 for the adult
mortality was similar P 05
05
imprinted and wild groups but higher P 05.05
for game farm chukars
chudars fig 1

all releases
III
II and 111
combined data for releases 1I 11
ili indi05 survival for wild and adult
cate similar P 05.05
05
imprinted groups both having higher P 05.05
values than game farm birds fig 1

discussion
during release 1I wild birds moved quickly to
high rocky areas whereas captive reared birds
remained at lower elevations and sought cover in
the sparse vegetation where they suffered high
mortality immediately following demise of cap
tive reared birds wild birds began to be killed
adult imprinted and wild birds demonstrated
the greatest fear response to human presence
whereas game farm birds tolerated approach
these findings correspond with those of
csermely et al 1983 who found that red
legged partridges alectoris rufa displayed
greater fear response toward humans when isolated from them during imprinting the flight
chukars
ier behavior of the adult imprinted chudars
would likely provide more hunting sport than
game farm birds but did not offer sufficient
survival advantage under the existing predator

pressure

adult imprinted birds apparently had a
behavioral advantage over the game farm birds
that was not expressed in release I1 but was
II apparently due to
demonstrated at release 11
lower predator pressure wild chukar mortality
II
was similar for releases 1I and 11

19921
1992
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chukar survival probability curves 1 release 1I antelope island 8 august 15 november 1989 no difference
chudars but both groups are lower than wild chukars
0 5 between game farm and adult imprinted chukars
chu kars 2 release 11
chudars
P
II
05
111
05 between groups 3 release III
spanish fork canyon 5 september 12 december 1989 no differences P
ili
05 between adult imprinted and wild but both groups are
antelope island 2 may 8 august 1989 no differences P
chukars 4 all releases no differences P
05 between adult imprinted and wild but lower for
higher than game farm chudars

fig

1

chudars
game farm chukars

results from release 111
III
lii indicated that survival on antelope island for all groups was
greater than in the previous year especially for
the adult imprinted group the improvement
was attributed to predator removal which may
be beneficial even in establishing transplanted
wild birds in good habitat season of the year
may have affected survival as alternative prey
abundance and predator location on the island
may have varied jonkel 1954 however
observed little difference in chukar survival
related to season of release
combined data from all releases suggest that
chudars can be used to establish
captive reared chukars
wild populations if given proper early behavioral
conditioning this study however does not provide information on reproductive success
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extraction FROM PRESERVED TROUT TISSUES
I1

kudor

D K shiozawa J kudo

1

R P evans

1

S R

woodwards2 and R N williams 3
woodward2
woodward

ABSI
a13srtiac
hacir we have adapted techniques developed for the extraction of DNA from formalin fixed paraffin im bedded
raci
human tissues for use on preserved fish tissues DNA was successfully extracted and the d loop region of mitochondrial
DNA was amplified with the polymerase chain reaction PCR the sequences of the amplified DNA from preserved and
modern samples were identical these techniques were also applied to fin tissue treated with a variety of preservatives
extraction of DNA from ethyl alcohol and air dried fin tissues gave yields equivalent to those from frozen tissues extraction
of DNA from preserved museum specimens of rare or extinct taxa could significantly increase the scope of systematic and
non lethal sampling strategy allowing
phylogenetic studies similarly extraction of DNA from fin tissues provides a nonlethal
biochemical systematic analyses of rare or endangered taxa

polyi nerase chain reaction sequencing cutthroat trout oncorhynchus
key words DNA sequencing polymerase

part

preserved birds was significantly degraded
maximum size 200 base pairs while that from
the dried tissues contained fragments 9 20 kb
in length but even if the DNA obtained with
these procedures was degraded the recent
development of the polymerase chain reaction
al 1985
R saiki
1988 mullis
19851988
et
etal
PCR
saikietal
salil
procedure PC
et al 1986 mullis and faloona 1987 wong et
al 1987 white et al 1989 provides a technique
to amplify specific fragments of DNA as small
as 200 base pairs these amplified fragments
can then be sequenced to decipher genetic relationships
tion ships saiki et al 1985 wrischnik et al
1987 kocher et al 1989 thomas and
beckenbach 1989

of the systemids mainly cutthroat
atics of western salmonids
salmon
trout oncorhynchus clarki we were inter
ested in extracting DNA from preserved fish
tissues museum collections contain many preserved specimens usually stored in alcohol but
originally fixed in formalin these could represent a significant reserve of information for sys
te matics research if the DNA could be
successfully extracted in addition many populations of western trout are in such low numbers
that collecting fish for systematic studies could
seriously jeopardize their survival for this
reason we also wanted to evaluate the applicability of preserved tissue DNA extraction techniques to samples of fin tissue fin samples
tak6n
could be taken
takin rapidly in the field with minimal
stress to the fish these samples could then be
preserved for later DNA extraction
medical researchers have developed tech
hiques for the extraction of DNA from formaniques
embedded tissues goetz et
lin fixed paraffin imbedded
al 1985 debeau et al 1986 the DNA
extracted from these tissues was of sufficient
quality that restriction cutting and southern blot
analysis were possible debeau et al 1986
DNA has also been successfully extracted from
birds held in museum collections both dried
and preserved in 70 ethyl alcohol houde and
braun 1988 the DNA extracted from alcohol
As aapart of our ongoing studies

MATERIALS AND METHODS

archived specimens
cutthroat trout collected between 1926 and
1982 and archived in the fish range at the monte
L bean life science museum brigham young
university were used to determine the usefulness of the formalin extraction technique when
applied to museum specimens samples of liver
muscle or gut were taken from specimens representing a range of preservation times table
1
tissues were removed from the specimens
500mm M
teg buffer soom
500m
and placed in 20 volumes of
ofte9
oftel
90
9.0
90 goetz
tris 20 mm EDTA 10 mm nacl ph go

butali
utali
zoology bngham
bjigham
bigham young university provo utili
departi
departmentt of oology
decarti
of microbiology migh
umveisity provo utah
bngliam
amigh young uiiiversity
tiient
department
depa
trient
t nent ot
3depa
of biology boise state university boise
bolst idaho
boist
department
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DNA yields from formalin fixed museum specimens of cutthroat trout oncorhynchus clarki DNA yields were
absorb ance readings at 260 nm
determined using UV spectrometer absorbance

tabi r
TABLE
TABL

1

subspecies

year

location

museum no

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1926
1927
1940
1982
1982
1928
1981

snake R ID

BYU
BYU
BYU
BYU
BYU
BYU
BYU

bou viat
c housien
houvien
bouviat
ulat
ulet
c utah
c utah
C

c
c
c

utah
utah
utah
utah

et al 1985

utah L UT
utah
utahl
stahlL UT
deaf smith UT
deaf smith UT
trout cr UT
cr UT
deep
deeper
deepcr

26792
26755
26756
176896
176890
26858
176793

the buffer was changed twice over

24 hours

fin tissues
tissues were taken from anesthetized
hatchery rainbow trout oncorhynchus mykiss
that ranged in length from 15 to 25 cm
em samples
were taken from all fins but were restricted to
the outer edges of the fins to more accurately
represent the region that would be sampled in
2
1
the field approximately I cm of fin was
removed for each sample these were placed in
labeled 18 ml polyethylene tubes with gas
keted screw caps four samples were taken for
feted
each of six treatments applied to the fins these
were a 10 formalin b 40 isopropyl alco
hol c storage in a standard freezer at 20 c
d storage in an ultracold
ultra cold freezer set at 80 C
e 70 ethyl alcohol cetoh
etoh and f air drying
the samples were held in the tubes for 45 days
after which the preservatives were decanted and
the tissues soaked in teg for 24 hours with no
change in the buffer the frozen and air dried
samples were not soaked in buffer prior to
extraction one sample stored at 20 C was lost
during storage

fin

extraction procedure
tissue samples were minced with a clean
razor blade to 2 mm or less in cross section and
placed in 15 ml centrifuge tubes with 10 ml of
oi g of SDS five mg of proteinase K
teg and 010.1
01
was added to each sample and the tubes were
capped and incubated in a shaking water bath
for 24 hours at 55 C an additional 5 mg of
oi
0.1
01 mg SDS were added to
proteinase K and 01
each sample and the tubes returned to the shaking water bath for 50 hours at 55 C to remove
residual undigested tissue the samples were
transferred to 30 ml tubes and an equal volume

total

sample
tissue
type

weight
g

pug g
vug
alg
vlg

DNA
yield
qmg
jg mg tissue
jgmg

liver
liver
liver
muscle
gut
liver
muscle

013
064
065
024
042
007
011

775
5675
3100
1475
9650
510
575

0596
0887
0477
0615
2298
0728
0523

DNA

of phenol chloroform was added to each the
tubes were inverted several times to mix and
then centrifuged in an SS 34 rotor at 10000 rpm
for 10 minutes the aqueous phase from each
sample was removed with an inverted glass
pipette and placed into clean 30 ml tubes and
the procedure repeated A final extraction of the
aqueous phase was made with one volume of
chloroform and centrifuged as before the
aqueous phase from each sample was transferred to a new tube and 1.I1 volume of 3 M
sodium acetate solution added the mixtures
were precipitated with one volume of 95
cetoh
etoh and stored at 20 C overnight 12 hours
minimum each sample was centrifuged at
10000 rpm for 10 minutes and the supernatant
carefully poured off leaving a DNA pellet the
pellets were washed with 70 ethyl alcohol and
centrifuged again for 10 minutes at 10000 rpm
the alcohol was poured off and the samples
allowed to air dry the pellets were resuspended
02
EDTA solution ph
0.2
in a 3 mm tris og
02 mm edtasolution
72
anase was added to a final concentration
7.2
72 rnase
of
20 jimmi
jigmi
of20jlgml
RESULTS AND

discussion

archived specimens
muscle and liver tissues yielded comparable
amounts of DNA and exceptionally high yields
were obtained from the sample of gut tissue
table 1 because the gut tissue was washed in
buffer immediately after removal from the preserved specimen contamination from items in
the alimentary canal should have been minimal
gut tissue was easily digested indicating a relatively rapid release of DNA dubeau et al
1986 and this could have been associated with
jil from the
the high yields DNA samples 20 lai
sed on a
museum specimens were electrophoresed
electrophore
1

DNA FROM PRESERVED TROUT

19921
1992

A
1

31

B
2 3 4 5 6

sed on 1 agarose
DNA electrophoresed
electrophore
adarose gels after being extracted fig IA from formalin preserved museum
DNA from the trout collected in 1926 liver is only faintly visible
following PCR amplification fig IB the dnafrom
specimens and followingpcr
lane 1 fig IA the DNA from 1927 liver 1940 liver 1982 muscle and 1982 gut are in lanes 2 5 respectively the
DNA in lane 6 was extracted from a contemporary frozen liver sample the PCR products are shown in figure IB lanes
1 6 in figure IB correspond to the DNA templates shown in lanes 1 6 in figure IA

fig

1

SD I1 region of the mitochondrial DNA
comparison of the nucleotide sequence 120 base pairs from the SDI
d loop the DNA was amplified with the polymerase chain reaction the top row represents the base sequence from
frozen tissue DNA and the lower row represents the sequence from a formalin preserved specimen the frozen tissue
8 17 88 the preserved tissue specimen BYU
specimen BYU 90621 is 0 c utah from mckinzie creek UT collected 81788
26755 is 0 c utah from utah L UT collected in 1927 both vouchers are archived in the fish range at the monte L
bean life science museum
TABLE 2 A

frozen
preserved

aaggctatcc
aaggctatcc
agccgaagta
agccgaagta

caatcttatt
caatcttatt
ggcttctctt
ggcttctctt

ttaagaaacc
ttaagaaacc
aagcatctgg
aagcatctgg
gcccgttacc
gcccgttacc
atatgactag
atatgactag

agarose
adarose gel containing ethidium bromide
1a to verify extraction the DNA samples
fig aa
extracted from fresh and preserved tissue samples were used in a PCR reaction 25 pjLI total
volume using primers for the d loop region of
trout mitochondrial DNA developed by K
1

thomas university of california berkeley
perlin elmer cetus
with standard conditions perkin
norwalk connecticut cycle times and temtures were 1I minute at 92 C 1I minute at 53
peratures
pera
C and 2 minutes at 72 C for 35 cycles PCR
products are shown in figure IB DNA extraction controls containing no fish tissue did not
yield PCR products under identical conditions
data not shown subsamples of the PCR products from preserved and fresh tissue samples
were sequenced fig 2 and compared with

agcccctgaa
agcccctgaa

30

ttaatggtgt
ttaatggtgt

60

caccaagccg
caccaagccg

90

ggcctctccc
ggcctctccc

120

contemporary sequence data from cutthroat
trout table 2 the sequence data were identical indicating that within the amplified segment
no base modifications had occurred in the for
malin preserved sample

fin clips
we obtained DNA from all fin clips regardless
of preservation method mean yields ranged
from a low of 040
0.40
040 pgmg
J gag of tissue from formagmg
lin preserved fin clips to a high of 1.104
1104 lomg
jlgmg
lgmg
in air dried samples table 3 the treatment
effects were examined with analysis of variance
table 4 and a highly significant difference was
found between the treatments fishers
fishers least
significant difference multiple comparison procedure was applied to separate those treatment
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sequence gel from a portion of the mitolai DNA d loop column A is the sequence foi
ial
chondrial
chondnal
chondral
for
rol a
roi
contemporary sample of trout DNA BYU 90621 and
column B is the sequence from a preserved
presel ved trout specimen
BYU 26755 collected in 1927 the sequence gel is read
from the bottom up and the cohn
columns
anns represent guanine G
nns
adenine A thymine T and cytosine C respectively

fig

1

ut
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B

n

A
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fig

3 multiple comparisons of

tissue treatments
0 01
alpha 001
test ipha
ooi
significantly from

the means of the six fin
fishers least significant difference
using fishers
lines connect means that do not differ
one another

3 DNA yields from fin tissue preserved with dif2
ferent methods the fin clips approximat
approximately
ely 1 cm each
approximal
fromn hatchery reared rainbow trout
were taken frol
oncorhynchus mykiss DNA yields were determined
absorb ance readings at 260 nm
using UV spectrometer absorbance
nln
nin
TABLF
TABLE

preservation
method

N

formalin
40
isopropyl
40isopropyl
20 C
80
socC
70 etoh
cetoh
air
all dried
ail

4
4

70etoh

A

3
4
4
4

mean

standard

yield
gaggmg
4gmg

deviation

0402
0569
0644
0740
0822
11104
104

015743
019111
010016
006295
007964
013443

groups that differed significantly from one
another these comparisons fig 3 indicate
that the air dried treatment gave yields significantly higher than the other treatments
because the weights used in calculating the
DNA yields were the pre
extraction values and
preextraction
not the pretreatment weights the initial weights
predrying
pre drying of the air dried samples are not
known
nown however based on the initial size of the
fi
fin
n clips they are assumed to have been similar
while air drying yields are much better than

1992
TABLI
taille 4

DNA FROM PRESERVED TROUT
one way analysis

source

treatment
error
en oi
adj
total ada

of variance of the fin clip

treatment effect on DNA yield
mean square

F

freedom

sum
slim of
silm
siim
squares

5

1 114512
14512

13
47
1347

17

028911
143424

0 022902
22902
001700
0 01700

degrees

of

22

those resulting from other preservation methods the lack of preservatives could allow
secondary contamination of samples through
bacterial or fungal colonization and air drying
probably should not be used in collecting samples in humid areas or where adequate stor
a ge
storage
is not possible the yields obtained from et
h yl
ethyl
alcohol preservation are equal to those from
frozen tissues and superior to both isopropyl
alcohol and formalin preservation of the pre
serva tives examined in this study ethyl alcohol
servatives
would appear to be the preservative of choice in
most field situations this eliminates the necessity of carrying dry ice or liquid nitrogen into the
field to preserve tissues other preservative solu
eions
beutin
tions should be considered for instance seutin
white and boag 1991 reported successful DNA
extraction from avian tissues preserved in a mixEDTA nacl and DMSO
ture of
ofedta

conclusions
the

ability to extract amplify and sequence
DNA from formalin preserved museum specimens increases the information value of museum
holdings in addition to being0 a record of morphological and meristic information the specimens
can be used in biochemical studies because
museum collections include type specimens rare
species and representatives of now extinct forms
many key phylogenetic relationships can be reexamined the extraction techniques can be applied
to contemporary preserved tissues as well fin
tissues give adequate yields with this technique for
both restriction enzyme digestion and PCR amplifi
fication fin samples which can be taken conleth
nonleth
ally present opportunities to examine fish
populations that would otherwise be inaccessible to tissue collection because of management

considerations
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RELATING SOIL CHEMISTRY AND PLANT relationships IN
WOODED DRAWS OF THE NORTHERN GREAT PLAINS
I
and daniel W uresk
voorhees
E
marguerite
1

2

fol 22
foi
habitat type in northwestern south dakota were evaluated for
ash
ashchokecherry
soils of the green chokecherry
sno wherry
Prunits virginiana
imana and snowberry
virgi
virgimana
virginiaja
virgniana
properties to determine whether any could be correlated with density of chokecherry primus
ail elements except phosphorus
ali
all
ofall
cfall
occidentalist
phospho
occidentalis
alis surface soils were
occidentahs
lus
ius
symphoricarpos occident
wele moderately fertile with high levels of
weie
and nitrogen soils were fine textured with moderately high cation exchange capacity and saturation percentages however
soils were nonsaline nonalkaline
non alkaline with low amounts of exchangeable sodium none of the soil properties showed good
shl ab
shi
ub species
relations were found between each of the shrub
correlation with chokecherry and snowberry densities greatest coi
eol correlations
col
and grass
glass
RAC
rao
abstimr

ABS

1

1

ails graz
alls
alis
occidentalist
occidentalis
wing
zing
occident
grazing
key words wooded draws green ash shrubs prunus virgi
niana symphoricarpos occidentahs
virginiana
virginiaja

wooded draws constitute a valuable habitat
type in the northern great plains they provide

STUDY AREA

lulles norththe study area is approximately 5 miles

shelter from wind and weather and contain
greater moisture than surrounding areas resulting in an abundance of plant life and forage an
understanding of soil plant relationships of
these wooded draws has become more critical
since these areas have been observed to be in
decline boldt et al 1978 for a variety of reagirardetal
sons girard
cirard
et al 1987
Girardetal
studies that correlate habitat type with soil
properties are particularly useful in efforts to
manage these systems knowledge gained from
such studies might help managers determine
the potential habitat type of a site after vegetation decimation efforts and limited resources
could then be concentrated on sites with the
greatest potential for rehabilitation
this study was conducted to characterize the
surface soil chemistry of the green ashchoke
cherry fraxinus pennsylvanicaprunus
pennsylvanicalprunus virgini
ana habitat type in northwestern south dakota
and to relate these soil properties as well as grass
cover to density of chokecherry and snowberry
occidentalist
alis this habitat
symphoricarpos occidentalis
occident
type is considered a topographic climax
hansen hoffman and steinauer 1984
hansen and hoffman 1988 and is one of the
most important in the northern great plains

west of bison south dakota in perkins county
US DA forest
on lands administered by the USDA
service custer national forest geology of the
area has been described by hansen 1985 the
topography is rolling to steep plains dissected by
drainage ways the climate of the
streams and drainageways
and very
areas
area is characterized by warm summers andvery
areais
cold winters annual precipitation averages 36
cm with most received in the spring and
summer
the habitat types of the area have been
described by peterson 1987 the green
ash
ashchokeeherry
ashchokecherry
chokecherry habitat type was found on shallow to moderately deep well drained cabba
lantry loam soils of upland ridges and the sides
of steep drainageways
drainage ways with slopes of 15 to
40
METHODS

collection of samples
soil samples were collected during the
ashchokecherry
summer of 1986 from 24 green ash
chokecherry
draws spaced over a 2769 ha pasture the vegetation ofthe 24 wooded draws ranged from few
trees and shrubs to a dense overstory and under
was conducted
story of trees and shrubs samplingwas
sampling
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TABLE 1

naturalist

from green ash chokecherry habitat type near bison south dakota
collectedfrom
soli samples collected
chemical properties of soil

72

n

soil

mean

range

pli
pil

73
06
91
31
25

63 78
6378

nunhoscin
EC nnnhosun
mattel
organic mattei

ngg

n03
nch N 009
609
P agglgg
lugg
z11
elgg
an pugg
zn
vlgg

gg

1 0 170
17 0
10
105
01 10
ios5
los

202 491

09 92
66999268
268 0
2680
3322 24
2411
08 56
2 0 20
2088
20

34

lagg
fe bigg
tgg
jigg
agg
mn
mil agg
mii
pgg
rgg

212

76
21
45
21
02
01

ps

cu
c p s
cad ineq1
ineql
ineal
ineqd
mg lne
ineck
inecl
cl
ine
na
niu
nicqd
nit nieql
niell
SAR
SAP

saturation
satin aaion
ation M
CE
lne
ine
ceineq100kg
inc
1100 kg
inc1100
C d ingke
ext ca
kg
ingkg
ing
ext mg ingke
ingkg
ng
ngkg
ing kg
ext na ingke
ingkg
ing kg
sand M
silt M
bly
lly
clay
liy
etractabfc

04 26
4 2 198
19 8
42

321

WS

elgg
K pugg
vlgg
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729
452
4311

684

152
329

408
263

110
0

12
1255

01 09
01 02
488
106 5
48.8
48 8 1065
488
29 9 624
62 4
299
2580 6830
90 987
118
8 575
57 5
20 67
21 51
11 40

standard deviation

03
03
33
26
22
67

20
315

34
08
23
14
01
01
112

76
937
171

77
91
54
62

tio

at three locations in each draw at each location
2
approximately 250 in in area three frames
20 X 50
50cmwereiandomlylocated
elu were randomly located stem deneln
cin
sities of chokecherry at these locations ranged
from low 0 2 stemsframe
stems frame to medium 3 6
and high greater than 8
stems
steinsframe
stemsframe
steins frame
franie all stems were counted within a
stemsfranie
stemsframe
stems frame
fraine and the three values averaged for each
frame
location canopy cover of grass was estimated in
fraine daubenmire 1959 one soil
each frame
sample was collected within each frame to a
depth of 10 cm
elu the three soil samples from
clu
cin
each location were combined for chemical anal
ysis yielding a total of 72 samples

soil analyses

an fe mn
amounts of soil elements P K zn
cu were
ammonium
wele determined by using the ammonium
weie
bicarbonate diethylenetriai
diethylenetnamine
nine
penta acetic
pentaacetic
acid AB DTPA extract Soltan
soltanpour
pour and
schwab 1977 and inductively coupled plasma
ICP AES
atomic emission spectrometry ICPAES
DTPA procedure was
ABDTPA
jones 1977 the AB
developed and is used by the colorado state
university soil testing laboratory an equal
amount of potassium is extracted as with the
ammonium acetate test knudsen et al 1982
sarne amount of iron is extracted as with
and the same
soltanpour
the standard DTPA test havlin and Soltan
pour

half as much phosphorus

extracted
using AB DTPA as in the sodium bicarbonate
extract olsen et al 1954 and slightly less zinc
is extracted than in the standard DTPA test
havlin and Soltan
soltanpour
pour 1981 AB DTPA
extractable copper and manganese are highly
correlated with DTPA extractable levels of
2
75
86
.75
.86
75 and sg
86 respectively
these elements r
1077
Soltan pour and schwab 1977
soltanpour
the ph was measured with a ph meter that
used a combination electrode on a saturated
paste sodium adsorption ratio SAR was estimated from levels of soluble calcium magnesium and sodium measured in a saturation
tcp AES total soluble salts
1cp
of
extract by means oficp
ofick
were measured on the filtered extract with a
bridge
solub
solubridge
ridge
soiu
solu
organic matter was determined by wet oxidation with spontaneous heat of reaction potassium dichromate and concentrated sulfuric acid
were used for organic matter and results were
determined calorimetrically nitrate nitrogen
was determined by the chromotropic acid
method levels of extractable ca mg and na
ICP AES on an ammowere measured by using ICPAES
nium acetate extract cation exchange capacity
was determined by the sodium saturation
method page 1982
1981

is
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statistical analyses

simple linear regression was used to relate soil
chemistry variables to chokecherry and snow
berry densities the points were plotted to check
for nonlinear relationships stepwise regression
was used to test relationships between soil
chemistry canopy cover of grass and density of
c
each shrub the regression model yaba
provided the best fit in relating chokecherry and
snowberry densities with canopy cover of grass
soil variables and densities of both shrubs were
cluster analysis
non
subjected to a nonhierarchical
hierarchical
ISODATA to group the sites ball and hall
1967 stepwise discriminant analyses were
used to estimate compactness of clusters and
identify the key variables that accounted for
their differences however cluster analyses and
discriminant analyses and simple correlation
plots did not provide any meaningful results

yabx

RESULTS AND

discussion

3.0 lgg
30
nitrate nitrogen levels averaged 30
jigg and
io
ito jigg
1.0
170
ranged from 10
10 to 17.0
tgg table 1 soil
agg

agg

organic matter ranged from about 4 to nearly
20
these values compare well with values
from surface soil samples from hardwood forest
on fine textured soils charley 1977 organic
matter levels ranged substantially higher than
those from soils from similar sites in north
dakota hansen hoffman and bjugstad 1984
montana and south dakota hansen and hoff
man 1988 nitrate levels appeared adequate
for growth of rangeland plants Soltan
soltanpour
pour et al
1979
soils were near neutral in ph table 1 and
similar to other sites in montana north dakota
and south dakota hansen hoffman and
bjugstad 1984 hansen and hoffman 1988
availability of nutrients at this ph is near maxian and cu which
mum except for fe mn zn
to
7.0 brady
become less available above ph 70
70
1974 plants usually grow well between ph 5
ss
8.5 donahue et al 1977 if no other growth
and 85
85
factor is limiting phosphorus and potassium
2.5
p gg respec
content averaged 25
bigg
25 agg
respect
jigg
kgg and 321 lagg
dively
tively thus phosphorus levels were low
whereas potassium zinc copper and manganese levels were high both generally and relative to similar sites in the northern high plains
hansen hoffman and bjugstad 1984 hansen
21.2
and hoffman 1988 iron levels averaged 212
pagg
gg and were fairly high
kgg
the cation exchange capacity CEC was
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452
45.2
45 2 meq100 kg table 1 clays
rather high at 452
in these soils are likely to have high adsorptive
capacities since organic matter content and clay
content did not fully account for the high CEC
brady 1974 the sodium adsorption ratio
SAR indicated minimal saturation of the
exchange complex by sodium electrical conog
06
0 6 mmhoscm these soils
ductivity was low at 0.6
06
nonalkaline with
would be classed as nonsaline nonalkalme
low electrical conductivity and exchangeable
sodium percentage the saturation percentage
729
72 9 was somewhat higher than other nonsa
at 72.9
729
bonsa
ahne nonalkaline soils in this classification richline
hne
ards 1954 the soil moisture percentage at 15
mpa which is approximately equivalent to the
wilting percentage was 18
these soils are
thus relatively fine textured on average sand
silt and clay averaged 33
and 26
41

respectively
02
4 52 1 and 02
0.2
soluble ca mg and na were 452
02
4.52
452
meq1 respectively table 1 extractable ca
mg and na averaged about 4311 684 and 15
los 8
ios
10
108
mgkg respectively these corresponded to 10.8
57
0 065 meq100 g soil and exchangeable
0.065
5 7 and 0065
5.7
57
o01
12 6 and 0.1
12.6
23.88 126
23
0i 1 respectively
238
percentages of 238
01
thus of these elements ca was predominant on
nkawas
awas
a was
the exchange complex and exchangeable N
very low however calcium was low relative to
comparable sites of vegetation and landscapes
hansen hoffman and bjugstad 1984 hansen
and hoffman 1988
simple correlation coefficients for density of
either chokecherry r 26 to 18 or snow
berry r 36 to 20 with various
vanous soil properties were low table 2 twelve soil properties
were negatively associated with chokecherry
density phosphorus showed the greatest positive relationship with chokecherry density r
26 only four soil variables
va
extr actable
estr
nabies
nables
ph P extractable
ca and CEC were negatively correlated with
snowberry density magnesium showed the
highest correlation with snowberry density r
varied some for both spe36 soil properties vaned
eles at the microlite
cies
microsite
mic rosite level but were not statisti10 for example when
cally different p
density of chokecherry was high no snowberry
phosphorus was somewhat greater than phosphorus on sites with high snowberry densities
no chokecherry and thus a positive correlation
stepwise multiple regression using all soil
properties with either chokecherry or snowberry stem density did not provide meaningful
results however a good relationship was found
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TABI
tabil

I1

2 simple correlation coefficients for densities

naturalist

of

18

chokecherry and snowberry with chemical properties of soil
of green
ashchokecherry
chokecherry habitat type near bison south
lleen ash
lieen

dakota n

volume 52
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E
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for predicting chokecherry density using snow
berry density and canopy cover of grass table
3 predicting snowberry stem density using
chokecherry density and grass cover similarly
2
50
.50
50 when
showed a good relationship r
snowberry stem density was high chokecherry
stem density was low and vice versa fig 1
chokecherry density showed a good relation2
48
.48
48 with canopy cover of grass fig
ship r
1 stem densities of chokecherry were greatest
when canopy cover of grass was low
overall soil properties were not highly correlated with either chokecherry or snowberry
stem density each shrub was more influenced
stein
by the density ofthe other or the amount of grass
cover factors such as other shrubs trees disease fire soil compaction and grazing may also
influence stem density of both chokecherry and
snowberry boldt et al 1978 severson and
boldt 1978 uresk and paintner 1985 uresk
and boldt 1986 uresk 1987 but these factors
were not considered in the present study
SUMMARY

surface soils of the green ash
ashchokecherry
chokecherry
woodland in northwestern south dakota near
bison were found to be moderately fertile with

S

0

3

0
0

20

40

60

80

100

GRASS COVER
2

0 1 m is greatest
stems 01
snowberry stem density stems01
stems0
isgreatest
when chokecherry stem density is the least but decreases
as chokecherry density increases chokecherry stem density
is greatest when grass cover is the least and density
decreases as grass cover increases

fig

1

fairly high levels of nutrients except phosphorus which was low and nitrogen which was
moderately low organic matter ranged from
about 4 to 20 these soils were fine textured
with moderately high cation exchange capacity
and saturation percentages they were classed
as nonsaline nonalkaline with low amounts of
exchangeable sodium
soil properties showed low correlation relaships with chokecherry or snowberry stem
tionships
tion
density A good relationship was found between
the two species of shrubs and grass additional
factors such as density of other shrubs or trees
disease fire soil compaction and grazing may
also influence densities of chokecherry or snowberry and interact with soil surface properties
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coefficients a b and c standard error of the estimate SE and correlation r2 describing relationships of
chokecherry C snowberry S and grass G in green ash
ashchokeeberry
ashchokecherry
chokecherry habitat typee n 72
TABLF 3
TABLE

density

chokecherry
snowberry
snowberry
chokecherry
S

a

b

b

9651
11694
11758
9323

0488s
0 488s

0082g
0 082g
00826
0 00766
0766

Y

stepwise regression Y

abxlbx
lbx
lax axbx

2

E

1076c
6266c
0 05556
5556

exponential
exponent il regression Y

dbx
abx
aba
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THE GENUS ARISTIDA GRAMINEAE IN

california

allreda
ailred
alired
allred
keily
kelly
W allred1
kellyw
kellaw
taxonomy of aristida gramineae in california is revised the genus is represented in the state by six
ai e provided
species and 11 taxa identification keys descriptions selected synonymy distribution records and illustrations are
ABSTRACT
ABSFRAC

1

the

key words Aristida
floristics california
aristidafloristics
awhddflonstics

the tip of the lemma often bears a column or

of the current revision of willis lynn
jepson s A manual of the flowering plants of
california 1923 sponsored by the jepson herbarium of the university of california at berke
ley an examination of the taxonomy
nomenclature and distribution of the california
species of aristida was undertaken jepson
1923 originally listed 10 species of aristida for
california and subsequent floristic endeavors
increased this number to 12 reported by munz
and keck 1968 this work treats six species
apportioned to 11 total taxa
anns
ahns
tida are peculiar in the development of the
Afis
aristida
fusi fonn indurate floret the lemma in north
fusiform
american species is convolute and completely
encloses the palea and flower forming a rather
As part

beaklike structure in species ofaristida and two
terms describe this condition an awn column is
formed by the connivent or coalescent often
twisted bases of the agns
awns above the lemma this
is a relatively uncommon arrangement but is
calif
californica
omica thurber A beak of
seen in aristida califomica
eailfornica
cali
the lemma however is sometimes formed by
the lemma apex it is often narrow and twisted
divari cata and A purpurea
divaricata
as in A divaricate
ea the term
purpurean
purpur
awn as used herein refers to the free portion
only and is measured from the summit of the
beak or awn column to the tip of the awn
tida have been classified
aristida
north american ATIs
in three different sections of the genus
at&ratherum streptachne and aristida
arthratherum
Chaet
chaetaria
henrard 1929 clayton and
aria
ze 1986 in section arthratherum the
renvoize
Renvoi
lemma body is terminated by an awn column
disarticulated from the rest of the floret
disarticulates
that dis
articulates
this section is represented in california by A
cail
call
cali
omica the section streptachne is characcalif
califomica
californica
fornica
terized by the extreme reduction of the lateral
agns
caa
awns illustrated consistently in A tertipes
tern
ipes cav
ternipes
anilleo
anilles but also found in other species that are
not usually placed in this section such as
of
A adscensionis linnaeus in a study ofaristida
aristida
divaricata trent
divaricata
species affiliated with A divaricate
1985 found that some degree of reduction of
the lateral agns
awns was a common occurrence in
numerous species and concluded that this feature was often not a good indicator of biologic
relationship the validity of the section
streptachne based on this criterion is doubtful
section aristida comprises the remaining california species without articulation in the lemma
awns
or consistent reduction of lateral agns

firm anthoecium or flower casing this configuration customarily prevents the exsertion of
anthers and stigmas resulting in cleistogamous
and self pollinated reproduction however in
spikelets of A purpur
ea nuttall A
some spikelets
purpurean
purpurea
Willenow and
divari cata humb
divaricata
divaricate
divaticata
bumb & bonpl
bonal ex willenow
other species swelling of the lodicules will often
spread the lemma and palea and the anthers and
anthonc
stigmas are commonly exserted from the anthoec
lum during and after anthesis evidence of possible
dichotomy
dichotorna
dichotoma
dich
otoma
cross pollination in A dicho
torna
forna michaux of
central and eastern united states two kinds of
flowers are developed one with three anthers
each 2 3 mm long presumably adapted for
other with
chasmogamous reproduction and the othera4th
0.3
a single anther less than 03
03 mm long personal
observation the smaller anther is always found
retained within the floret and apparently functions
in cleistogamous reproduction this condition is
also reported for A oligantha
oligantha michaux henrard
1929
olannntl
depiitnic
dpartn lit twahnal

ui

la cn

rosity las
indI blanp
exico
rsity
nm Mm
stat univeimty
ieo state
ico
leo
kuige
sciences 13box 331I1 new
llanp sd
mico
1
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because the sectional classification of the
genus remains largely unexamined and unsatisfactory for this report the california species are
sorted into informal groups these groups do
not necessarily correspond to any formal rank
but parallel those used by hitchcock and chase
1951 and allred 1986
GROUP adscensiones
aristida adscen
slonis characterized by the annual habit
branching at the upper nodes and erect agns
awns
GROUP DiCHO
TOMAE
aristida olig
oligantha
antha
dichotomae
dlchotomae
dichotomal
characterized by the annual habit branching at
the upper nodes and a tendency for the central
awn to coil
GROUP divaricatae
ATis
divaricata
divaricata
tida divaricate
aristida
and A tern
anda
ipes characterized by the stiffly spread
ternipes
tertipes

ing primary and often secondary branches with
axillary pulvini
pulcini
pulvini these two species are usually
placed in different sections of the genus aristida
and streptachne respectively
GROUP PURPUREAE
aristida purpurean
ea
purpurea
purpur
including seven varieties characterized by generally unequal glumes
blumes a narrowed beak of the
lemma and generally erect branches merges
with the divaricatae through A purpurea
ea var
purpurean
purpur
parishii
par ishii hitchcock allred as well as A pansa

wooton & standley of the chihuahuan desert
GROUP tuberculosae
aristida califor
nica characterized by the disarticulation of the
agns
awns and awn column from the body of the
lemma

following are identification keys to all taxa
descriptions based on california specimens
counties of occurrence in california lists of
selected specimens examined and an illustration of each taxon herbaria are abbreviated
according to holmgren et al 1981 updated
information on the distribution of aristida in
california will be welcomed by the author

aristida linnaeus sp pi
A 82 1753
calms generally
tufted annuals or perennials culms

erect the internodes
inter nodes mostly semisolid sheaths
open ligules a ring of hairs blades flat to involute lacking auricles
euricles
au ricles inflorescence generally a
panicle occasionally racemose or spicate
Spike lets 1 flowered disarticulating
dis
spikelets
articulating above the
glumes
blumes equal to very unequal thin
glumes
blumes glurtws
membranous 1I to 7 nerved often as long as
the floret or longer lemma 3 nerved terete
indurate at maturity and enveloping the palea
and flower callus oblique usually sharp
pointed and bearded agns
awns 3 in number terminal on the lemma the lateral agns
awns sometimes

naturalist

volume 52

reduced or obsolete palea 2 nerved thin
Lodicules 2 stamens 1I
shorter than the lemma lodicules
or 3 caryopsis enclosed in the anthoecium
fusiform the hilum scar linear the embryo
small X

11
tida
afistida
aristida
anstida
key to the genus Afis

1

21

culm internodes
inter nodes and nodes conspicuously hairy
A califomica
calif omica var califomica
califomica
culm internodes
intemodes
nodes and nodes glabrous
2
inter
inte modes
plants annual generally much branched above
the base
3
plants perennial simple or only weakly branched
above the base

32
42

awns mostly 3 7 cm long
central agns
agns mostly 0077 2 cm long
central awns

4

A olig
oligantha
ohgantha
antha

adscensioms
A adscensionis

primary panicle branches erect to spreading or
drooping but at least the bases of the branches
appressed to the main axis without pulvini
pulvmi in the
pulcini
aeils
branch axils
A purpur
ea
purpurean
purpurea
particle branches abruptly
abru tly
aly spreading from
primary panicle
the main axis with pulvini
aeils
pulcini in the branch axils

te

54

65

5

lower panicle branches ascending the upper
branches appressed
pansen
A purpur
ea var parishii
purpurean
panshn
purpurea
parishii
iele branches spreading
lele
6
lower and upper panicle
parr
pariicle
pair
anthers 0088 1 mm long summit of lemma twisted
at maturity base of blade glabrous abovethe
abo vethe ligule

divaricate
divaricata
divari
A didari
dwancata
dwan
cata

anthers 1122

3 mm long summit of lemma not or

only slightly twisted at lturity
ofbladewith
bladea4th
maturity base of
scattered pilose hairs above the ligule
A temipes

aristida adscensionis linnaeus sp pi
A
1753 SIX WEEKS THREEAWN fig 1

82
A

adscensionis var abortive
abortiva beetle A adscen
abortiva
decolorata fournier
slonis var decolorata
decolorate
Fou mier beetle A
adscensionis var modesta hackel
hackell tufted and
generally annual but extremely variable in size
calms erect to
growth habit and longevity culms
geniculate simple to much branched 310
nodes glabrous sheaths
internodes
5080 cm tall inter
generally shorter than the internodes
internodes ligules
04
0.4 1 mm long blades flat to involute 2 14 cm
04
2.5
long 1 25
25 mm wide panicle narrow and contracted 5 1520 cm long often interrupted
tr
below the spikelets
spike lets aggregated on short
branches glumes
blumes unequal 1 nerved the first
4 8 mm long the second 6 11 mm long
lemmas 6 9 mm long slightly flattened scabrous on the midnerve
mid nerve agns
awns flattened at the
base spreading the central awn 7 1823 mm
long the lateral agns
awns somewhat shorter rarely
os
0 2 mm long palea 05
0.5 1 mm long hyaline
05
ot
blunt fan shaped anthers 03
0.7
0.3 07
07 mm long
03
caryopsis somewhat shorter than the lemma
an
2n 22 dry open places and rocky hills below
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inyo co panamint mts death valley 18 apr
aar
1978 dedecker 4541 UC 11 mi W of death
valley 28 mar 1947 keck D 5847 UC los
angeles co pasadena 27 feb 1882 jones
M E sn CM san clemente island 8 may
P H 17609 UC riverside co
1962 raven R
94
9.4
blythe 19 feb 1958 bacigalupi R
ofblythe
94 mi N of

CM

fig

1

adscensioms inflorescence and spikelet
aristida adscensionis

los angeles
riverside san bernardino san diego san luis
1000 m COUNTIES imperial inyo

obispo santa barbara
aristida adscensionis ranges in habit from
small unbranched plants scarcely 3 cm tall with
only one or two spikelets
spike lets to large much
branched clumps 80 cm tall with numerous
branches and spikelets
spike lets several varieties have
been named based on differences in plant and
panicle size degree of branching and the develawns variation in size and
opment of the agns
robustness seems related to precipitation and
populations at the same site may vary drastically
from year to year the validity ofreduced lateral
agns
awns as a taxonomic character is also questionable most species of aristida have forms vith
with
the lateral agns
awns reduced and this seems to
occur almost indiscriminately and without any
correlation with other features
SELECTED SPECIMENS imperial co rd
from ogilbyto
17feb
feb 1958 bacigalupi
ogilbyto blythe 17
carpiso mts painted gorge 17
R 6136 JEPS carriso
may 1938 ferris R S 9622 UC near dixieland 13 oct 1912 parish S B 8239 JEPS

6188 JEPS marshall canyon 10 mi W of
Coachella 16 apr
coachella
aar 1905 hall H M 5797 UC
near mecca 28 jun 1902 parish S B 8122
UC S end of coxcomb mts 27 mar 1941
UCI
UC san bernardino co
wiggins 1I L 966 ugi
UCI
NW side of copper basin 6 may 1939 alexander 710 UC sheep hole mts 25 apr
aar 1932
ferris R S 8020 UC needles 12 mar 1919
widestrom
Tid estrom 1I 8556 UC san diego co san
tidestrom
diego 29 apr
aar 1902 brandegee 832 UC 6 mi
NW of agua caliente 5 apr
aar 1960 everett
1.5
24075 ugi
UC 15
ofvallecitos 28 jan 1940
UCI
15 mi E of
vallecitos
munz P A 15856 UC
UCI borrego springs 18
mar 1976 schroeder 51 UC san luis
obispo co san luis obispo 9 may 1882
jones M E 3245 UC santa barbara co
santa ynez mts 9 may 1954 pollard UC
aristida cali
californica
fornica thurber in S watson
bot calif 2289 1880 tufted slightly bushy
calms erect much branched generperennial culms
ally 10 40 cm tall internodes
internodes glabrous or pubes-

cent sheaths much shorter than the internodes
internodes
pubescent at the throat and on the collar aig
lig
ules about 05
0.5
05 mm long blades mostly folded to
involute occasionally flat stiffly spreading 2 5
cm long mostly less than 1I mm wide scabrous
grescence
to hispid puberulent in
orescence
ores
inflorescence
ofes cence few flow
ered 2 6 cm long the terminal ones paniculate
the axillary ones racemose glumes
blumes unequal
1I nerved lemma with a narrow column at the
tip formed by the twisting and fusing of the awn
bases agns
awns nearly equal breaking from the
lemma the zone of articulation at the base of
the awn column an
2n 22

var cali
californica
fornica california THREEAWN
Inter nodes pubescent the hairs pilose
fig 2 internodes

to sublanose glumes
blumes very unequal the first 4 8
mm long and the second 9 12 mm long lemma
body 5 7 mm long when mature the awn
column 8 26 mm long agns
awns 2 45
4.5
45 cm long
dry sandy desert areas COUNTIES imperial

riverside san bernardino san diego
the other variety of this species is var
gla
brata vasey known principally at the species
glabrate
glabrata
level as aristida gla
brata vasey hitchcock
glabrate
glabrata
this variety differs from var cali
californica
fornica primarily
in having glabrous rather than pubescent
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internodes
mternodes
nodes and occurs in the slightly higher eleinter
vations of the deserts to the east of the range of
var cali
diploidy
diplo ids an2n 22
californica
fornica both taxa are diploids
and they overlap considerably in spikelet
dimensions reeder and felger 1989 variety
labrata
brafa is not known from california
gla
glabrate
glabrata
aia
ala
SEEECTED
SELECTED
I1 MEN S
SPEC
SPECIMENS
imperial co
signal mt 2 apr
aar 1903 abrams G D ssnn DS
DS 8 mi E of el centro amonglarrea
186664 dsa
1866641
ds1
among larrea
bushes 22 apr
aar 1942 beetle A A 3172

AHUC bard near arizona line 22 sep 1912
s n ARIZ a few mi E of
thornber J J sn
ofholt
hoit
holt
otholt
ville jun
AHUC rivfun 1951 tofsrud R ssnn ahuc1
erside co near thousand palms rocky desert
slopes 27 apr
aar 1943 beetle A A 1938
AHUC pinto basin 16 mi from cottonwood
springs 15 may 1938 ferris
ferns R S 9522 DS
canyons along colorado river 1I may 1905
hall H M 5963 ARIZ POM UCJ
UC coachella
Coa chella
valley 6 mi SE of garnet station sand dunes
ca 500 ft 11 mar 1928 howell J T 3443 DS
CAS AHUC san Be
bernardino
mardino co joshua
tree national monument 1700 ft north ledge
TIS rioe 18 may 1941 cole J E 734 UC
baxter S of mojave river 23 may 1915 parish
S B 9886 UC DS dale lake valley W of
lake 13 mi E of 29 palms sundry
sun dry sand flats
abundant 29 may 1941 wolf C B 10876
RSA DS CAS san diego co san felipe
narrows ca 350 ft 20 apr
aar 1935 jepson W L
17101 leps
beps canyon W of borrego spring
jeps
1500 ft 19 apr
s n POM
aar 1906 jones M E sn
1170011 POMI
POM colorado desert clay hills 25
117001

jun 1888 orcutt C R 1486 DS
divari cata humb
divaricate
bumb & bonpl
aristida divaricata
bonal ex
pl 199 1809 POVERTY
anum pi
Will
denow enum
willdenow
TIIREEAWN

fig

3

calms
tufted perennials culms

erect mostly unbranched 25 70 cm tall inter
nodes glabrous sheaths longer than the inter
s 5 1 mm
005
nodes ligules o050.5
long blades loosely
involute glabrous 5 20 cm long 1 2 mm wide
panicle open 10 30 cm long 6 25 cm wide
primary branches stiffly spreading from the
aln axis axillary pulvim
ain
pulcini present 2 12 cm long
pulvini
in
maln
main
generally naked on the lower portion branch
lets and spikelets
spike lets generally appressed along the
branches but sometimes spreading glumes
blumes
nearly equal 1 nerved 8 12 mm long acuma
acumi
nate aristate lemma 8 13 mm long to base of
agns
awns the terminal 2 3 mm narrowed and generally twisted four or more turns agns
awns subequal
to unequal 710 22 mm long the lateral agns
awns
at least slightly shorter than the central anthers
os
08
00.8
2n 22 to be looked for on dry
088 1 mm long an

2
fig 2 aristida califomica
califomica inflorescence spikelet and
detail of brane
branc
branching
bing
hing

slopes below 150 in elevation COUNTIES san

diego
doubtful that aristida divari
divaricata
divaricate
cata currently occurs in california most reports are
based on collections of
ofaC R orcutt in 1884 and
ofc
known specimens have been collected from
no
dokdown
the state since that time in addition it is possible that orcutt s labels are in error because on
at least one specimen of A divaricate
divari cata he located
divaricata
hansen s ranch which is in baja california in
san diego county
A similar species aristida orcut
orcuttiana
tiana vasey
also supposedly was collected from southern
california in 1884 by C R orcutt and two
specimens are housed at US the labels
describe san diego as the collection locality
and these specimens are apparently the basis for
schiedeana
reports of either A orcut
orcuttiana
tiana or A schiedeana
brinius & ruprect
trinius
ruprecht from california abrams
1923 jepson 1923 hitchcock 1924 munz &
keck 1968 coincidentally the type locality of
A orcut
orcuttiana
tiana is again hansen s ranch in baja
california mentioned above it is possible that
divari cata nor A orcuttiana
divaricata
neither A divaricate
orcut tiana was ever
collected from california by orcutt but from

it

is
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CM

3
CM

fig

3

ch
aristida divaH
chvancata
divan
divahcata
vancata
cata inflorescence spikelet and

base of plant

C

baja california aristida orcut
orcuttiana
tiana resembles
di
divaricate
divaricata
divancata
A divari
cata in the stiffly spreading panicle
vancata
branches but the lateral agns
awns are very short or
absent and the blades are generally flat and
somewhat curling in orcut
orcuttiana
tiana
SPECIMENS EXAM
EXAMINED
INED without definite
locality but recorded as california santa cata
lina mts santa catalina island
in 1884
orcutt C R 2 US santa clara mountains
possibly arizona
in 1884 orcutt C R 2
US san diego co san diego orcutt C R

snn NY US
olig antha
aristida oligantha
s

michaux

fl

bor amer

1 41 1803 OLDFIELD THREEAWN fig 4 A
141
olig
oligantha
antha var nervate
nervata beal tufted annuals
culms
calms wiry 30 70 cm tall much branched the
innovations extravaginal internodes
internodes glabrous
pithy sheaths mostly shorter than the inter
o01
nodes ligules 010.1
lon
0i 1 050.5
0055 mm ion
iong blades flat to
long
involute 3 22 cm ion
lon
iong 1 2 mm wide
long
aide reduced

fig

4

oh antha inflorescence
aristida chantha
infloiescence spikelet and
ohantha

detail of branching

upwards inflorescence few flowered racespike lets nearly sessile glumes
mose the spikelets
blumes subequal or the second longer awn tipped mostly
1218 34 mm long the first 3 to 57 nerved
and short awned the second i- to 3 nerved
with
nervedwith
nerv edwith
an awn 8 13 mm
min long lemma 1013 20 mm
long to base of agns
awns central awn 235
23.5
235 7 cm
long the lateral agns
awns generally somewhat
soine what
shorter an
22 dry hills and fields bare
2n
ground scrub land 90 1000 in elevation

amador butte el dorado humboldt imperial lake madera mendocino
merced modoc nevada placer redding sacSiski you
ramento san joaquin shasta siskiyou
siskiyoul
youl solano
sonoma stanislaus tehama tuolumne yuba
COUNTIES

46
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some specimens of aristida oligantha
oligantha from
northern california lake and modoc counties
and adjacent areas of southern oregon exhibit
agns than are typsmaller glumes
blumes lemmas and awns
ical and have been segregated as either A
chaseana
marm var cha
engelmann
ranwsissima
ramosissima Engel
seana henrard
oligantha
antha var nervate
or A olig
nervata beal in addition
the central awn in these plants in sometimes
florets darkened this
acutely reflexed and the floreas
configuration is intermediate between A
olig
oligantha
antha and A ramosissima
SELECTED SPECIMENS butte co chico 27
jul 1903 copeland 3488 US WIS volcanic
uplands between pentz and dry creek 15 jul
gs
1914 heller A 11576 ugi
wyan
2.5
UC 95
UCI
ofwyan
25 mi S of
dotte 28 nov 1933 jensen 367 UC humboldt co cottrell ranch 17 sep 1955 mallory
122 UC trinity river near mouth of willow
UC vicinity
creek 15 sep 1919 tracy 5222 UCI
ofgarberville
garberville
of Garberville 27 aug 1933 tracy 13000 UCI
UC
dobbyn creek 9 jul 1934 tracy 13341 UC
lake co dry hills between upper lake and
scott valley 17 aug 1905 tracy J P 2365 UC
ugi
UCI
var nervate
nervata
nervata madera co minturn 1I oct
1936 hoover R F 1618 JEPS ugi
UC merced
co tuttle 17 jul 1936 hoover R F 1580
UC modoc co 19 aug 1935 whitney
JEPS UQ
UC fletcher creek 6 sep 1935
L 3627 UCI
wheeler L C 3959 US var nervate
nervata
nevada co tahoe nati forest S of grass
UC sacvalley aug 1931 smith 2638 JEPS UQ
offolsom
ramento co 5 mi SE of
folsom yates H S
5953 uca
UC shasta co redding 21 jun 1909
uc1
blankinship JEPS 1I mi N of anderson 21 jul
1932

UC stanislaus co vicinity
long 190a uca
uc1

of lagrange
ailen JEPS
allen
la grange 30 sep 1961 alien
War nerville 1 sep
between knight s ferry and warnerville
E 5582 UC 1I mi NW of
1941 hoover R F
UC tehama
waterford yates H S 6858 uca
uc1
co 979.7
97 mi N of red bluff 14 aug 1954 bacigalupi R 4808 JEPS volcanic plateau NE of
red bluff 22 sep 1940 hoover R F 4617
uca
UC tuolumne co near keystone yates
uc1
H

S

UC
6148 uca
uc1

ea nuttall trans amer
purpurean
aristida purpurea
purpur
philos soc 5145 1837 tufted perennials
culms
calms erect and generally unbranched 10 80
cm tall internodes
internodes glabrous sheaths longer
os
oi
than the internodes
0.1
0.5
inter nodes ligules ol
01 05
05 mm long
blades mostly involute panicle variable contracted and spikelike to open and flexuous the
aeils except var
pulcini in the axils
branches without pulvini
blumes mostly unequal except var
parishii
par ishii glumes
parishii
par ishii the first about half the length of the

naturalist

volume 52

agns about
second 13 nerved acuminate awns
equal or the central slightly longer because of
intergradation among forms allred 1984 the
taxa of this complex are recognized as varieties
within aristida purpur
ea
purpurean
purpurea
I1

panicle branches at least the lower with
primary particle
axillary pulvini
pulcini and usually stiffly spreading to
var parishii
panshzi
ascending from the main axis
par ishii
pulcini
primary panicle branches lacking axillary pulvini
pul vini
the spikelets
spike lets variously disposed but at least the
bases of the branches appressed to the axis

21

21

agns
awns 4 10 cm long
agns 11335
awns
3 5 cm long
3.5
35

2
3

4

32

agns rather
0 1 03
0 3 mm wide awns
summit of lemma 01
delicate mostly 0022 mm or less wide at the base
4 6 cm long second glume mostly shorter than
16 mm
var purpur
ea
purpurean
purpurea
0 3 088 mmaude
summit of lemma 03
awns usually
mm wide agns
mma4de
0 2 mm wide at the base 4 10 cm
stout more than 02
long second glume 16 25 mm long
var longi
seta
longiseta

42

summit of lemma mostly less than 0022 mm wide
agns delicate mostly less than 02
0 2 mm wide at the
awns
base

5

mm wide
summit of lemma mostly more than 0 22 mmvide
vide
agns
0 2 mm or more wide at the
awns stout mostly 02
base

54

64

6

particle branches and pedicels
panicle
pedi cels erect stiff occasionally
var nealle
nealleyi
sio nally spreading or flexuous
yi
particle branches and pedicels
panicle
pedicels drooping to flexuous
var purpur
ea
purpurean
purpurea
panicled
panicles
Pa nicles mostly 3 14 cm long blades mostly basal
and less than 10 cm long
var varfendleriana
fencqenana

particles
Pa nicles mostly 15 30 cm long blades mostly
eauline and more than 10 cm long
cauline
var wrightiii
wrightii
wnghtiz
til
tii
wrigh

vsirfendleriana steudel vasey contr US
varfendleriana
nati herb 346 1892 FENDLER THREEAWN
ellana
pendi
pendl
riana
tiana steudel syn pi glum
fig 5 A fendle
fendleriana
fendlellana
fendl eliana
1420.18551 culms
142018551
1420.1855
calms 10 40 cm tall blades invo14201855

lute mostly less than 10 cm long usually basal
but occasionally cauline panicle 3 14 cm long
blumes unequal the first 5 8 mm long
narrow glumes
the second 10 15 mm long lemma 8 14 mm
184
1.8
is
ls
long agns
0.2
0.3
awns generally 184
1.84
18 4 cm long 02
02 03
03 mm
wide at the base an
2n 22 44 dry often rocky
slopes and hills 1000 2000 m elevation COUNTIES inyo riverside san bernardino san

diego

SELECTED SPECIMENS
inyo co devils
devils
ayn SE 14 sec 7 t22s r39e 21 may
kitchen cyn
1978 zembal R L 531 RSAPOM riverside co 20 jul 1905 griffiths D 8008 MO
san jacinto mts pinyon flats 18 may 1958

raven P H 13003 RSAPOM san bernardino co near jupiter mine kingston range
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CM

cm

5
fig

5

fig

6

longi seta inflorescence and
aristida purpur
ea var longiseta
purpurean
purpurea

spikelet

pendle
aristida purpur
ea var fendle
purpurean
rbana
purpurea
varfendleriana
riana inflorescence
fendleriana

spikelet and base of plant

30 may 1980 de nevers G 348 RSAPOM
55
5.5
SW new york mts ss
olcima
ofcima
55 mi E of
clma in cottoncima
wood canyon near cottonwood spring 2 jun
1973 henrickson J 10339 RSAPOM
RSAPOMI
ivanpah mts kessler peak 2 jun 1931 jepson
ivanpal
W L 15825 JEPS san bernardino mts 15
UC budweiser wash
jun 1895 parish S B UCI
near 35d 46m N 115d 44m W granite mts 28
RSAPOMI
oct 1977 prigge B A et al 2320 RSAPOM
ayn new york mts 30 may 1973
caruthers cyn
thorne R F 43639 RSAPOM san diego
co 3 mi WNW of
ofjacumba
jacumba
Ja cumba yates H S 6805
macumba
of
UC 5 mi ENE ofjacumba
jacumba
Ja cumba yates H S 6808
macumba
uca
UC
uc1
longi seta steudel vasey in rothrock
var longiseta
6286.1855
apt 62861855
US survey W looth merld rpt
longi seta steudel
RED THREEAWN fig 6 A longiseta
pl G
gclum
lum
syn pi
lum 1420 1855 A longiseta var
robusta merrill culms
lobusta
calms 10 40 cm tall delicate
or stout blades 4 16 cm long mostly involute
basal or cauline panicle 5 15 cm long the
branches stout and erect to delicate and drooping but usually not very flexuous or tangled

glumes
blumes unequal the first 8 12 mm long the
second 16 25 mm long sometimes shorter
os
0.4
0.8
lemma 12 16 mm long 04
08 mm wide just
04 08
below the agns
0.2
awns agns
awns stout 4 10 cm long 02
02
05
0.5
2n 22 44 66 88
05 mm wide at the base an
dry desert hills and plains 300 1500 m elevation COUNTIES mono riverside san bernardino san diego
longiseta and pendle
fiana are
riana
the varieties longiseta
fendle
jend
fendleriana
fendlehana
fendleHana
often confused but are most easily distinagns and lemma
guished by the width of the awns
apices and not by whether the leaves are basal
or cauline
SELECTED

SPECIMENS

riverside

co

joshua tree national monument 1I may 1942
roos 1153 US deep canyon t7s rae
r5e 27
jun 1937 yates H S 6722 RSAPOM san
bernardino co E new york mts W of castle
buttes between corral and dove spring 12
may 1974 henrickson J 13933 RSAPOM
UC plains near
rock springs palmer E 537 UCI
leafstalk
astalk 3 jun 1915 parish S B 10329 UC
Le
leastalk
22
2.2
22 mi ESE of brant on N side range of new
york mts 8 may 1978 prigge B A et al 2905
san bernardino nati forest
RSAPOM

ts
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volume 52

flat W of hwy
bwy

of baldwin
F 54375
lake 2 3 jun 1980
RSAPOM san diego co head of box
canyon near mason valley 12 may 1932
18 N
thorne R

duran V 3208 WIS
nealleyi
var nealle
yi vasey in coulter allred
Brit
tonia 36391 1984 NEALLEY THREEAWN
brittonia
brittania
stricka
glanca nees Wal
walpers
stticta
pers A stricta
talpers
fig 7 A glauca
nealleyi vasey in coulter contr
michaux var nealleyi
calms 20 45 cm
US nati herb 155 1890 culms
tall tightly clustered blades generally basal
involute curving in age 5 15 cm long panicle
narrow spikelike light brown 8 18 cm long
the branches mostly erect appressed glumes
blumes
mostly unequal the first 4 7 mm long the
second 8 14 mm long lemma 7 13 mm long
01
oi
0.1
0.2 mm wide just below the agns
awns agns
awns
01 02
02
1 1 mm wide
oi
delicate 15
001
1.5
2.5 cm long mostly 00.1
15 25
25
an 22 44 dry desert plains and
at the base 2n
slopes 200 1200 m elevation COUNTIES
bernardino
imperial inyo riverside san Be
mardino san

205

CM

diego
nealleyi grades into var purpur
ea with
purpurean
variety nealleyi
purpurea

flexuous branches and into var wrightii
wrightiii
tii with
wrigh
nicles and broader lemma apices
panicled
panicles
more robust pa
and agns
awns
SELECTED

SPECIMENS

imperial

7

co

painted gorge canisso
nealle
carisso mts 17 may 1938
neat
neah yi inflorescence and
nealleyi
ea var nealie
purpurean
fig 7 aristida purpurea
purpur
ferris R S 9623 UC inyo co johnson spikelet
creek death valley 28 apr
aar 1940 gilman
M F 4190 RSAPOMI
RSAPOM cave springs wash 25
A S hitchcock in jepson
ishii
var
parishii
par
apr
aar 1930 hoffman R US funeral mts 2 allred brittania
36392 1984 PARISHS
brittonia
Brit
tonia
may 1917 jepson W L 6907 jeps
beps
parishii
ishii A S hitchcock
ayn grapevine mts E side of THREEAWN fig 8 A par
titanothere cyn
til
tii
wrightii
wrightn
wrigh
death valley 26 mar 1947 wiggins 1I L 11566 in jepson fl calif 1101 1912 A wrighte
gould
pan
in
par
hitchcock
nash
parishii
patishii
var
pay
ishii
jepson
paT
co
UC riverside
cottonwood
RSAPOM UQ
flat
blades
thick
culms
stout
calms
mostly
erect
mar
5871
1940
C
L
hitchcock
30
spring
panicle
10
than
narrow spikelike or
longer
cm
UC eagle mts cottonwood
MO RSAPOM UCJ
pulcini and
springs 25 apr
aar 1928 jepson W L 12585 the lower branches with axillary pulvini
beps mouth of andreas canyon 4 6 april spreading at about a 45 degree angle 15 24 cm
jeps
leps
blumes unequal to
1917 johnston 1I M 1010 RSAPOM E of long reddish when young glumes
hemet along san jacinto river 7 aug 1938 equal the first 7 11 mm long the second 10 15
03
10 13 mm long 02
long
0.2
0.3
mm
lemma
02
03 mm
roos J C 582 RSAPOM san Be
bernardino
mardino wide below the agns
awns agns
awns 2 3 cm long
just
co providence mts fountain canyon 15 may
0.2
0.3
02 03
03 mm wide at the base chromosome
1937 beal 301 JEPS route 95 18 mi N of 02
travis 23 apr
aar 1942 beetle A A 3193 WIS number not reported dry hills and plains 300
39 mi from needles on parker road 24 apr
aar 1000 m elevation COUNTIES imperial inyo
sall
sail
bernardino
1928 ferris R S 7226 RSAPOM san los angeles riverside san Be
mardino san
aar 1895 brandegee diego
diego co san felipe 16 apr
wrioliffi
ishii is very similar to var ilrilifii
parishii
UC san felipe gap 6 apr
variety par
aar 1901 brandegee
but differs most strikingly in the sometimes
UC head of fox canyon near mason valley
UCI
12 may 1932 duran V 3208 MICH MO
spreading primary branches the reddish color
UC yaqui well 22 apr
UCI
RSAPOM ugi
aar 1928 of the panicle when young and the more clusaiso
spike lets it also
tered arrangement of the spikelets
jepson W
WLL 12516 JEPS
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ya
y1

A

8

fig

9

ea var pnipurea
inflorescence and
anstida purpur
purpurean
atstida
pwpwrea
purpurea
pnrfxirea inflorescenceand

spikelet

fig

8

pari&hn
aristida purpurean
ea var parishii
pap
pnrpurea
purpurea
par ishii inflorescence and
purpur

spikelet

flowers earlier mostly march through may
while var wrightiii
wrightii
tii flowers mostly may through
wrigh
october parish s threeawn
three awn also resembles some

members of the divaricatae group because of
its spreading primary branches and generally
subequal glumes
blumes
SELECTED SPECIMENS
9.2
imperial co 92
92
miles NE of glamis
alamis 18 mar 1962 hitchcock
C L 2225 F palo verde mts 8 apr
aar 1949
roos J C 4198 US inyo co specimen with-

out locality at RSAPOM riverside co
chuckawalla
Chuc kawalla springs 15 mi SE of guiladay
Gui laday 9
jul 1957 crampton B sn AHUC palm
canyon 4 apr
aar 1917 johnston 1I M 1008 US
MICH riverside and vicinity of upper fork of
salt creek wash 19 mar 1927 reed F M
5440 AHUC RSAPOMI
RSAPOM between march
AFB and lakeview
Lake view 29 apr
aar 1966 roos J C sn
RSAPOM san bernardino co 2 mi NE of
fifteenmile
Fifteen mile point 3000 ft 28 apr
aar 1935
axelrod D 321 AHUC UC between bullion
and sheep hole mts 7 apr
aar 1940 munz P A
16568 RSAPOM budweiser wash near
35d
near35d

46m N 115d 44m W granite mts 28 oct 1977
prigge B A et al 2320 RSAPOMI
RSAPOM san diego
co 05os0.5
ofmiramar
05 mi N of
miramar reservoir clay soil 4 mar
1981 reveal J sn AHUC anza canyon E of
julian 3 apr
aar 1940 wilson E sn AHUC

var purpurean
ea
purpurea
purpur

purpur

PURPLE TIIREEAWN

A purpurean
ea var cali
purpurea
californica
fornica vasey

fig

cullm
cubns
collm

9
25

60 cm tall blades flat to involute mostly cauline 3 17 cm long 1 2 mm wide panicle
purplish often nodding 10 25 cm long the
branches usually delicate drooping or flexuous
glumes
blumes unequal the first 4 9 mm long the
second 7 16 mm long lemina 6 12 mm 01
oi
0.1
01
03
0.3 mm wide just below the agns
03
awns 2 34
awns agns
cm long 02
0.2 03
0.3 mm aide
wide
adde at the base an
2n 22
02
03
66 88 D
44
ry grassy hills scrub lands 250 800
dry
446688
in elevation COUNTIES mono riverside san
7

bernardino san diego

this

beautiful grass with its drooping reddish plumelike parricles
nieles
ricles it commonly intergrades
paniches
panicles
par
panicles
intergrades
pat
longi
with the parietes
nealleyi longiseta
etes nealleyi
varietes
vari
louiseta
loniseta
sefa and wtghffi
wrihtii
loni seta
ioni
is a

mono co mcafee
creek white mts fishlike
Fishlake valley drainage
fishlake
6 aug 1984 morefield J D JDM 2480e
RSAPOMI
RSAPOM riverside co 1I mile E of banning
SELECTED SPECIMENS
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volume 52

A

z

10
hamulosa
hamulosa inflorescence
aristida temipes var hamulose
spikelet and detail of ligular region

fig

fig

10

ea var wrightii
wrighte
wrightn
aristida purpurea
tn inflorescence and
purpurean
tii
wrigh
purpur

11

spikelet

20 jul 1905 griffiths D 8007 MOI
MO palm
mol
canyon 4 apr
aar 1917 johnston 1I M 1008 US
MICH base of san jacinto mountain june
al 1549 F MICH lower
1882 parish S B et
etal
san jacinto river canyon yates H S 6711
UC san bernardino co road from highland to running springs 1I mi from valley floor
26 jun 1942 beetle B A 3644 F WIS near
upland 7 nov 1916 johnston 1I M 1120
MICH san bernardino valley 2 jun 1906
parish S B 5783 NMCR clark mts 5 aug
UC
1950 roos J C et al 4906 RSAPOM UQ
san diego co 6 mi N of ocean side ranch
coast hills in chaparral 21 apr
aar 1942 beetle
A A 3145 TAES near vallecitos station
2 apr
aar 1939 gander F 7142 MICH harbison
canyon 19 jun 1938 gander F F 5999
RSAPOMI
RSAPOM
wrightiii
var wrightii
tii nash in small allred
wrigh
WEIGHTS THREEAWN
Brit tonia 36393 1984 WRIGHTS
brittonia
brittania
wrightiii
tii nash in small fl southwrigh
fig 10 A wrightii
1903 culms
ilg
calms erect to 80 cm tall
east US 116
116.1903
1161903
blades involute to flat cauline 10 25 cm long
1 3 mm wide panicle narrow spikelike 14 30
blumes
cm long the branches erect appressed glumes
unequal the first 5 10 mm long the second
1

10 16 mm
0.2
0.3
03
02 03
min long lemma 8 14 mm long 02
mm wide just below the agns
awns owns mostly
an
2 35
0.3
3.5
35 cm long 02 03
03 mm wide at the base 2n
22 44 66 sandy or rocky hills and plains
500 1500 in elevation COUNTIES riverside

san bernardino san diego
three awn inter
grades with the variemtergrades
intergrades
wright s threeawn
shil
shii
par
ea fendle
parishii
pailshii
ties purpurean
ishii
riana and pan
purpurea
palf
pall
pail
purpur
fendleriana

san bernardino
SELECTED SPECIMENS
co slover mts 14 aug 1907 reed F M 1307
WIS

rioe

25 mi SE of kingston peak t19n
sec 34
27 23 oct 1977 henrickson J
3427
25
2.5

16321 RSAPOM rocky canyon between bullion and sheep holt mts 7 apr
aar 1940 munz
P A 16568 UC san diego co 3 mi WNW
of
rae
ofjacumba
jacumba
r8e 3 sep 1937 yates H S
Jacumba
macumba
6805 RSAPOM
cavanillas
Cava nilles icon pi 546
lpes cavanilles
aristida temipes
ternipes
tern ipes
tertipes
1799 tufted perennials culms
calms few erect to
sprawling simple or only weakly branched 25
80 cm tall intemodes
inte modes glabrous sheaths mostly
os
inter nodes
0.5 mm
internodes
modes ligules 02
0.2 05
longer than the intemodes
inte
05
02
long blades flat to involute 5 40 cm long 1 2
1

tiss

mm
min wide with scattered long hairs above the
ligule panicle 15 40 cm long open the
branches widely spreading from the main axis
and naked at the base axillary pulvini
pulcini present

1992
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lets appressed
Spike
spikelets
oppressed or spreading from the
branches glumes
blumes about equal I1 nerved 9 15
mm long lemma 10 15 mm long usually not
twisted at the apex agns
awns equal to very unequal
anthers 121.2
12 3 mm long

hamu losa henrard trent sida
hamulose
var hamulosa
THREEAWN fig 11 A
142260.1990 HOOK
1422601990
hookthreeawn
hamulose
hamulosa
hamulosa henrard med rijks
ricks herb leiden
54219 1926 central awn 10 25 mm long
agns mostly 6 23 mm long sometimes
lateral awns
shorter an
2n 44 dry hills and slopes 100 800
calusa fresno
in elevation COUNTIES butte colusa
glenn kern los angeles madera riverside

san bernardino san diego santa barbara
sonoma stanislaus sutler
sutter tehama tulare
ventura yolo
trent and allred 1990 documented the
morphologic variation and similarity of aristida
hamu losa concluding that the
hamulose
ternipes and A hamulosa
ternipes
tertipes
hamu losa taxon should be treated as a variety of
hamulose
hamulosa
tenn
tern
lpes does not occur in calipes
ipes variety tern
ternipes
tertipes
temipes
ternipes
tertipes
ifornia and differs only in the length of the
lateral agns
hamu losa also resembles A
hamulosa
awns variety hamulose
divari
divaricata
divaricate
cata which differs most consistently in
having shorter anthers and lacking pilose hairs
above the ligule based on numbers of specihamu losa is
hamulose
mens in california herbaria var hamulosa
unusually common

SELECTED SPECIMENS
butte co south
UC along
UCI
butte 10 sep 1981 ahart 1535 ugi
chico 16 aug 1983 ahart
chleo
ofchico
bwy 32 1 mi E of
hwy
L 4277 TAES colusa
calusa co 10 mi W of wil
liams 5 jul 1955 burcham L T 317 AHUC
TAES UCI
10.7
UC 107
107 mi SE of leesville 19 may
1958 crampton B 4789 AHUC fresno co
citrus grove 11 may 1940 hoover R F 4385
UC 8 mi N of orange cove 8 jun 1960
5.5
howell J T 35481 ISC glenn co 55
55 mi S
of orland
oriand 29 may 1942 beetle A A et al 3353
AHUC 5 mi W of orland on the newville
road 27 may 1914 heller A A 11432 US

kern co

lowest slopes of the tehachapi mts
15 mi S of bakersfield 14 apr
aar 1942 beetle
A A 3017 AHUCI
AHUC 15 mi S of bakersfield
7 jun 1946 beetle A A 4679 UCI
UC los ange66 6459
les co alta dena 2 apr
aar 1905 grant 666459
ARIZ RSAPOM ugi
UC pomona 1I jul 1937
UCI
UCI liveoak canyon san gabriel
horton 448 UC
mts 15 apr
aar 1934 wheeler L C 2525 AHUC
madera co near raymond on sheep ranch
11 may 1934 wilson E sn AHUC riverpaia 17 mar 1964 hitchpala
okpala
ofpala
side co 10 mi N of
cock C L et al 23113 NY lower san jacinto
river canyon yates H S 6710 UC san

california

bernardino co near upland

51

nov 1916
johnston 1I 1121 ARIZ mesa near rialto 20
may 1888 parish S B UC granite mountains budweiser wash 28 oct 1977 prigge
B A et al 2321 RSAPOM san diego co
rolando 14 jan 1938 gander F F 4936 SD
san
mento 4 jul
jui 1890 hasse H E sn NY
jamento
ja
sanjamento4jull890hasseh
damento
Es
escondido
esconbido
condido 10 aug 1928 meyer 652 leps
JEPS
santa barbara co santa cruz island N of
7

biological station in central valley 23 apr
aar 1979
RSAPOM
thorne R F et al 52466 RSAPOMI
sonoma co little geysers 1I mi E of big
sulphur creek 10 aug 1984 leitner UC
UCI
stanislaus co vicinity of la grange 30 sep
s n AHUC JEPS sutter
1961 alien
ailen P sn
allen
sutler co
sutter buttes 10 sep 1981 ahart L 3129 NY
klu N of black butte
kiu
kin
tehama co about 5 km
reservoir and about 17 km NW of orland 26
mar 1990 buck R 1469 JEPS jelly s ferry
055 mi from 1155 exit 16 aug 1991 allred
rd 0500.5
K W 5467 NMCR tulare co three rivers
24 aug 1905 brandegee ssn
n UC 10 mi SE of
porterville
polt
Poit erville on tule indian reservation rd 28
dec 1964 guthrie L 66 AHUC fountain
6 3 mi W of california hot springs
6.3
63
springs rd 63
25 jun 1966 twisselmann E C 12537
AHUC ventura co upper santa ana
AHUCI
creek santa ynez foothills 13 jun 1957 pollard H M sn TAES
taesu yolo co foothills open
taes1
slope 2 mi W of winters 24 aug 1953 crampAHUC
ton B 1600 AHUCI
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temperature MEDIATED CHANGES IN SEED DORMANCY AND LIGHT
requirement FOR PENSTEMON PALMERI scrophulariaceae
I
stanley G kitchen and susan E meyer 1
1

pentstemon
r penstemon
Penstemon palmeri
palmen is a short lived perennial herb
helb colonizing disturbed sites in
heib
m semiarid habitats in the
western USA in this study seed was harvested from six native and four seeded populations during two consecutive years
in laboratory germination trials at constant 15 C considerable between lot variation in primary dormancy kind
lind light
and
four weeks of moist chilling 1acI1Cc induced secondary dormancy at 15 C cold induced secondary
requirement was observed fourweeks
dormancy was reversed by one week of dark incubation at 30 C this warm incubation treatment also reduced the light
tind light requirement of buried
lind
requirement of unchilled after ripened seed fluctuations in dormancy and
burled seeds have been
pentstemon
penstenum
linked to seasonal changes in soil temperature penstemon
Pen stemon
stenum palmen germination responses to temperature appear to be
ABSIRAC

1

similar to those of facultative winter annuals

palmer pentstemon
pahner
key words seed germination paimer
pentstemon
bank induced dormancy beardtongue penstemon
stemon seed hank
pen
penstemon
Penstemon palmen
palmed

seed dormancy mechanisms function to
ensure that germination is postponed until conditions are favorable for seedling survival
fenner 1985 the level of dormancy of an
imbibed seed is dependent upon its dormancy
level prior to imbibition and on the environmental conditions to which it has been exposed in
the imbibed state bewley and black 1982
chilling essential for breaking dormancy in
seeds of many temperate species induces varying degrees of secondary dormancy in others
baskin and baskin 1985 conversely warm
temperatures increase and diminish dormancy
in other species these te
rature mediated
ampe
temperature
mpe grature
changes in seed dormancy are related to the
season in which seeds undergo germination and
emergence thus spring and fall germina
tors
germinators
terminators
tend to have opposite responses to chilling and
warm temperatures regimes
pentstemon
penstemon
Pen stemon palmeri gray is a short lived
perennial herb native to the southern half of the
great basin and adjoining regions of the western united states cronquist et al 1984 it
occurs across a fairly broad range in elevation
800 2750 m colonizing relatively open early
successional sites such as road
readouts
cuts and washes
individual plants produce large quantities of
seed that remain viable for several years in stor

fot si

age stevens et al 1981 numerous populations have been successfully established
through artificial seeding on a variety of sites
outside its native range stevens and monsen
1988 this versatility raises questions about the
establishment strategy of this species in this
study the effects of moist chilling and warm
incubation on seed germinability were determined under controlled laboratory conditions
the results are sufficiently clear to permit speculation about seedbed ecology and have led to
the fieldwork necessary to confirm the conclusions drawn herein
in laboratory trials on P palmeri young and
evans unpublished data great basin experimental range ephraim utah demonstrated
that germination at a constant 15 C was not
significantly lower than at any other constant or
alternating temperature regime germination
over a 28 day period was suppressed at mean
temperatures below 10 and above 25 C alien
ailen
allen
and meyer 1990 reported similar results in a
penstemon
study of three pentstemon
Pen stemon species and suggested
the possibility of cold induced secondary dor
palmeri field sowing of this species
mancy in P palmet
is usually carried out in late fall and is based on
the assumption that a cold treatment is required
to break dormancy stevens and monsen 1988

US dpart
apart
depiitmentotagiimltiiie
tofagr iture fo
arch station sinni
forestt Sservice intel
int mountain 11llarch
keseucli
chrid scle
shrid
laboi itoiz
sele
scie
sciences
es laboratory
itoiy provo utah 84606
i
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METHODS

seed acquisition

ripened seeds were harvested from nine populations
ulat
ions in 1986 collections were made from
of the original and one new population in
eight odthe
ofthe
1987 table 1 four of the populations were
from roadside seedings outside the native range of
this species the genetic origin of the artificially
seeded populations is unknown each collection
was cleaned using standard techniques and stored
in envelopes at 20 C room temperature

viability determination

an estimate of viability

for each 1986 collection was obtained using a tetrazolium chloride
TZ test four replications of 25 seeds from
each collection were imbibed overnight each
seed was pierced and placed in a I1 TZ solution
at room temperature for 24 hours embryos
were then evaluated for viability using established procedures grabe 1970
gibberellin
gibberellic
Gibber ellic acid GAs effectively breaks dorpalmeri
pal
mancy in P pai
ineri seeds young and evans

unpublished data great basin experimental
range ephraim utah four replications of 25
seeds for each 1986 collection were imbibed in
1I
ga3 germination temperature was
250 mg L gaa
a constant 15 C germination percentages
determined after 21 days showed no significant
differences between TZ estimates of viability
and germination percentages in GAs hence
m cas
GAs was the only measure of
germination in
viability employed with 1987 seed

experiment 1I
experiment 1I was started on I1 june 1987
mean time after harvest date was approximately
nine months table 1 the experiment was
designed to determine the effect of three temperature
pera ture
pre treatments on germination of seed
tuie pretreatments
flom the nine 1986 collections under two light
from
pietreatments
Pre
Pie treatments included 1 chilling
regimes pretreatments
fforr 28 days at
bit 1
I C 2 incubation for 7 days at 30
tit
lit
C 3 chilling for 28 days at 1I C followed by
incubation for 7 days at 30 C and 4 no pre
treatment germination temperature and durawinY pretreatment was a constant 15 C
followiny
following
wino
tion follo
for 21 days the light regimes were a 12 hr
photoperiod and constant darkness
each pretreatmentlight
pretieatmentlight
pretreatment light regime combination
was replicated four times for each of the nine
collections replicates consisted of 25 seeds
bl
blotters
otters in a
placed on top of two germination bloaters

naturalist
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Bl
blotters
otters were moistmm petri dish bloaters
ened to saturation with de ionized water
experimental units assigned the same pretreatment and light regime were randomized in stacks
bl otters but no seeds was
blotters
of 10 A blank dish bloaters
placed on top of each stack that would receive
light ensuring that all seeds would receive light
intensi
through the sides of the dish only light intense
intensity
2
inside the dishes was 25 microeinsteins m sec
PAR each stack was enclosed in a plastic bag and
sealed with a rubber band to retain moisloosely sealeda4th
ture and facilitate handling
during pretreatment stacks were placed in
cardboard boxes each of which was enclosed in
an additional plastic bag after pretreatment
stacks assigned the light regime were removed
from their boxes and randomly arranged in the
growth chamber directly beneath fluorescent
lights the remaining boxes were placed in the
growth chamber and were not opened until the
end of their germination period
seeds with radicle extension 1 mm were
counted as germinated experience with this
and other penstemon
pentstemon
pen stemon species has shown this to
be a clear indicator of the initiation of seedling
development A germination percentage was
determined for each replicate dish germination percentages were arcsine transformed for
statistical analysis experimental results were
subjected to analysis of variance procedures
appropriate to the completely randomized
design because of the collection X treatment
interaction in the analysis of variance each collection and treatment was analyzed independently significant differences among treatment
and collection means were determined using
the student neuman keul SNK method

100

X 15

11
experiment II

A second experiment was started on 14 october 1987 using nine fresh 1987 collections

mean time from harvest was approximately one month the objective was to determine the effect of 30 C imbibed on primary
dormancy and light requirement of fresh seed
the methods were the same as those used in the
first experiment with three exceptions only one
Q the length of the
pretreatment was used 30 C
pretreatment was 14 days and the length of
germination was 28 days light and dark controls no warm incubation were again included

table

1
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1992

location and harvest dates for 10 populations
in utah except the mountain home population in idaho
TABLE 1

germination

18 collections

55

palmen all populations are
during two years of P palmeri
harvest
harve st

collection

lat

snow s canyon
browse

leeds
zion
dolob road
kolob

utah hill
mountain home
mercur canyon a

a1

1

salt creek canyon a
1

nebo loop a
1

long W

elevation m

3712
3721
3714
3714

11339

1080

11315

1350

822

11321

1050

11254

1740

3716
3708
4257
4025
3942
3952

11306

1440

11347

1380

88
822
88
88

11505

930

813

11210
11145

1650

1215

1740

910

11140

2100

1026

N

1986

date
1987

814
814
814
914
913
827
922
1010
1010

natur il range
artificially seeded populations from outside the natural

RESULTS

experiment I1

four weeks of chilling reduced germination
in light significantly below the level of controls
for six of the nine collections table 2 incubation at 30 C caused no significant change for
germination in light when compared to the control when the four week chill was followed by
one week at 30 C mean germination percentage
was only slightly lower than that of the control
this indicates that incubation at 30 C effectively
reversed the secondary dormancy induced by
chilling in addition incubation at 30 C substantially increased the dark germination percentage over the dark control table 3 the 30 C
warm incubation was much less effective in
removing the light requirement when preceded
by chilling
germination rate at 15 C was only slightly
accelerated by chilling and warm incubation
pretreatments
pre treatments data not shown mean germination for the light control treatment after seven
indicating that most essentially
days was 15
nondormant
dormant seeds required a considerable
non
period of imbibition before germination was
possible four weeks of chilling and one week
of warm incubation increased the proportion of
seeds that germinated by day 7 to 24 and 28
respectively however a major fraction of the
seeds still required more than one week of constant imbibition at 15 C to germinate

II
experiment 11
in the first experiment there was a slight trend
in the more dormant lots for germination to be
higher after warm incubation relative to the
control the second experiment was conducted
to determine if warm incubation could break
the primary dormancy of fresh seeds
contrary to what was expected for fresh seed
only two of the nine 1987 collections showed
0niy
significant primary dormancy table 4 the
increase in germination percentage following
warm incubation was significant when comnonincubated
pared to the non
incubated light control for one
of these collections in the remaining collections neither the light control nor the light
warm incubated germination percentages were
significantly different from total viability estimates determined by germination in GAs
the variation in dark germination was similar
to that observed in the first experiment with
after ripened seed table 4 the effect of warm
incubation on dark germination was not as clear
as in the initial experiment germination of the
warm incubated seeds resulted in a mean net
dark controls of
non
increase over nonincubated
incubated
only 11
four of the nine collections showed
significant increases while one showed a
decrease

discussion
moist chilling for four weeks caused varying
degrees of secondary dormancy in P palmeri
seed collections incubation at 30 C clearly
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germination
gel
of nine aftel
initiation i response
espouse ofnine
cei
cel
aftcrripencd
opened collections of
npened
ofeP palmeri seed to moist chilling 1I C for 28 days
clays and
mot
fol 7 days the germination
war
fot 21 days at a constant 15 C with
math a 12 hr photopenod
wai in incubation 30 C foi
warin
vath
genni nation period was for
photoperiod
gel invination
gei
germination
inination
ini
nation in 250 ing 11 gai
cai was used as an estimate of total viability for each collection
TAISI

I1

2

1

1

mean germination percentage
pel centage
pei

s1

pretreatment
collection

control

1I

ac
1cC

30 C

I11c30c
c30 C

GAs

13

biowse
browse
rowse

goa

41b

92a

86a

gia

lceds
leeds

89a

38c

92a

73b

93a

zion

72a

73a

soa

71a

sia

Kolo
noad
bRoad
road
kolobroad

gsa

63b

goa

86a

97a

utah hill

89a

39b

ssa

78a

82a

mountain home
MCI
meichu
mcl
mel
meiciu
cur canyon

88ab

651

89ab

92a

86b

21c

87b

stab
sib

salt creek
cleek canyon

58b

55b

soab

72b

92a

nebo
neboloop
loop

75a

38b

84a

soa

89a

82b

48d

87b

79c

gia

means
Wll lilii
within

oll1
ai oun
011
nil
nii

tion

101lo
d by th
IIK bans
iiislollowctlbyllk

s UIK
niu
nik

stur
itur

it
fie
ditfc
dlf
hi i mv
signitit
tit mtly
flreiit
1tur
tent atil
atly dif
signi fle
in not significantly

the p
1

99a

05
d SNK
51cvtlsnk
1

11 oke cold induced secondary dormancy in
broke
subsequently light sensitivity is strongly influafter ripened seed and there is some indication enced by conditions during ripening cresswell
that it can reduce levels of primary dormancy as and grime 1981 gutterman 1982 and may
well the warrn
warm induced reduction in
m light vary considerably among the seeds of a single
Silver
requirement was less pronounced for fresh plant silvertown
town 1984 the PF palmeri seeds in
compared to after ripened collections
these experiments demonstrated three levels of
the response of P palmen seeds to moist response to light suggesting variable levels of
chilling and warm
phycochrome in the seeds some
warin incubation parallels those total or active phytochrome
observed for fall germina
seeds germinated in the dark while others
tors winter annuals
germmators
germinators
terminators
baskin and baskin 1985 this is supported by required light and a few remained dormant
the lack of primary dormancy in freshly har
even with light the proportion of seeds that
vested seeds nevertheless a significant portion could germinate in the dark was increased by
of the seeds was not induced into secondary
incubation at 30 C table 3
dol
doi
dormancy
maney during chilling this suggests that late
mancy
light sensitivity can be altered by tempera
winterearly
winter early spring germination of some seeds ture shifts during seed imbibition toole 1973
is likely it is of little surprise that recently
franklin and taylorson 1983 this may be due
emerged seedlings were found in
m P palmeri
palmen to temperature effects on the production
populations in both spring and fall such destruction or dark reversion of phytochrome
phycochrome
bimodal germination patterns are typical of fac- temperature shifts may also alter other factors
ultative
ulta
tive winter annuals baskin and baskin associated with phytochrome
phycochrome action thus
1985 and would be selected for in unpredict
resulting in an increase or decrease in light
able habitats where the best season for seedling sensitivity hendricks and taylorson 1978 sugsurvival may differ from year to year Silver
silvertown
town gested that temperature effects on phyto
payto
1984 such germination patterns would also be chrome action in seeds may be due to changes
adaptive for species that colonize different kinds in membrane fluidity it is likely that the effects
of ofhabitats
habitats with varying degrees of threat from of temperature on light sensitivity in seeds are a
frost and drought both situations occur within result of more than one process acting in concert
the range of P palmen
palT
nefi
nerl
A light requirement may help determine
paitneri
given its small seed size plummer et al season of germination for buried P palmeri
1968 a light requirement for germination ofp
of
ofaP seeds habitats with adequate winter snows pro
pabrieri is not surprising fenner 1985 the vide enough moisture for spring germination of
pabnen
pabben
level of active phycochrome
phytochrome in dry seeds and surface seed long periods 8 16 weeks of
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taille 3

germination

57

the

effect of chilling 1 C for 28 days warm incubation 30 C for 7 days and chilling followed by warm
wann
incubation on the light requirement of nine after ripened collections of P pal
pai
palmen
ineri the germination temperature
tempera tuie
tule was 15 C

germination
germi nation percentage

k

i

dark
dar k

light

ac
1cC

30 C

56c

32d

75b
751

17e

89a

45c

16d

68b
681

13d

zions

72a

37c

35c

55b

24c

dolob road
kolob

95a

49c

31c
3ic
bic

771

34c

utah hill

89a

41b

23b

70a

331

mountain home
horne
mercur canyon

ssa

54b

59b

87a

65ab

86a

42b

ac
6c

83a

38h
38b

salt creek canyon

ssa

26b

34b

76a

46ab

nebo loop

75a

12c

ac
8c

gia
gla

35b

82a

40c

27e

72b

34d

control

control

browse

goa

leeds

collection

means

1

doy
ody
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follows
iho sa
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thlle
ile
lie
the
w1
atttlie
not
ot sigmfic
simclettei
fly diff lentt atttlie
collection
within ai wa
signify
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signifi intlychffe
ly th
tre
itt r wv
lie oot
lre
1

z

c30 C

11

K
NK
05 levo SSN
1

1

1I

1

of warm incubation 14 days at 30 C on the germination
primary dormancy light requirement and the effect ofwarin
of nine fresh collections of
palmen seed the germination period was 28 days at 15 C light treatments received a 12 hr
ofeP palmeri
for each collection
lor
mg 11 was used as a measure of viability tor
photoperiod germination in GA 250 ing
pbotoperiod
photopenod
TABLF 4
TABLE

1

gerrr
germination
berrrenation
unation percentage
gont
roi
control
cont rol

k

30 C pretreatment
ment
estment
eatment
pretl eat
preti

light

dark

light

dark

gal
gai
cal

snows
snows canyon

94a
64a

31b

85a

341

97a

browse

86a

25c

80a

53b

93a

leeds

35b

gia

51b

92a

zions

gia
toa

38b

72a

24c

74a

dolob road
kolob

83a

30b

ssa

171

87a

mountain home
mercur canyon

96a

56b

87a

66b

94a

87a

58b

87a

76a

94a

salt creek canyon

77bc
77be

45d

861

67c

gsa

nebo loop

55b

16c

74a

40b

sia

82b

37d

83b

48c

goa

collection

means

d by the
wnm
foli
itic intly
antly ditteient
followed
tile s aime letter
tiie
signitic
witlnn
ietter
witlin
ea foll
ipifiantly
VAN a collection
f tio inems
sign
dfffnt
ineas
itte mne notot lignitic

moist chilling reduce the time needed for ger
amination
mi
mination
nation to occur thus increasing the chances
of spring germination and seedling establishment from seeds not induced into secondary
dormancy kitchen and meyer unpublished
data on file at the shrub sciences laboratory
provo utah rapid drying of the soil surface
would make the germination of surface seeds
following summer or autumn rains less likely

atettlie
the 1
tttlie

iel

05 lel
SNK
lei
leei
leel

buried seeds with a light requirement are functionally dormant and would contribute to the
seed bank apparently chilling does not reduce
the light requirement in P palmeri seeds while
warm incubation eliminates it in a significant
fraction ofthe seeds table 3 this suggests that
buried seeds may be more likely to germinate in
the fall after experiencing sufficient warm incubation to eliminate their light requirement
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whether current year P palmeri seeds germinate in the fall or spring may depend as much
on time of seed dispersal as temperature and
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LATE

quaternary arthropods FROM

THE COLORADO PLATEAU ARIZONA AND UTAH
scott A elias jim 1I mead2 and larry D agenbroad 2
1

ABSI RA
abst
abstbact
packrat middens
abstract
biddens located in the
late quaternary age arthropods were recovered from dry cave deposits and pankrat
grand canyon canyonlands
Canyon lands and glen canyon region of the colorado plateau this quaternary data resource has not

been analyzed before from the colorado plateau national parks radiocarbon dates on the various deposits containing
horn
arthropods range from
hoin 1510 to 30660 yr BP
B P the fossil assemblages yielded 57 identified taxa of insects arachnids and
millipedes including 15 taxa taken to the species level the information from the fossil insect i ecord
record of the colorado plateau
is not yet sufficiently detailed to permit precise paleo
environmental reconstructions however preliminary conclusions
paleoenvironmental
paleoenvnonmental
suggest a cooler moister climatic regime during the late wisconsin glacial and a mosaic of vegetation types such as grassland
and shrubby communities unlike the present vegetation at the localities
key words quaternary colorado plateau arthropods wisconsin glacial

I1

2

caves

rampart cave western grand canyon aripaleoecology
zona were the scenes of the first paleoecologi

this paper discusses the

results of a preliminary study of late quaternary arthropod fossils
from cave deposits and pankrat
middens from
packrat biddens
southern utah and northern arizona this quaternary data source has not been analyzed
before from the colorado plateau although the
arid southwest has been the focus of pale
oenvironmental studies for approximately half a
century antevs 1939 arid climate coupled
with episodic fluctuating water tables has
proven detrimental to the preservation of most
exposed fossil remains however the same xeric
conditions when coupled with a stable rock
shelter provide a unique situation dry preservation such xeric locations provide the presermicrofossils
vation of not only pollen and plant macrofossils
macro fossils
but also soft tissues and other usually degradable remains of animals such as skin hair keratinous tissues and dung wilson 1942 the
middens in the southwest has
study of packrat
pankrat biddens
provided a reconstruction of the wisconsin glacial biological communities never before
observable in such detail see various chapters
in betancourt et al 1990 thus an entirely new
field of research has been opened and it should
prove valuable in understanding the latest
pleistocene
dry cave deposits were quickly discovered to
be a warehouse of late pleistocene information
gypsum cave near las vegas nevada and

grand canyon

cal studies utilizing dry preserved dung of an
extinct animal laudermilk and munz 1934
1938 found a wealth of information preserved
in the dung of extinct shasta ground sloth
nothrothenops shastensis later studies connothrotheriops
cerned with dietary reconstructions expounded
on the data available from dung of extinct her
bivores
bi vores including shasta ground sloth mambinores
moth mammuthus
Mammuthus hamngtons
harringtons mountain
oreamnos
and bison
harringtonn
nos harringtoni
hamngtom
harring toni
goat pream
bison among others martin et al 1961
hansen 1980 davis et al 1984 mead
orourke and foppe 1986 mead agenbroad
et al 1986 mead et al 1987 mead and
agenbroad 1989
pankrats
packrats neotoma rodentia cricetidae
Packrats
build nests surrounded by construction materials collected from within 30 to 100 m of the
house the construction components are predominantly plant materials but the packrat
pankrat also
collects small stones skeletal remains and
dung adding to the materials procured by the
pankrat are various vertebrates and invertepackrat
brates who live in the nest and waste pile as
als periodic house cleaning produces
commensals
commens
a waste pile of debris urination on the waste
pile a midden ultimately may cement the
remains into a rock hard deposit encapsulating

C aloi
atlo boulder colorado
arlo
oloi ado 803090450
institute of alpine research
Re seuch box 450 university of C colorado
oloraclo
80309 0450
olor aclo
incl department of geology box 5644 northern arizona
and
anzona university flagstaff arizona
quaternary studies program unci
anon j 860115644
86011 5644
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r0
fi
fig

1

k
km

150
loo

of the colorado plateau with sites discussed in text
map odthe
ofthe

the contents ofthat
indu rated
of that time when these indurated
cernented middens
cemented
biddens are located in a dry alcove
rock shelter or cave the contents may be preserved for as long as the shelter exists radiocarbon dating of indurated
indu rated midden layers provides
a chronological framework for the associated
Mid
dens then promiddens
plant and animal remains biddens
vide a unique examination of local past biotic
communities
the investigation of insect fossils from ancient
middens and cave deposits is a new
pankrat
packrat biddens
approach that is just beginning to show substantial results one of the authors SAE recently
performed more extensive research on a series
of insect fossil assemblages from pankrat
ofinsect
packrat mid
dens in the chihuahuan desert regions of western texas and south central new mexico elias

1987 elias
ellas and van devender 1990 1991
eilas
eilas 1990 also recently published the results
elias
ellas
of a taphonomic
taphonomlc study designed to reveal the
sources and possible biases of insect exoskeletons in packrat
pankrat middens
mid dens
biddens
METHODS

localities
middens and cave sedmatrices from pankrat
packrat biddens
iments were washed or hand picked for arthropod and other animal and plant remains
pankrat midden and cave deposits from two
packrat
cave sites were analyzed from grand canyon
national park GRCA coconino county arimiddens from salt creek
packrat biddens
zona three pankrat
canyonlands
Canyon lands national park CANY san juan

quaternary arthropods
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county utah and three pankrat
packrat middens
biddens and
one cave deposit from the escalante river
region of glen canyon national recreation
area GLCA kane county utah fig 1
bida cave is a large limestone cave located in
pinyon juniper woodland at 1430 m elevation in
GRCA cole 1990 reported on the pankrat
packrat
middens
biddens recovered from the cave test pit exea
vations
lations produced a multitude of faunal and
floral remains mead 1983
orourke and mead
1983orourke
1985 mead orourke and foppe 1986
mcvickar and mead ms radiocarbon dates
spanning from 2960 to 24190 yr BP on vari
varivarl
sari
ous remains are presented in mead 1983 and
mead martin et al 1986 those ages from

adlo carbon dates
i adio
taille
table late quaternary deposits and radiocarbon

from sites on the colorado plateau containing arthropods
14

locality

lab number

C age

grand canyon national park arizona
bida cave

layer 2
layer 4
layel 5
layer
layer 8

9960 200
2960
2960200
16 150
16150
none
190
24 igo
24190

A 2836

600

RL 1135

4300
2800

A 2373

320
300

A 2835
A 2723

1800

A 2722

500

A 2719

1500

A 3082

kaetan cave

layer 1
layer 3
layer 5
layer
layel 6
layer 8

14 220
14220
17
500
17500
none
30 goo
600
30600
none
pankrat midden lb 17
packrat
100
17100
loo
owl roost
ra
21430
r2
2
none

1

kaetan cave

61

TABLF 1

units containing arthropod remains are listed in

table

COLORADO PLATEAU

is a medium sized limestone

cave at 1430 m elevation in GRCA mead 1983
excavated portions of the deposit in the
entrance room for the remains of extinct mounharringtonn
tain goat oreamnos harringtoni
harringtoni orourke
and mead 1985 mead orourke and foppe
paleoenvironmental
paleoen4ronmental
1986
Paleo
environmental reconstruction
based on the macrobotanical
macro botanical remains recovered
from pankrat
packrat middens
biddens and stratified sediments
is in manuscript mcvickar and mead radiocarbon ages span the period from 14220 to

lands national park utah
canyonlands
Canyon
greek
salt gleek
dens
inid
mid
creek
pankrat
iniddens
cleek canyon packrat
pac krat middens
biddens
aa
3830 70
dead owl 1a
beta 18267
Wooden shoe 1
woodenshoe
6980 120
beta 27214
27 660 340
hoodoo 1
27660
beta 27213
glen canyon national recreation area utah
iante river region
escalante
middcns
mid
dens
biddens
pankrat
Eca lante
pac krat middens
legion packrat
bechan cave 3
1510
60
beta 23706
cow perfect 1
1820 100
beta 23711
8640 140
bowns 1
beta 23704
11 goo
bechan cave 15s 11600
600 13505
13 505

30600 yr BP table 1
biddens selected from a series
packrat middens
three pankrat
collected from salt creek canyon CANY 1505

of 1I ite s are
liy
lly
series ofdates
serles
oth ad
unact
jikiratlitl
lie analyzed
manumitliii 0in iinmotli
ilyedon
el E
edon afaitimatims
erath
unlct
in ily
durig see
il 1986 mead
c t al
M id agenbroad
dmvis
shaib ox lung
sbnib
oicl et
et alil 1985 mead
mt ul
agenli hicl
divisct
liun
linn shnib
sn amvis
ind
d agenbrod
agenbi
brod
agenbroad
biod
0 id ms
Agen
rs

t

A

to 1755 m elevation have radiocarbon ages
spanning 3830 to 27660 yr BY
BP today the
region is pinyon juniper woodland with sagebrush flats the analysis of the macrobotanical
macro botanical
paleo environ
paleoenvironmental
environmental
remains and paleoenviron
mental reconstrucbiddens is in manuscript mead and
tions ofthe middens
nb road
age
ab
agenbroad
bechan cave contains copious remains of
et al 1985 mead
extinct herbivore dung davis etal
agenbroad et al 1986 mead and agenbroad
1989 recovered from floor sediments dating
11600 to 13505
yr B
13505yr
BPP arthropods were recov
recob
ered from the dung layer and from an isolated
holocene age packrat
pankrat midden in the cave
table 1 other nearby pankrat
middens con
packrat biddens
bained
tained additional arthropod remains dating
from 1510 to 8640 yr BP

tragacanth a water soluble glue fragile specimens and duplicates were stored in vials of
alcohol fossils were identified chiefly through
modern identified specimens
comparisons with modem
U S national museum of natural history
in the US
Smith soman institution washington D
smithsonian
C
DC
some specimens were referred to taxonomic
specialists as noted in the acknowledgments
modern ecological
requirements and distribub
tions for species identified in the fossil assemblages were compiled from the literature and
from specimen labels in the U
USS national
museum all specimen
ts will be aurated
curated in the
speciments
specimens
national park service repository laboratory of
quaternary paleontology quaternary studies
program northern arizona university

insects

results

fossil insect sclerities were sorted from
washed pankrat
biddens and cave sediment
packrat middens
matrices robust specimens were mounted on
modified micropaleontological
micro
paleontological cards with gum

the

fossil assemblages yielded 57 identified

taxa of insects arachnids and millipedes
including 15 taxa taken to the species level
table 2 shows the taxa identified from the
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caves GRCA arizona in minimum number of individuals
fossil arthropods identified from bida and kaetan eaves

per sample
bida cave

taxon

2

4

5

1

1

kaetan cave
8

ily
ib

5

8

0112d
or2a
orra
orr2 oraa

ibe
ib

coleoptera
CARA
BIDAr
carabidae

Calos
calosoma
oina cf scrutator fab
casy
agonum
adine perlegis
chadine
rhadine
agonium Rh
perlevis
perlevis csy
ohne
chne sp
agonum
Rha adine
chadine
rhachne
rhadine
agonium Rh

1I

2

scaraimeidae
sakabafioaf

aphodius nr ruficlarus
rufi clarus fall
aphodius sp
onthophagus sp
senca
serica sp
phyllophaga sp
diplotaxis sp
genus indeterminate
s11p111dar
sii PIIIDAF
sil
sll
rhanatophilus truncates
thanatophilus
truncatus
trun catus say
pi INIDAF
prinidae
ptinidae
PrIN
IDAE
phinis
ptims ap
ptinis
niptus
niptu
nintu cf ventriculus lec

1
1

1

I1

2

1
1I

1

1

1I

1

I1

1

1

1I

I1
10

4

9

1

nii idulidal
nil
nnidulidae

genus indeterminate

1

KMFS IDA
dl
dehmestidae
lda
dermestidae

genus indeterminate

1

1

1

HISTER
IDAE
hist fkiuar
histeridae

genus indeterminate

1

elateridae
ELAT FRIDAE

genus indeterminate
AF
TENEBRIONID
tenebrionidae
tenebrionidaf
trnrbrlonidaf
eleodes
eliodes
elcocle
Elcocle cf mgnna
nigrana
nigrina lec
eleodes
eliodes
eleodesspp
app
spp
Co
Coni
coniontis
montt
bomonti
comonti
conl
ontis sp
monti

1

4

1
1

1

1

1

4

2

4

1

1

MFLOIDAF
meloidae

genus indeterminate

1

mr LANDRY
MELANDRY
melandryidae
IDAE
IUAr
landhy
landryiuar

An
anaspis
rufa
fa say
aspis rupa
anastis

I1

chrysomplidae
chrysomelidae
clihysomflidaf
tnlinea
lemli
alinea white
lema mlinea
chaetocnema sp
genus indeterminate
CURIDAE
acanthoscelides sp

1
1

1
1

cun ULIONIUAF
CUR
curculionidae

sapotes
sapates sp
ophryastes
ophnjastes sp
scyphophorous acupunctatus gyll
scyphophorus
orimodenwi
onmodeimt protracta
protracta horn
Cleon idius tnvittatus
cleonidius
trivittatus or
trivittatus
C quadnhneatus
quadrilineatus
gulans lec
Aple
aplewrus
apie urus angularis
apleurus
apic
genus indeterminate
SC
scolyiiuaf
0 LYTI D A E
genus indeterminate

nruwprera
nrukopinu

I1
2
2

1

1

1

1

1

1I
1I

1

1

1

1

mykmrionlidar
myrmflontidae

genus indeterminate

1

homoptera
HOMOPI nu

CICADIDAE

genus indeterminate

1

HEMIPTERA

genus indeterminate

1

1

quaternary arthropods
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bida cave

taxon

211

4

5

kaetan cave
8

11

5

8

or211
ora
orr2c or2
orr21
orric

the
ibe
ib

orthoptera
ACRIDIUAE

genus indeterminate

1

lepidoptera
lfpidoptfra

genus indeterminate

1

hymenoptera
APOIDEA

genus indeterminate

1

DIPTERA

genus indeterminate

2

8

2

ARACHNIDA
ACARI

IXODIDAE

andereoni
ander soni stiles
dermacentor andersoni
Derina
dermacentor
definacentor sp

2

1

scorpionida
BUTIHDAE
BUTIIIDAF

centuroides sp

1

DIPLOPODA

genus indeterminate
1

1

1

reber
Nu
refer to layer numbers at bida cave
numbers
ibers rerer
bers lefel
refel
numbers at kaetan cave
to layer
numbers
referio
referto
Nuin
layernumbersat

owl roost

112

owl roost 2
packrat
pankrat
wac
krat midden ib
Tac
tackrat

grand canyon region and table 3 lists taxa
identified from glen canyon the assemblages
are dominated by taxa still found today in the
american southwest but many of the
pleistocene assemblages contain species that
live today at elevations higher than the fossil
localities As in other pankrat
packrat midden and cave
assemblages from the american southwest the
fossil faunas
faunal are dominated by a few families of
insects and arachnids the beetle coleoptera
families carabidae ground beetles curculiweevils
onidae weevily
we evils ptinidae spider beetles
scarabaeidae dung beetles and chafers and
tenebrionidae darkling beetles were represented in most assemblages A few packrat
pankrat and
other mammalian parasites were found includblood sucking bug
ing a tick ixodidae and a bloodsucking
reduviidae that are known to parasitize
pankrats
packrats
pac krats in their nests A number of the identified species merit individual discussion

discussion of selected species
the ground beetles from the fossil assemblages include both cave dwellers and open
ground species the caterpillar hunter
calosoma scrutator was found in a late
holocene assemblage from the grand canyon
table 2 this beetle is widespread in the

northern
northem
united states southern
m canada and nor
theb
southe
noi them
mexico gidaspow 1959 it has been collected
from the floor of
ofhavasu
hamasu
ofHa
vasu canyon GRCA elias
havasu
unpublished data the cave beetle agonum
agonium
perlegis
perlevis
perlevis fig aa
2a preys on other arthropods it
is relatively common in caves and near the
mouths of mammal burrows it is found today
from the state of chihuahua mexico northwest
to southern arizona barr 1982 this species
found in late holocene assemblages in both the
GLCA and GRCA regions was identified from
middens from sites in the
holocene pankrat
packrat biddens
chihuahuan desert region of mexico elias and
van devender unpublished data another
ground beetle from the late holocene record at
coderus impotens which lives in
discoderus
GLCA is Dis
open country it is common throughout the
american southwest and is found in the
chihuahuan sonoran and mojave deserts
the checkered beetle cleridae cymatodera
ae is a predator of bark beetles in
pallida
hallida fig 2e
coniferous forests in the chiricahua rincon and
huachuca
Huachuca mountains of arizona as well as in
mountainous regions of chihuahua mexico
vaurie 1952 C pallida
hallida was found in a late
pleistocene sample from the grand canyon
the dung beetle scarabaeidae aphodius
Warus
clafus was found in a late pleistocene
ciarus
clarus
ruji
nufi
rufi
ruficlarus
rufwarus
ruf wanus
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fossil arthropods identified from the canyonlands
ganyonlands
murn number of
Canyon lands and glen canyon region utah in mini
Ganyon
minimum
individuals per
pei sample
pel

talli

TAISI

3

1

cany
CANV
taxon

DOIA

WSI

glaab
glcab
GLCA
bc31

HDI

C
PI
CPI

ili
ill
bl

131

bc15s

gol
goi
coleoptera
coi on HA
i

i

CABABIDAE
CAKABIDAI
carabidae

levis
agostion
agottion
levi casy
csy
adine perlevis
rhadine
rhddine
rhudine
perlevi
Agot
per
aonuin
herlevi
tion Rh
amana
amara sp
discoderns
derns impotent
derus
Disco
int potens
dcodcru
genus
cenus et sp indeterminate
indetei inmate

2
1

lec

I1
1

scarabaemae
sahahai1da1

ac1s

acas
aphodius
app
spp
acts
arts
ataenius
Ata
enius sp
aiaciwi
serm
seru
sericai sp
melolontha sp
diplotaxis sp
genus et sp indeterminate

pi
PTIINIDAI
N 11 A E
niptits
niplu sp
niple
penni
ptnni
ithills
hills spp
app
It
A F
E
IUDAI
el AATE 1111
illi
lill
genus
cenus et sp indeterminate
i

2
2

1

10

1

1

2

I1

I
1

liy
byr
II DA F
bin1111111
id 11
bir
genns
genus
cenus
et sp indeterminate
genusitsp
TEN
1110
n1EBbhionmal
iklo N A V
lilo
tl na
leoclt
J leocle
eleodes
eliodes
leoclt spp
app
leor
comonu
comons
Coni ontis sp
coniontis
conl
genus et sp indeterminate
s IDAI
M E STI
AF
11ell
eilHMI
idal
genus et sp indeterminate
mdetei inmate
AE
C 11hysomi
ili Y S 0 M E IDAI
iii
idal

2

1

11

1

I1
1I

1

1

1I

1

111

1

I1

11

attica
altica
altufi sp
alturi
pfi liihraclti sp
afi
pachybrachis
genus et sp indeterminate
genns
mdetei mmate
amate

1I

1
1

KIDAI
itll
itil
0 Fiiiifiiodem
1

1

AF

1111

schaer
sdifii
pallida schfer
cyinatodera hallida
110
HOMO
M 0 pye
PI
PTE RHA
ilo
lio
11
U V 11 A E
rlIDDUVIIDAI
Tria toina sp
truitovw
triatoina
LE
11
FIDO
ll pido
bido
il 0 PTE RHA
genus et sp indeterminate
C

1

I1

I

1

1

I
1

1

11 KA
0 PTE
ihIY MmlE NNOP

1I

B

FOKMK
AE
IDAI
fo ii m C 11idal
I1

formica
formic

i

sp

1

cz uiyoiiliiuisnitioinlpuk
lands natinnd
Natin nd park
youlands
youlande
you
yon
N ilion il Rm
li 11 canyo
neen
neer
A
an i
inon A
cion
cien
keenration
rmration
uiyoii national
Silc
IA ws1
sh
in canyonlands
woodenslxx
wsk nvood
Canyon
sino
silcsint
1x1aA D iclowlla
iiiiilillands arIK ixia
doi
sint
sits
isit
111
lot uini mv
idi
loi
PI
si s in glen
cien
clen
bc3 lkjiin ca v 3 CCN
bcd
o pdftltl
N C
dm
CANY
ANY

IA
1

iiii

dad 01

1

ptecj

1

floodool
iloodoo
floo
IDI
dool
nui
idl 1100
131
B
caa
lsi 13
isi
15s beam
bowns
bcllimccav
13c15s
bl
ic 15s
1

assemblage from GLCA this beetle lives today
throughout much of western north america
from saskatchewan in the north to new mexico
arizona and california in the south at the
southern limit of its range it lives in mountainous regions
carrlon
the carrion
cai non beetle silphidae thanatophilus
cal
tmncatus fig 2b
ab lives in the southwestern
tnincatus
U S and northern mexico in habitats spanning
US
altitudinal gradients from grasslands and and
scrub desert through oak pinyon juniper
jumper woodfoi
lands pine forests
lol ests and montane meadows
loi

1

1

bedm

peck and kaulbars 1987 T truncates
truncatus
trun catus was
found only in a late holocene assemblage from
the grand canyon
the spider beetle ptinidae niptus ventriculus is a scavenger that ranges from texas westward to california and south through mexico to
guatemala it probably breeds in rodent nests
modern specimens have been collected from
pankrat nests and from the fur of kangaroo rats
packrat
dipodomys app
spp brown 1939 papp 1962 this
beetle species was common in several assemblages from GLCA

quaternary arthropods
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V

fig

2 scanning electron micrographs
micro graphs of fossil beetles from sites
micrography
sltes discussed in text A head capsule pronotunfl and elytra
clytra
of agonum
perlevis
gien canyon B pronotum of than atophilus truncates
agonium perlegis
per
packrat midden glen
peflevis from the bowns pankrat
trun catus
truncatus
cafus from bida
cave grand canyon C pronotum of eleoda3 nighna
ganyon D exoskeleton ofanaspisrufa
nighta from kaetan cave grand canyon
brorn bida cave grand
frorn
crand canyon E left elytron of cyinatodeva pallida
boodoo packrat
pankrat midden ganyon
scale
Canyon lands seale
canyonlands
hallida froin 1I loodoo

bar equals

1

in in

eleodes
the darkling beetle tenebrionidae eliodes
nigrana
nigrina fig ac
2c was found in a late

pleistocene assemblage from the GLCA this
scaven
seaven
er is known today from the pacific
scavenger
northwest south to the mountains of arizona it
is a cold hardy species found at elevations up to
3050 m in the colorado rockies blaisdell
1909

the

false darkling beetle melandryidae
idae
Melandry
pic
anaspis
fic
fig 2d
ilc
nifa pig
hifa
ad is widespread today
anastis hipa
beetles in this family are found under bark in
fungi and in decaying logs liljeblad
li1jeblad 1945
030
031
171

the

leaf beetle chrysomelidae lema
trilinear
trifinea
linea feeds on datura jimson weed and
trilinea
trifinea
fri
trl
tri
other plants in the southern half of the united
states it was identified from a late pleistocene
P leist ocene
assemblage in the GRCA other plant feeding
beetles identified from the fossil assemblages
include the weevily
weevils curculionidae scipho
scypho
phorus
Ori
chorus acupunctatus orimodema
modema protracta
pntractaa
protract
laTis and Cleonic
Aple
apieurus
apleurus
apleums
Cleonidius
cleonichus
angularis
cleonidius
hrus angu
bus trivattatus
hus

or C quadrilineatus all from the grand canyon
assemblage of these 0 protract a was found
lound
only in the late holocene A an
ianes
lares and C
laris
anu
anngularis
trivittatus or C quadrilineatus
trivittatus
quadrifineatus were found only
in the late pleistocene and S acupunctatus
actipunctatus was
identified from both periods 0 protract a lives
at elevations from 2250 to 2700 m in the mountains of arizona it is a soil dweller that feeds on
roots R S anderson national museum of
natural sciences ottawa written communicaianis
laris C trivit
gularis
tion july 1990 A an
tatus and
trivittatus
anu
C quadrilineatus are all widespread today
throughout western north america while S
acupunctatus has been collected from arizona
and mexico where it feeds onaave
agave
on
ave dasylirion
onA
aoe
aoh
sotol and lophophora peyote R S anderson national museum of natural sciences
ottawa written communication july 1990
finally the tick ixodidae dermacentor
andersoni
andereoni
ander soni is found today in the western united
states as far east as montana immature
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andersoni
D andereoni
ander
soni parasitize small mammals while
the adult stage parasitizes large mammals this
tick is a vector for rocky mountain spotted fever
and colorado tick fever J keirans national
institutes of health bethesda maryland written communication june 1990
PALEO
paleoenvironmental
ENVIRONMENTAL
interpretations

the information from the fossil insect record of

the colorado plateau region is not yet sufficiently
detailed to allow precise paleoenvironmental
paleoenvironmental
reconstructions however for both the grand
tind
canyon lind
and glen canyon regions the available
insect data suggest a cooler moister climatic
regime during the late pleistocene montane
adapted species lived at lower elevations the
insects document the presence of conifers at the
sites but also suggest that a mosaic of vegetation
types was locally represented including grassland
and shrubby terrain the shift to postglacial climates occurred sometime after 14000 yr BP
BE and
the most arid conditions appear to have developed
within the last 1500 years additional studies of
regional insect assemblages will undoubtedly clarif
ify the nature and timing of environmental

naturalist
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scarab beetle aphodius ruji
nufi
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changes

although preliminary and incomplete in
nature the arthropod data presented here are
in agreement with the detailed plant reconst
macro botanical
struction provided by the macrobotanical
middens
dens cole 1990
biddens
remains from the pankrat
packrat mid
concludes that a comparison of modern and
full glacial assemblages from the eastern GRCA
biddens demonstrates that individual
pankrat middens
packrat
plant taxa and comparable communities shifted
upward approximately 800 in at the close of the
wisconsin glacial ca 11000 yr BR
BP cole
1990 concludes that the climate at the elevations of bida and kaetan caves was more continental during the late glacial this result is in
contradiction to the equable climates that may
have occurred in western and lower elevation
regions of the GRCA and to the south of the
colorado plateau mead and phillips 1981
vandevender 1990 our arthropod data presented here do little to clarify the continental vs
equable climatic reconstruction contradiction
our cooler moister climatic regime reconst
struction could be interpreted as a continental
climate however it could also represent a regime
with slightly cooler winters and cool summers
and therefore more available moisture
11
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MICRO
HABITAT SELECTION BY THE JOHNNY DARTER
microhabitat
NICRUM RAFIN
ESQUE IN A WYOMING STREAM
etheostoma NIGRUM
rafinesque
robert A leidy
Mici
mict
ohabi tat selection by the johnny darter Etheo
miciohabi
olabittt
etheostoma
storna mgrum
nigrum was examined in the north laramie river
nigrim
platte county wyoming where it does not occur vith
with other darter species in the same
sarne stream reach electivity indices
based on micro
iniciohahitat
microhabitat
habitat observations indicate that E nignimavoids
fiffles and selects certain microhabitats
rnicrohabitats
miero habitats characterized by
micro
mnim
anim avoids riffles
intermediate
intermcdiate
mtei
watel depths in pools and slow moving runs with a substrate composed primarily of silt and sand niche
itei mediate water
AHSIKA
a13siiia

1i

breadth and electivity values for
fol total depth bottom water velocity and substrate measurements from this study indicate
foi
that E
h nigrunt
genel alist except at the extreme ends of the habitat gradient habitat use here is generally similar
genei
mnim
anim is a habitat generalist
othel studies wheree EP bignon
to other
nignon
mniin occurred with one or more other darter species this study found little evidence for
other dannels
ofother
competitive release in the absence of
inicrohabitat me
iiulroluihitfit
usc percidae
use
Perc iJac niche breadth competitive release electivities morphological specializations
etheostoma nigrum
nigium
nigrim
words
nords
word
key
nord
keif mord

the

johnny darter exhibits the largest geo
graphic distribution among the north american
barters Etheostoma
darters
etheostomatini
tini percidae with the
possible exception of percina caprodes it
occurs farther west than any other darter except
etheostoma
etheoston
ta exile page 1983 the ecology of E
nign
nigntin
nigmm
nigam
tin has received considerable study often
in conjunction with other darter species eg
winn 1958 smart and gee 1979 paine et al
1982 englert and seghers 1983 mundahl and
ingersoll 1983 martin 1984 the ability of E
nigntin to colonize such a large geographic area
nigmm
nigam
may be explained in part by its tolerance of a
environmental conditions scott and
variety of ofenvironmental
crossman 1973 trautman 1981 becker 1983
throughout most of its range E nigrim
nigrum coex
boex
ests with one or more darter species in streams
ists
Mc
Schlos
mccormick
schlosserand
and
andaspinwall
aspinwall 1983 schlosser
serand
Connick and
toth 1984 todd and stewart 1985 E nigrim
nigrum
is also commonly found in lakes with weedy or
sandy shorelines page 1983 coexisting dart
ers typically show resource partitioning along
food and habitat axes smart and gee 1979
paine et al 1982 matthews et al 1982 white
and aspinwall 1984 todd and stewart 1985 in
addition to E nigrim
nigrum
nigntm the iowa darter E exile
and the orangethroat
orange throat darter etheostoma
spectihile occur in the upper platte river drainspectibile
age of eastern wyoming both E nigrim
nigrum and E
exile occur in a tributary of the north platte
U S
US

I1

river the laramie river and several of its tributary streams but have not been recorded as
co occurring there baxter and simon 1970
page 1983
the purpose of this paper is to examine the
microhabitat
micro habitat use of E nigrim
nigrum at the western
extreme of its range where it does not coexist
with other darter species in the same reach of
stream two basic questions are addressed 1
are the microhabitat
micro habitat requirements significantly
different for E mgrum
nigrum imn the study stream
nigrim
compared to other streams in north america
where it is found 2 does E mgrum
nigrum
nigrim show
signs of competitive release in the absence of
barters
other darters
STUDY AREA

the north laramie river platte county
wyoming drains the central medicine bow
mountains and is a tributary of the laramie
river which in turn joins the north platte river
near the town of wheatland the study was
confined to a loom
100 m reach ofnver
of liver
ilver approximately
10 km upstream from interstate highway 25 elevation 1426 m at this location the liver
nver traverses
io 0 km in width
lo
a broad floodplain averaging 0.75
0 75 11.0
075
10
dominant overstory riparian vegetation includes
cottonwood populus deltoides and various tree
and shrub willows salix app
spp the study area is

pi outdoii
seo
agency weda
sec
nviioniiiciitil protcak
knvirommtal
protcok
adio llon
Prot
selo
seio
wetlands sdio
io M
W 7 2 75 1hiwtliomc
tion
lion
la thorne sheet san
Sd
sail Fian
sali
sall
cok aguy
coh
franeisco
fran elslo
cisLo california 94105
1
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sparsely populated with large cattle ranches and
alfalfa farms bordering the lower to middle
reaches the most noticeable result of these
land use practices has been removal of riparian
vegetation and consequent associated sedimentation however fencing has effectively
excluded cattle from the north laramie river
along the study reach
the study reach chosen as representative of
the lower portions of the north laramie river
is generally characterized by large relatively
uniform shallow pools connected by short rif
fles and runs of varying water velocities wetted
stream channel width within the study reach
4.7
mkm this
47 mam
averages 65 m with a gradient of 47
contrasts with gradients within the middle
reaches of the north laramie river of 15.1
151
isi
mam
mkm stream discharge at the study site aver3ss although short term fluctuations
17 in as
0.17
017
ages 0017
in flow may occur from summer thunderstorms
and irrigation diversions the substrate ranges
from a dominance of small gravel and sand silt
and detritus in pools to medium to large gravel
and cobble in fiffles
riffles and runs diel water tem
135
135
pera tures in summer typically range from 13.5
peratures
to 21 C minimum underwater visibility in the
2.5 in or greater during the study
river was 25
25
rooted aquatic vegetation within the study
reach includes waterweed elodea canadensis
perfoliate pennycress thlaspi perfoliatum
and ranunculus longirostris
longiro stris
METHODS

microhabitat
Micro habitat observations of E nigrum
nigrim were
made 7 12 september 1988 undisturbed fish
were located by a single observer snorkeling in
an upstream direction because of the high
water clarity relatively close spacing of individual fish and their observed habit of remaining
in direct contact with the substrate marking the
hish
bish
fish was not a problem typically the
location of
offish
locations of 4 7 individuals were noted and
marked by placing a white golf ball on the subsnork ler to
snorkler
strate this approach allowed the snorkeler
maximize the number of undisturbed individual
observations and minimize disturbance to
upstream fish
for each individual observation the following
microhabitat
we re recorded 1 total depth
micro habitat data were
of the water column 2 focal point elevation
vertical distance of the fish from the bottom
3 focal point velocity water velocity at the
fish s snout 4 mean water column velocity

STREAM
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5 surface velocity 6 substrate composition
and 7 cover type velocity measurements were
made with a mini flow meter scientific instru-

ments inc model 1205 mean water column
og
0.6
velocity was measured as the velocity at 06
06 of
the total depth when the total depth was less
than 0.75
0.2
075 m or the mean velocities at 02
02 and
os
08
0.8
075 m
08 of the total depth when greater than 0.75
bovee and milhouse 1978 relative depth a
measurement of the location of the fish in the
water column was calculated by subtracting
focal point elevation from total depth and dividing by total depth all observed individuals were
greater than 25 mm standard length however
no effort was made to distinguish between jjuve
uve
nile and adult fish
nine codes were used to characterize sub
15
0015
strate composition percentage in an area 0.15
in on a side measured from beneath each fish
1 fines sand and smaller 2 small gravel 4 25
mm 3 medium gravel 25 50 mm
miu 4 large
min
50 75 mm 5 small cobble 75 150
gravel
150 225 mm 7
mm
min 6 medium cobble
225 300 mm 8 small boulder
large cobble
300 900 mm and 9 large boulderbedrock
boulder bedrock
900 mm
min A cover rating 0 2 as measured
by the relative degree of protection of fish from
stream velocity visual isolation and light reduction ie shading was assigned to each obser
of 0 denoted no protection 1
vation A rating ofo
moderate protection and 2 major protection
the general type and location of cover in relation to fish also were noted
habitat availability was determined randomly
each day immediately following the collection
of microhabitat use data moyle and baltz
1985 the following availability measurements
were made along 10 randomly selected transects within the study reach total depth
veloc
bottom mean water column and surface velic
aties
ities substrate composition and cover type
between 15 and 30 equally spaced measurements were made along each transect to adequately characterize habitat availability within
the comparatively short study reach an effort
was made to collect approximately twice as
many measurements of habitat availability as
microhabitat
micro habitat observations
an electivity index was used to determine
selectivity by E nigrim
nigrum for total depth bottom
water velocity and substrate composition elec
tivi ties were calculated from the formula
tivities
arp
D r arp
2rp where r is the proportion of
the resource used and p is the proportion available

dr prp
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in the stream environment this index is based
on the formula by jacobs 1974 as modified by
moyle and baltz 1985 for determining
microhabitat
micro habitat selectivity from variables similar to
those used in this study A kolmogorov smirnov

test for goodness of fit was applied to frequency
distributions for habitat use and availability to
determine whether maximum differences
between the observed and expected distributions were significant sokal and rohlf 1981
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an additional measure of microhabitat
micro habitat

utilizawas calculated for E

tion niche breadth
nigrum two measures of niche breadth were
nigrim
calculated to adequately characterize the effect
that the selectivity of rare and common
resources might have on niche breadth values
hurlberts
Hur lberts measure of niche breadth B which
is sensitive to the selection of rare resources was
ajaj
mith s
calculated as follows B IY
j aj Ssmiths
lspjpj 2jaj
measure of niche breadth FT which is less
sensitive to the selectivity of rare resources was
calculated as follows
FT

1 plaj
svpjaj
pjaj
jj

where pj equals the proportion of individuals
found in resource
10 and aj is the proresourcejipj
jsajspj iolo1.0
portion of total available resources consisting of
haj
lo
1.0
resource jhaj
10 krebs 1989 B values
saj io
were standardized to a scale of 0 1 using the
amina amm
amini
ammi
amml
equation BAB amin1
amin where B
equals hulbert s niche breadth and amin equals
the smallest observed proportion of all
resources minimum aj the larger the B and
FT values the less individuals discriminate
between resource states minimum specialization the smaller the B and FT values the
greater the resource discrimination maximum
specialization

RESULTS

eight species of fish were observed with E
nigrum at the study site these were sand shiner
nigrim

suckermouth
hankin soni puckermouth
suc
hybognathus hankinsoni
kermouth minnow
phenacobius mirabilis creek chub semotilus
senwtilus
Semo tilus
atronwculatus common shiner notropis
atromoculatus
Not rodis
rovis cor
lutrensis
rensis bigmouth shiner
nutus red shiner N lut
autus
N dorsalis white sucker catostomus comnwr
comrner
cominer
soni and rainbow trout oncorhynchus mykiss

microhabitat
Micro habitat observations and
habitat availability
dala indicated that E
microhabitat use data
nigrum always occurred in continuous contact
nigrim
with the substrate where water velocities were
low table 1 etheoston
etheostoma
ta nigrim
nigrum was almost
exclusively found over a substrate of sand or
small gravel usually in pools and slow moving
C
runs of intermediate depth table 1 figs IA Q
in contrast surface velocities often were relatively high
in this study observations indicated that individual fish were positioned 1 on the surface of
the exposed substrate with no apparent cover
2 immediately below the front edge of a slight
depression in the sand that served to protect fish
from the current or 3 rarely on the downstream slope of a small cobble also protected
from the current in all cases E nigrim
nigrum
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habitat selection and niche breadth
electivity indices indicate that E nigrum
nigrim was
selecting certain microhabitats
micro habitats while avoiding
others E nigruni
pigrum selected intermediate water
nigrum
depths and avoided high mean water column
aa B there was a strong
velocities figs 1a
selectivity for a substrate composed of sand and
an avoidance of medium to large cobbles fig
ac
1c fish generally avoided areas that 1 exhibited high surface water velocities 2 were isolated visually or 3 were well shaded by
physical cover table 1 rather fish utilized
relatively barren substrates exposed to full sunMicro habitat niche
light but close to cover microhabitat
B A and FT values for depth velocity
breadths BA
and substrate indicate little resource specialization by E nigrim
nigrum table 2

1
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positioned itself in close proximity with other
e g stones cobbles
types of in stream cover eg
riches or
smail depressions in the sand the
bra
branches
01 small
average distance to such cover was less than 6
CITI
cm
elti for 89 of the observations
eitl
M
measurements
aas lire
eas
inerits of microhabitat
micro habitat availability
tire inherits
indicated that average water depths available to
E nigmn
mmm
nigan
amm were shallower than the depths at
which it was typically observed kolmogorov
winch
.01
oi01
smirnov test 23 p 01
of and available mean
bottom water velocities were greater
gi eater than
.01
oi
01
where fish were
of
KSS test 25 p 01
weie observed K
wele
fles
fies
figs
fios I1 A B in addition available substrate was
but
dominated by fines and small gravel 55
this was disproportionately low when compared
with microhabitat
micro habitat use observations for these
7

the

results of the electivity indices and the
K
KSS test indicate that E nigrim
nigrum is highly selec
tive in the microhabitats
micro habitats it occupies however
niche breadth values suggest that E nigrum
nigrim
does not discriminate between available
microhabitats
micro habitats iiee minimal habitat specialization the apparent inconsistency between
niche breadth values and electivity indices may
be explained by two factors 1 the relative
gravel cobble riffle
scarcity in the study area of gravelcobble
habitats and their avoidance by danners and 2
the preference by danners for low velocity pool
habitats characterized by sand and small gravel
a habitat that was abundant in the study area
values for Hur
lbertss measure of niche breadth
hurlbert
BA were consistently lower than values for
WA
smiths measure FT for depth velocity and
B A is sensi
substrate this is expected because BA
sensitive to the selection of rare resources that are
more heavily weighted in the calculation of
niche breadth while FT is less sensitive to the
selection of rare resources krebs 1989
darter species typically are restricted to a
narrow range of microhabitats
micro habitats this is especially
of certain substrates page
evident in their use ofcertain
1983 E nigrim
nigrum has an unusually broad tolerance among danners for variable environmental
conditions and has been observed over widely
varying velocities depths and substrates
between drainages and within a particular
stream reach smart and gee 1979 angermeier
b
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this study and others eg becker 1959
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were observed were negligible when compared
to velocities at the same location a few centimeters higher in the water column or at the surface
also subtle depressions in the sand substrate
often were occupied by individual fish presumably for protection from stream velocity one
might expect that the small size and observed
patterns of habitat utilization by E nirum
would increase its risks to predation however
small size drab coloration speckling W marks
and partial translucence combined with exposure to full sunlight made detection of individual fish on the speckled sand substrate difficult
the increased risks of exposure to predation
from small size alone would appear to be com
pennated
pensated
pen sated by the combination of various morph
phological features the same morphological
b
features that act as camouflage in quiet pools
likely may not serve the same
saine function in riffle
habitats page and swofford
swol ford 1984

paine et al 1982 englert and seghers 1983
generally show that E nigrum
nigrim occurs most fre
quently in pools and sluggish reaches of stream
over sand or silt substrates although this darter
also regularly occurs in fiffles
riffles lachner et al
1950 smart and gee 1979 trautman 1981 in
other streams pool and riffle habitats are often
co
coinhabited
inhabited by one or more darter species if
competition with other darter species restricts
E nigrim
micro habitat types in which they
nigrum to microhabitat
are commonly found then in the absence of
other darter species one might expect E nigrim
nigrum
to experience competitive release etheostoma
nigrum when alone should occupy a wider range
nigrim
of habitat in a particular stream reach without
as much specialization for a particular ran
range
9 e or
resource
type
observed patterns of
microhabitat
micro habitat use from this study found little
evidence of competitive release suggesting that
barters are probably not restricting
other darters
E nigam
nigrum
nigmm to a particular habitat type in streams
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nomenclatural innovations IN intermountain ROSIDAE
arthur cronquist 12
new taxa include lomatium packardiae cronq
creton texensis
cretan
crona apiaceae croton
texenhis klotzsch muell arg var
utahensis cronq
crona euphorbiaceae other nomenclatural innovations include cymopterus longines
lon gipes var ibapensis
longipes
iba pensis M E
ibapensi
jones cronq
rose anum cronq
Camis soma
crona lomatium roseanum
camissoma
boothii douglas raven var decorti
crona apiaceae camissonia
decorticans
sonia boothie
cans hook &
arn cronq
am
Camis sonia boothie
boothii douglas raven var desertorum
crona camissonia
desertorum munz cronq
Camis soma
crona camissonia
camissoma
clavaeformis torr &
sonia clava6formis
prem
erem
Camis sonia clavaeformis torr & frem
frem raven var aurantiaca munz cronq
crona camissonia
fran raven var cruciformis
cruciformis kellogg
cronq
Camis sonia clavaeformis torr & frem raven varjunerea
crona camissonia
var funerea
nerea raven cronq
varju
Camis soma
funereal
camissoma
crona camissonia
sonia clavaeformis torr &
lancifolia A A heller cronq
frem raven var lancifolia
Camis sonia heterochroma
heterochrome
heterochroma S wats raven var monoensis munz
crona camissonia
cronq
kernen
kernensis
sos munz raven var gilma
demensis
sis
camissonia
crona Camis
gilmann
gilmanii
nil munz cronq
nii
sonia kemensis
Camis sonia sc apoidea torr & gray raven var
kemen
crona camissonia
eilmann
macro
biennis L var stri
macrocarpa
carpa raven cronq
crona oenothera biennas
macio
gosa rydb
stngosa
maciocarpa
strigose
strigosa
crona oenothera pallida
redb cronq
hallida lindl var nincinata
nmcinata
engelm cronq
crona onagraceae
ABSTRACT
ABSIRAC

1

key words nomenclature rosidae taxonomy

my manuscript on a number of families of
rosidae for intermountain flora has been completed and awaiting publication for several
years these families should constitute a large
aa rosidae
Ros idae except fabales
babales
part of volume 3a
Fabales
aa
since I1 cannot now anticipate when volume 3a
will be published the following nomenclatural
innovations are here validated
APIACEAE

cymopterus longipes
longipes S wats var ibapen
longines
ibaven
sis M E jones cronq
crona comb nov based

on cynwpterus iba
ibapensis
pensis M E jones zoe 3
302 1893
302.18931
30218931
lomatium packardiae cronq
crona sp nov
fig 1 herba perennia
perednia caespitosa radice
oeste
manifesto
feste ramoso
crasse
brasse et caudice mani
damoso omnino
sub velutina foliis
fodis omnibus basalibus
fohis
subvelutina
basa libus ternato
bernato
vel aquinato
denbo plus
quinato pinnatifida et denuo
pius minusve
sve
ve
minu
minus
pinnatifidisis seg
ultimis angustia
mentis ultimus
pinnatifid
an gustis 1 2 mm
segmentis
angustis
latis imparibus
majoribus
ibus 1 3 cm longis
imparibus eis major
1.5
scapi
15 4 dm alta umbella per
scali maturi 15
anth esin compacts
anthesin
anthesis
radiis
comp acta parva ca 2 cm lata raddis
compacta
demurn aperta
radiis longioribus 4 6
imparibus
deburn
impar ibus demum
aberta raddis
brac teis involucel li pauels lineard
cm longis bracteis
lineari
attenuates
attenuatis vel nullis flores flavi lobis calycis
calyces
obsoletis pedicelli fructiferi 3 7
minutis vel obsoletism
midutis

2

1the
he

mm longi meri
gladra vel interdum
mericarpia
carpia glabra
interdum
3.5
manifesta
pacenti hirtella 8 9 X 3 35
patenti
35 mm manifeste
mani feste
alata alls
ails usque ad 1I mm latis
alis
packard 74
HOLOTYPE
46 in ash that has
7446
not disintegrated into clay along old succor
aville very close to the
sheaville
creek road near She
sherville

idaho border t27s
oregon 19 may 1974

malteur co
r46e malheur

isotype at CIC
HABITAT AND distribution
in volcanic
ash and rhyolite on rocky clay soil in the sagebrush zone malteur
malheur and lake cos oregon S
to washoe and humboldt cos nevada flowering from april to june
commentary lomatium packardiae has
sometimes passed in the herbarium as L
natum pursch coulter & rose which
triternatum
triter
however has solitary or few stems or scapes on
the simple or occasionally few branched crown
or short caudex atop the taproot the ultimate
of
segments of the leaves kofl
oflL packardiae are also
shorter than is typical for L triternatum
triternatum the
larger ones only 1 3 cm long so that the leaves
have a different aspect
rose anum cronq
lomatium roseanum
crona nom nov
Leptotaenia leiberg
leibergii
leptotaenia
Con trib
ii coulter & rose contris
contrib
NY

US nati herb 7 202 1900 not lomatium
leiberg ii coulter & rose 1900

new york botamcalgii
yolk
botanical garden
den bronx new york
yori 104585126
carden
10458 5126

deceased march 22 1992
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naturalist

volume 52

coconino co in arizona are here considered
to form the var utahensis cronq
crona the otherwise
fairly widespread var texensis with the upper
surface of the leaves evidently and more or less
persistently stellate halry
hairy is largely allopatric
with var utahensis barely entering utah in san
juan co

CM

onagraceae
boothie douglas raven var
Camis
sonia boothii
camissonia
decorticans
decorticans hook & arn cronq
crona comb
caura decorticans
arn
decorticans hook &
narn
nov based on gaura
Beeche
yss voyage 343 1839
bot beecheys
beechey
Camis
boothii douglas raven var
camissonia
sonia boothie
desertorum munz cronq
crona stat nov based
deser torum
decorti cans var desertorum
on oenothera decorticans
munz bot gaz 85 246 19281
M
1928
tom
Camis
sonia clavaeformis torf
torr & frem
camissonia
raven var aurantiaca munz cronq
crona stat
nov based on oenothera sc apoidea var
aurantiaca S wats proc amer acad arts 8

VY

595 613 1873 an illegitimate name which as
defined by watson included the type of the
earlier 0 sc apoidea var clavaeformis S wats
1871 oenothera clavaeformis var aurantiaca
munz amer J bot 15 237 19281
1928
vrem
Camis sonia clavaeformis tod
camissonia
tom
torr & pram
fram
frem
torf

raven var cruci
crona
cruciformis
formis kellogg cronq
F
fig

1

bam
ham
packan hae
packanhae
iovuitiuin
lontaffinn packardiae

eupi1011biaeceae
eupiiorbiaeceae

croton texensis klotzsch muell arg
var utahensis cronq
crona var nov A var texensis
foldis
fodis supra glabais
fohis
foliis
glabris differt

cronquist 6

K thorne 11839
sand dunes ca 18 km airline N of
oflynndyl
Lynn dyl juab
co utah t13s raw
r5w ca 1500 m elev 28 july
1983 at NY isotypes
Iso types at BRY UTC
isotopes
commentary
COMM
ENTARY
croton texensis is variable
HOLOTYPF
HOLOTYPE

lynndyl
lynndal
ofLynn

in density of pubescence but throughout most
of its range the upper surface of the leaves has
oaits
ofits
at least a few stellate hairs though these may
eventually fall off an abundant population on
the sand dunes near lynndyl
lynndal in juab and mil
lard cos utah represents the least pubescent
extreme in these plants the upper surface of the
leaves is wholly glabrous or provided with only
a few quickly deciduous stellate scales the
sorne similar ones from
lynndyl
lynndal plants and some
tind san juan cos utah and from northern
lind
and
kane kind

stat nov based on oenothera cruci
cruciformis
formis kel
1863
logg proc calif acad sci 2 227 18631
Camis
sonia clavaeformis tod
camissonia
tom & prem
torr
frem
raven var funerea
crona stat
funereal raven cronq
nov based on oenothera clavaeformis subsp
funereal
funerea raven univ calif pub bot 34 106
1962

Camis
sonia clavaeformis tod
camissonia
tom & prem
torr
brem
frem
raven var lancifolia
lancifolia A A heller cronq
crona
stat nov based on chylismia lanci
lancifolia
folia A A
1906
heller muhlenbergia 2 226 19061

Camis
sonia heterochroma
camissonia
heterochrome
heter ochroma S wats
raven var monoensis munz cronq
crona stat
heterochroma
heter ochroma var
nov based on oenothera heterochrome
1949
monoensis munz aliso 2 84 19491
sis munz raven var
kemensis
kernensis
Camis sonia demensis
camissonia
keenen
kernen
kemen
gilma nii munz cronq
gilmanii
crona stat nov based on
gilma nii munz leafa
oenothera dentata var gilmanii
leafl
1938
W bot 2 87 19381
Camis sonia sc apoidea tom
camissonia
torr & gray
raven var macrocarpa
macro carpa raven cronq
crona stat
scapoidea
subsp
sc
nov based on oenothera apoidea
macro carpa raven univ calif pub bot 34
macrocarpa
95.19621
9519621
95.1962
951962

nomenclatural innovations IN ROSIDAE

1992

oenothera blennis L var strigose
stri
gosa rydb
strigosa
redb

cronq
crona

comb

nov

stri
gosa rydb
strigose
strigosa
redb mem N

based on oenothera
Y

card
bot gard

1

278

1900
19001

oenothera pallida
runcinata
runcinate
hallida lindl var runcinata
engelm cronq
crona stat nov based on

albi caulis var mncinata
oenothera albicaulis
runcinate engelm
runcinata
amer J sci arts 84 334 18621
1862
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PLATYPOD IDAE
nomenclatural CHANGES AND NEW SPECIES IN platypodidae
AND scolytidae coleoptera PART 11
II
wood
stephen L woodi
gengo cerus
cenyocerus
genyocerus
albi
idae the new name Genyo
albipennis
strohmeyen
platypodidae
strohmeyeri
strohmeyer
strohmeyen
pennis
ri replaced the junior homonym G albvpennis
in Platypod
cefus strohmeye
memen
strohmeyer 1942 and the new name platypus applanatulus replaced the junior homonym platypus applanatus
applanatus schedl
1976 new names are presented in scolytidae as replacements for junior homonyms as follows cryphalus browned
brownei for
dihmgicum for xyleborus dihingensis schedl 1951 hypothenemus
cryphalus aTto
artocarpus
carpus schedl 1958 cyclorhipidion dihingicum
aterrimulus for lepiceroides
atemmulus
schedl 1957 hypothenemus knvolutskayae
krivolutskayae for
lepiceroules now hypothenemus aternmus
aterfimus sched
uius for neodryocoetes now pityophthorus afric
insularis
laris Krivo
anus schedl
msulans
lutskaya pityophthorus
krivolutskaya
knvolutskaya
hypothenemus insularism
pityophthoms africanulus
insu lafis
african ulus
afncanulus
africanus
afncanus
africans
paradoxes
paradoxus
1962 scolytogenes papuensis for xylocryptus now scolytogenes papu
anus schedl 1975 scolytogenes paradox
us for
papuanus
paplanus
Eidophelus now xyleborinus
xylebonnus spini
anus schedl 1979 xyleborinus
xijlebonnus spiniposticus for eidophelus
scolytogenes papuanus
pennis schedl 1979
papu
spimpenms
spinipennis
paplanus
porm
xylehorns
xyleborus formos
xyleborusfirmosae
anus browne 1981 new combinations for fossil scolytidae include dryocoetes
tormos
formosan
form osae for xyleborusformosanus
formosae
formosanus
diluvialist
diluvialis
diluvialis
diluvialis for pityophthoroidea diluvialist
dilu vialis wickham 1916 and Hyle
hydro picus
hydro picus for apidocephalus hydropicus
hylesinus
sinus hydropicus
phloeotribus zimm
wickham 1916 phloeotnbus
nm wickham 1916 is transferred to the family curculionidae in scolytidae
ermanni
zimmermanmo
zimmermanm
zimmermanni
zimmerma
buchi 1981 is a
kobuchi
nobuchi
cryphalophilus schedl 1970 is a junior generic synonym of scolytogenes eichhoff macrocryphalus No
buchi 1981 is a junior generic
kobuchi
nobuchi
junior generic synonym of hypothenemus westwood 1836 nipponopolygraphus No
deres
buchi 1981 is a junior generic synonym of Cosmo
cosmoderes
Ench son 1836 pseudocosmoderes No
kobuchi
nobuchi
us erichson
polygraphus
synonym of Polygraph
taphrocoete3 pfeffer 1987 is a junior generic synonym of taphrorychus eichhoff trypanophellos bright
eichhoff 1878 taphrocoetes
1982 is a junior generic synomym
of
brachyspartus
Lip arthrum wollaston new specific synonymy in scolytidae includes brachyspatus
synonym ofliparthrum
liparthrum
balgensis murayama
carphohorus balgensis
carphoborus
Cort hylus obtusus schedl carphoborus minimus fabricius
ferrari
hnot
inotitzi
montzi
ferran corthylus
inot itzi perrari
scabncollis eichhoff cryphalus
coccotrypes tro
fabncius
coccotrypes
dactyhperda fabricius
coccotnjpes dactylipercla
tropicus
tropics
picus eichhoff cryphalus scabricollis
respects walker
brevicollis
lastes plumbeous
Hyle
hylesinus
clespects
brevi collis schedl ficicis despects
hylastes
plumbeus
plum beus blandford hylurgops
sinus samoanus schedl Hy
hylurgops niponicus
interstitialis chapuis
fushunensis murayama hylurgops interstitialis
fiishunensis
nipo nicus murayama hylurgops spessivtsevi
ps schmutzenhofeti
eggers hylurgops modestus
mock stus murayama ipg stebbings
stebbingi strohmeyer apszips
stebbingi
schmutzenhofen holzschuh phloeosinus rudis
us kaimochi No
us guerci
buchi
blandford phloeosinus shotoensis murayama Polygraph
kobuchi
nobuchi
polygraphus
polygraphus
folygraphus
Polygraph
querci wood poly
orientalis
polygraphus
us magnus murayama scolytogenes braden browne scolytogenes orientalia
graphus prox
grachus
imus blandford Polygraph
orien talis
proximus
cauda eggers sphaerotrypes querci stebbing
platypus
schedl scolytoplatypus parvus
scolytop
scolytoplatypus
latypus rupp
rufi
ruftcauda
ruficauda
carvus sampson
jueus niisimai
globulous
sphaerotrypes controversae
Stebb mg sphaerotrypes tectus
glohulus
hulus stebbing
simal eggers
glo bulus
chramesus
sus
stebbmg
chramewi
hectus beeson sueus
chrome
fectus
misimai
Chrame
wi globulus
khas ianus murayama blastophagus multisetosus murayama
khasianus
murayama
blastophagus phasianus
brempilosus eggers
tomicus brevipilosus
Mui
mul ayama tominus
lastes opacous
hylastes
opacus erichson is reported as an established breeding population in new york USA phloeosinus
the european Hy
armatus reitter of asia minor is reported as causing economic damage as a new introduction to los angeles county
areatus
california the following species are named as new to science cyclorhipidion subagnatum philippine islands
thitsi burma tnotemnus
zealan dicus new zealand Polygraph
polygraphus
piliccornis
pilicorms
pilicornis
us thithi
orms india and xyleborus
triotemnus pili
dendrotrupev
dendrotnipes zealandicus
magmficus
magnificus
magnificus peru
ABSIKAC

1

idae scolytidae taxonomy bark beetles coleoptera
platypodidae
key words nomenclature Platypod

during the compilation of a world catalog of
idae and scolytidae a number of
platypodidae
Platypod
nomenclatural items were found that require
validation andor publication prior to release of
the catalog these items include a two new
replacement names for junior homonyms in
platypodidae
Platypod idae and nine in scolytidae b three
new combinations in fossil scolytidae c six
cases of new generic synonymy in scolytidae d
17 cases of new specific synonymy in scolytidae

provo
science
332
lif Sci
fiovo utah 84602
lil
enice museum brigham
332lik
balli im young university piovo

78

e two new introductions of a european and an
asian scolytid into north america and f five
species named as new to science
NEW NAMES IN PLATYPOD
platypodidae
IDAE

genyocerus
cenyocerus
strohmeyeti
cerus strohmeyeri
Genyo
rtii n n
strohmeye
Arb eiten uber
albl
albipenms
albipennis
arbeiter
diapus
pennis strohmeyer 1942 arbeiten
dianus albi
9 284
Ento mogie 9284
morphologische und taxonomische entomogie
lich sumatra Strob
ilch
westlich
westhch
weltlich
syntypes
stroh
aloer west
Syn types insul Sim
simaloer
strohmeyer
meyer
Mot schulsky 1858
collection preoccupied by motschulsky

nomenclatural

1992
19921

CHANGES IN PLATYPOD
platypodidae
IDAE AND

the

Genyocerus albi
albipennis
name genyocerus
pennis motschul
sky 1858 was considered lost for more than a
century wood 1969118 in an attempt to
assign a species to this name strohmeyer
albipennis cited above when
named diapus
dianus albipennis
the motschulsky
Mot schulsky type was rediscovered wood
1969118 it was recognized that two distinct
but congeneric species were represented
because the strohmeyer name is the junior
homonym in this case the new name stroh
mayeri is proposed as a replacement name for
nwyeti
meyeri
albipennis strohmeyer as indicated above
albipennis

platypus applanatulus n n
platypus applanatus
applanatus schedl 1976 abhandlungen
staathches museum fur Tierkkunde
tierkkunde dresden 41385
413 85
amazons naturhistorisches
holotype male manaus amazonas
naturhistonsches
museum wien preoccupied by wood 1972

platypus applanatus
applanatus schedl 1976 cited
above was named five years after the same
name had been used by wood 1972244 in
view of this homonymy the new name
applanatulus is here proposed as a replacement
for the junior name applanatus
appl anatus schedl as indicated above
NEW NAMES IN

scolytidae

browned
brow nei n n
cryphalus brownei
cryphalus artocarpus schedl 1958 sarawak
sarabak museum journal 811498
Seme ngoh british
811 498 holotype Sa rawak semengoh
museum natural history preoccupied by schedl

sll
sii

1939

the

name cryphalus atto
artocarpus
carpus schedl
1958 cited above was established even though
its author had previously named ericryphalus
ayco
aTto
artocarpus
carpus schedl 1939 and had considered
cryphalus and ericryphalus synonymous this
generic synonymy was confirmed wood
198691
198691 in view of this oversight schedl s 1958
name is a arjunior
ajunior
junior homonym ofthe 1939 name and
browned is
must be replaced the new name brownei
proposed as a replacement as indicated above
in recognition of the late F G browne who
contributed significantly to our knowledge of
these insects

cyclorhipidion dihingicum n n
dihingensts schedl 1951 tijdschrift
xyleborus dihingensis
tijdschnft voor
93 71 syntypes
Syn types 2 females I1 male java
entomologize 9371
entomologie
batoerraden G slamet naturhistorisches
naturhistonsches museum
wien preoccupied by eggers 1930

the name xyleborus dihingensis schedl

cited

above was proposed at a time when it was

scolytidae

79

preoccupied by eggers 1930 although both
names were recently transferred to other
genera the primary homonymy remains the
new name dihingicum is proposed as a replacement for the schedl name as indicated above
hypothenemus aterrimulus
atertimulus n n
musee
lepiceroides aternmus
aterrimus schedl 1957 annales du mus6e
Zo
59 holotype
ologie 56
royale du congo belge
zoologie
beige ser 8 zoologize
5659
dhembe belgian congo museum tervuren
ruanda ihembe
Tervuren
preoccupied by schedl 1951

the

generic name lepiceroides schedl was
placed in synonymy under hypothenemus
wood 198692 this act transferred its type
species aterrimus schedl 1957 cited above to
H
othe nemus where it became a junior homhypothenemus
yp othenemus
of
H aterrimus schedl 1951 the new
onym jofh
ofh
name aterrimulus is here proposed as a replacement name for aterrimus schedl 1957 as indicated above
hypothenemus krivolutskayae n n
Krivo lutskaya 1968 in kurenzov
hypothenemus insularum
knvolutskaya
insularum krivolutskaya
& konovalova
konoralova the insect fauna of the soviet far east and
kunie islands presumably
its ecology p 56 holotype kunle
at vladivostok preoccupied by perkins 1900

hypothenemus insularum
krivolutskaya
lutskaya
insularum Krivo
cited above was given a neuter specific name in
a masculine genus when the gender is corrected as required under the code this name
becomes a junior homonym of hypothenemus
insularism
insularis
insu laris perkins 1900 and must be replaced
krivolutskayae is proposed as a
the new name ktivolutskayae
replacement name as indicated above
uius n n
ulus
pityophthorus afficanulus
pityophthoms
africanulus
african
neodryocoetes afric
anus schedl 1962 revista
nodryocoetes
devista de
africanus
afncanus
africans
entomologic de mocambique
entomologia
mozambique 521079
52 1079 holotype
congo mayumbe belgian congo museum tervuren
Tervuren
preoccupied by eggers 1927

schedl named neodryocoetes afric
anus cited
africanus
africans
above from five specimens that did not exhibit
sexual differences because the neotropical
genus araptus
arastus neodryocoetes does not occur
in africa and these specimens belong to the
related genus pityophthorus schedl s name
anus must be transferred to that genus
afTic
afticanus
afncanus
where it becomes a junior homonym and must
be replaced the new name africanulus
african ulus is proposed as a replacement for the 1962 schedl
name as indicated above
scolytogenes papuensis n n
xylocryptus papuanus
naturbistorisches
papu
anus schedl 1975 naturhistonsches
paplanus
museum wien annales 79352
79 352 holotype upper manki
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balolo MKIK district new guinea
nc i bulolo
logging area
losing
historisclies museum wien
preoccupied by
natiiiliistoiiscbes
natin
liedl 1974
seliedl
Se
scbtdl

the

xtlocnfptus schedl 1975 was
genus xylocryptus
with X pap
establishedmth
anus schedl as the type
established Mth
tanus
papuanus
papu
paptanus
paplanus
xylocryptus became a junior syn
species when xylocnptus
90 the
198690
genes wood 1986
scolia
scolif to genei
onym of scolytogenes
transfer of papuanus
anus to that genus caused
papu
paplanus
anus schedl 1975 to become a junior
papuanus
papu
paptianus
paplanus
scolytogenes originally cryphalo
homonym of scolytoenes
inoqhus
anus schedl 1974 in order to
niorrhus papuanus
papu
paplanus
ofnames
names the new name
correct
rect this duplication of
eol reet
coi
col
papuensis is here proposed as a replacement for
anus schedl 1975 as indicated above
papuanus
papu
paplanus

naturalist

it must be replaced the new nameforrrwsae
nsimeformosae
is proposed as a replacement as indicated above
GENERIC TRANSFERS OF FOSSIL

par

scolytogenes
scolytoenes paradoxus
paradoxes
us n n
paradox
ische
faunistische
fiunistische
scolytogcna
olitooicf paplanus
papuanus
papu anus schedl 1979 Faunist
papua i new guinea
abliandlungen
abliandlunt n 797 holotype papu
itnibistonsches museum wien
N naturhistorisches
preoccupied by
schedl 1974

Scoli toenes papuanus
scoit
scolitoenes
anus schedl 1979
when scolytogenes
papu
paplanus

was named schedl regarded
legarded cryphalomorphus
of
tus
as a distinct genus the placement ofcryphalo
lus
lis
inorphus
nwrfhus in synonymy under the senior name
scolytogenes
Scoli
1986 90 and the consescolitoenes
toenes wood 198690
anus schedl 1974 to
papu
quent transfer of C papuanus
paplanus
scolytogenes
scoliitoenes caused the name S papu
anus
papuanus
paplanus
schedl 1979 to become a junior homonym for
us is proparadoxes
paradoxus
tius reason
tins
this
leason the new name paradox
anus schedl
posed as a replacement for papuanus
papu
paplanus
1979 as indicated above

scolytidae
dilu vialis wickham
diluvialis
dryocoetes diluvialist
chkivialif
diluvialis
dilu vialis wickham 1916 state university
pityophthoridea diluvialist
pityophthoncjea
18
of iowa laboratory of natural history bulletin 7718
holotype fossil in miocene florissant colorado not
located

the photograph of the holotype that was pub

dished
lished with the original description of pityoph
diluvialis
dilu vialis wickham 1916.18
191618 suggests
thoridea diluvialist
that this species is a member of the genus
dryocoetes
dqlocoetes because there appears to be no
justification whatever for recognizing a separate
pityophtlwroides is placed in
genus the name pityophthoroides
synonymy under the senior name dryocoetes
dilu vialis is transferred to that genus as
diluvialis
and diluvialist
indicated above

ctphalo

yleborlnusspiniposticus
spimposticus n n
xiflehonnus

ent

ulovltcjn innipcnhi seliedl
sched 1979 new zealand ento
enio
11101ogist
11101
FI sehedl
bernale
lie r aji
lle
schedl
naie
7 106 holotype fernale
sehell collee
mo ogist
moloist
binnale
kin
hin
loist 7106
soloist
fer
fji
M useum
N itiiihistoiisehes
i rh istorisches m
i i sei
preoccupied
spied by
ipied
set lin
tinn in nati
tion
fionin
tionin
tin wien preocci
pggers
aggers
1910
1930
gers 19.10
Pg
1

Eidophelus
beaver 199094 transferred eidophelus
xileborinus where
perinis schedl 1979 to xyleborinus
spini
spimpenms
spiniperinis
it is preoccupied by spinipennis
spinipennis eggers 1930
del to remove the duplication of names the
01 dei
in order
hele proposed as a
heie
new name spiniposticus
spimposticus is here
for spinipennis
replacement
placement
spinipennis schedl 1979 as
le
dabove
dabose
indicatedabove
indicated
indicate above

xyiebontsfirmosae
xiehomsformosae n n
131
kontyii
491
kontyu 491131
kostyu
49l131
Foinnosa to yatsushiro
formosa
japan imported british museum natural history
preoccupied by eggers
eggels 1930
pie
pit occupied

XIILIOIII
nosan tis
bonts fiOrt
its browne
ille
illebonts
fonnownu
fiortnosan
ile
lle
ft m lie
ailen
ilualien
iiuilien
Ilu
liu alien
holotype female

1981

when browne named xyleborusfinnosanus
xulehontsfonnosanus
be overlooked previous usage of
cited above he
tius species group narne
tins
this
name in the combination xyle186
1930186
anus eggers 1930
borus mancus fiormosanus
formos anns
formosanus
browne
rowne name is a junior
umor homonym
because the B
amor

volume 52

Hyle
hylesinus
hydropicus
hydro
hydropical
sinus hydropicas
picas wickham
picus
hydro picus wickham 1916 state university
apichcephalus hydropicus
apihcephalus
18
of iowa laboratory of natural history bulletin 7718
holotype fossil in miocene florissant colorado not
located

the photograph of the holotype that was pub-

lished with the original description of apido
acido
acephalus
halus hydropicus
cephalus
hydropicus wickham indicates that
cep
this species is a member of the genus hylesinus
Hyle sinus
the generic name
dame apidocephalus is here placed
in synonymy under Hyle
hylesinus
sinus and the fossil spe
hydropicus is transferred to that genus as
cies hydropicus
indicated above

phloeottibus zirnmennanni
phloeotnbus
ermanni wickham to
zimm
zimmermanni
curculionidae
phloeotribits
phloeotnhtii zinimernuinni
immerimmni wickham 1916 state univer19
sity of iowa laboratory of natural history bulletin 7719
holotype fossil in miocene florissant colorado not
located

phloeotri
of the holotype of phloeotn
bus zimmermanni
191619 that was
zimm ermanni wickham 1916.19
published with the original description indicates
that this species is not a member of this family
and must be transferred from scolytidae to the
an
family curculionidae

the photograph

1

NEW SYNONYMY IN

scolytidae

deres eichhoff
cosmoderes
Cosmo
cowioderes
cosnuleres eichhoff 1878 societe entomologique de
cwnocer
493 type species cosmokmv
Memo ires 08495
metnoires
liege memoires
28 495
monificollis
licolli
monilicolli
monificollis
mont
moni

eichhoff monobasic

1992
19921

nomenclatural

CHANGES IN PLATYPOD
platypodidae
IDAE AND

pseuctocosmoderes No
pseudocosmoderes
buchi 1981 kontyu
kobuchi
nobuchi
491 16 type
kostyu 49116
kobuchi cos
attenuatus nobuchi
species pseudocosmoderes attenuates
monifi collis eichhoff original designation new
momhcollis
moderes monificollis
moleres
synonymy

No buchi
kobuchi
the genus pseudocosmoderes nobuchi

cited
pseudocosrrwderes
above was named for pseudocosmoderes
No buchi 1981
kobuchi
attenuatus nobuchi
attenuates
191 the photograph of
the type material that accompanied the original
deres
defes
cosnwderes
cosmoderes
description is an illustration of Cosmo
monilicollis eichhoff 1878 the nobuchi
kobuchi genus
deres the
is an obvious synonym of cosmoderes
cosnwderes
Cosmo defes
specific synonymy requires confirmation but is
almost certainly correct

igi
igl

dryocoetes eichhoff
dryocoetes eichhoff 1864 in schrenk riesen und
Fors chungen in
m amur lande 2155 type species
forschungen
Bost
bostrichus
richus autograph us ratzeburg subsequent designabostnchus
tion by wood 1974
pttyophthondea wickham 1916 state university of iowa
pityophthofidea
7 18 figs 27 28
laboratory of natural history bulletin 718
diluvialis wickham origdiluvialis
type species pityophthoridea
pityophthondea diluvialist
new synonymy
inal designation newsynonymy

hypothenemus westwood
hypothenemus westwood 1836 entomological society of
1 34 type species hypothenemus
london transactions 134
eruditus
eru ditus westwood monobasic
buchi 1981 kontyu
macrocryphalus No
491 14 type
nobuchi
kobuchi
macrocnjphalus
kostyu 49114
49l14
buchi original des
kobuchi
nobuchi
species macrocryphalus ob longus No
ignation probable synonymy

the

No buchi cited
nobuchi
genus macrocryphalus kobuchi
above was named for macrocryphalus ob longus
kobuchi
nobuchi
No buchi A close examination of the photographs of type material published with the original descriptions clearly indicates that the
ob
is composite the male
oblongus
species longus
illustrated is a female of hypothenemus
tecomin
becoming9
u scicollis
sci collis eichhoff a species rapidly becomin
fuscicollis
fusci
pantropical in distribution through commerce
the female is a female of another
hypothenemus species that cannot be identified
with certainty from the illustrations it represents an obvious introduction from another
area the name macrocryphalus is here placed
in synonymy until the name oblongus can be
clarified

f
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Lip arthrum wollaston
liparthrum
Mader ensia p 294
liparthmm
lipatthmm wollaston 1854 insecta maderensia
bituherculatum wollaston
type species liparthnun
liparthmm bituberculatum
original designation
phellos bright 1982 studies on neotropical fauna
trypanophellos
typophellos
TYPO
166 type species trypanophellos
17166
and environment 17
tnpanophello1
ne copinus bright new synonymy

ne
bright was based
trypanophellos copinus
necopinus
tit
lit
on a unique female collected by schwarz at
cayamas
Ca
yamas cuba 1I examined this specimen in
calamas
1976 at the US national museum and recognized it as a distinctive undescribed species of
Lip arthrum the holotype was recently reexam
liparthrum
lipatlhmm
reetam
ined and compared to other liparthrum
Lip arthrum spelipatthntm
cies because 1I am unable to see any generic
characters that might possibly distinguish
lzparthrum brights
trypanophellos from lipatfhtum
generic name is placed in synonymy under the
senior name as indicated above the species L
ne copinus is unique among american
amerlean lipar
thrum species in having a double row of scales
interstriae
on the declivital interstrive
interstriae

us erichson
polygraphus
Polygraph

the

figures of the holotype of pityoph
thoridea that were published with the original
description indicate that the type species P
diluvialist
diluvialis is a member of the genus dryocoetes
consequently wickham s name pityophthor
idea is placed in
m synonymy under the senior
name as indicated above

scolytidae

ful natnrgeschichte
archev fui
Ench son 1836 archiv
us erichson
naturgeschiclite
polygraphus
Polygraph
Hyle
hyie
57 type species hyi
9157
esmus
fabrichis
Hyl
fabncins
hylesmus
hylesinus
pubes cens Fabri
chis
21
2157
sinus pubescent
dermestes poligraphus linneaus monobasic
No buchi 1981 kostyu
49 12 type
kobuchi
nipponopolygraphits nobuchi
nipponopolygraphns
kontyu 4912
buehl
buchl
buchi
noquchi
uchi origi
kai lochi
kahr
Noh
kahrtochi
kaimochi
mocki No
mochi
nohuchi
nobuchi
nob
nipponopolygraphii kadr
iochi
tochi
species nipponopolygraphus
ongi
angi
nal designation new synonymy

the

holotype and two paratypes
para types of
nobuchi were
nipponopolygraphus kaimochi kobuchi
examineddand
and found to be normal specimens of
examinedand
examine
us erichson in which the eye is deeply
polygraphus
Polygraph
emarginate but not divided approximately
m this genus have the
one fifth of the species in
halves of the eye connected the nobuchi
kobuchi
nobucbi
genus was based on this one unusable character
and must be placed in synonymy as indicated
above
scolytogenes eichhoff
scolytogenes eichhoff 1878 preprint of
Societe royale des
ofsociete
mer
Mei nones
memoires
mainones
meinones
sciences de liege
ires 28475 479 type spe
lidge Memo
darwim eichhoff monobasic
darwini
dardini
cies scolytogenes darwic
38 358 type species
cryphalophilus schedl 1970 kontyu
kontyn
koltyn 38358
ajer
sched monobasic correction of
cryphalophilus oper
cnjphalophilus
afef schedl
oier
synonymy

in wood 1984228
the name cruphalophilus
incor
071phalophilus schedl was ancor
erectly
rectly placed in synonymy under the name
scolytodes a neotropical genus cryptal
cryphal
ophilus is actually a synonym of scolytogenes a
circumtropical genus the holotype of the type
species C ajer
afef was examined

due to a clerical error
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taphrorychus eichhoff
taphrorychus eichhoff 1878 preprint of societe royale
taphronchus
des sciences de liege
ires 2849204
Merno
lidge mernoires
meinoires
Meino
28 49204 type spe
Bostrichus bicolor herbst subsequent designation
eles bostrichus
cies
cles
bostnchus
by
byiiopkms 1914
hopkins
pfeffer
1987
acta entomologica
taphrocoetes
entomological
Entomologica
bohemoslovaca 8222
82 22
type species taphrorychus
hirtellous
hirtellus
hir tellus eichhoff original designation new synonymy

the name taphrocoetes

pfeffer cited above
was proposed as a means to subdivide the genus
taphrorychus using the size and distribution of
asperi ties on the anterior slope ofthe pronotum
asperities
because taphronjchus
taphrotjchus is much more widespread and diverse wood 198674 than was
known to pfeffer a division of the genus using
the pronotal characters he proposed is not
possible or meaningful several examples of all
european and most asiatic species of this genus
were examined in my review of this problem As
indicated above taphrocoetes is placed in synonymy under the senior name

brachyspartus moritzi ferrari
brachyspattus
moritzi ferrari 1867 die forst und
Borken kafer p 68 holotype
baumzuchtschadlichen
baumuchtschadlichen borkenkafer
ofe
oie
fie
niale venezuela naturhistorisches
female
naturhistonsches museum wien
co
ohtuws schedl 1966 entomologsche arbeiten
Arb eiten
eylus obtusus
Cort hylus
arbeiter
aus der museum frey 17
122 holotype female vene
17122
zuela
uela natuihistonsches
naturhistoriscbes museum wien new synonymy
13rachyspartus
brachyipartu

the

female holo
holotypes
types of brachyspartus
Cort
cotthylus
Cott
nwritzi ferrari and corthylus
moritzi
coft hylus obtusus schedl
were compared directly to one another by me
and were found to be identical in all respects
they obviously represent one species in which
ferrari s name has priority as indicated above

carphohorus minimus fabricius
carphoborus
hylasinus
1801
Hile
hilesinus
Hyla
hite sinns
sinus minimus fabricius
systema
systems ele
1 395 syntypes
saxomae
uthera torum 1395
utheratoruin
utheratorum
saxoniae
omae copenhagen
Syn types 4 Sax
saxonite
museum
Mus
curn
eurn
euln
bai
bal
hal
halgensis
balgensis
carphoborus hai
es
carphohoni
Annotation
gensis murayama 1943 annotationes
ae japonenses 2299
22 99 lectotype male district
zoologicae
zoological
Zoologic
of balga manchoukuo china US
U S national museum
esent designation new synonymy
present
pi besent

carphoborus balgensis
balgensis murayama was
named from one male and one female syntypes
syn types
microcards
cards on one pin
mounted on separate micro
the male is in recognizable condition and is
here designated as the lectotype for this murayama name the female has been damaged
and only the head remains its face is entirely
immersed in glue this lectotype was compared
to males of my series of C minimus fabricius
from europe and northern asia while no two
males of this species are ever exactly the same
baigensis lectotype is of the same size and
bal
the balgen&is
balgensis

naturalist

volume 52

proportions as C minimus and falls well within
the limits of variability and geographical range
for this species because only one species is
represented by this material the name balgensis
balgensis
is placed in synonymy as indicated above
coccotrypes dactyliperda fabricius
Bost
richus dactyliperda fabricius 1801 systema
bostrichus
bostnchus
systems ele
utheratorum 2387
utheratoruni
utheratorum
2 387 syntypes
Syn types female date pits intercepted in europe copenhagen museum
coccotrypes tro
cccotrypes
tropicus
societe
tropics
picus eichhoff 1878 preprint of soci6t6
Memoires 98312
royale des sciences de liege memoires
28312
28 312 holoails peru hamburg
alis
nails
nalis
meridionalis
mendionalis
type female america Mendio
Meridion
museum lost new synonymy

eichhoff states in the original description
cited above that his coccotrypes tro
tropicus
picus is
tropics
near C dactyliperda because the description
fits the pantropical dactyliperda because there
are no known endemic coccotrypes in south
america and because the unique holotype and
only known specimen of tro
tropicus
picus was lost in the
tropics
destruction of the hamburg museum C tropi
cus is here placed in synonymy under the senior
name as indicated above as a means of dealing
with this unidentifiable species

cryphalus scabricollis eichhoff
scalnicollis
scabncolhs
nicollis eichhoff 1878 preprint of societe
cryphalus scal
royale des sciences de liege memoires
Memo ires 2836
28 36 holotype hindustan asiae
ariae hamburg museum lost
brevi collis schedl 1943 entomologische blatter
cryphalus brevicollis
2 36
female
391 236
bagmo
baguio
luzon
lectotype
bagao
Philipp
philippinen
philippines
naturhistorisches museum wien desiginen naturhistonsches
1979 47 new synonymy
nated by schedl 197947

the

holotype of cryphalus scabricollis
eichhoff was lost in the 1944 destruction of the
hamburg museum my concept of this species
is based on a series of specimens in the forest
research institute dehra dun that was compared by beeson and eggers to the holotype
before it was lost my series was compared
directly by me to this series then these specimens were later compared to the holotype of C
brevisetosus schedl all represent the same
common widely distributed species that infests
various species of ficus from india to the philippine islands for this reason schedl s name
C brevisetosus is here placed in synonymy
under the senior name as indicated above
despectus
pectus walker
fields des
Hyle
hylesinus
despectus
pectus walker 1859 annals and magazine of
sinus des

natural history 33261 holotype ceylon british
museum natural history
hyle&inus
Hyle
hylesinus
hyie
sinus samoanus
samo anus schedl 1951 bishop museum occasional papers 2010142
Syn types male upolu
2010 142 syntypes

nomenclatural

1992
19921

PLATYPOD IDAE AND
CHANGES IN platypodidae

tapatapao british museum natural history
Tapatapao
ndturhistonsches museum wien new synonymy
naturhistorisches

and

the schedl

samo
Hyle sinus san
samoanus
anus
sanwanus
wanus
manus
syntypes
types of hylesinus
syn
schedl in the wien museum were examined by
me and were compared directly to my homo
despectus walker only one species
types of H despectus
was recognized on the basis of this comparison
schedl s name is placed in synonymy as indicated above

beus blandford
lastes plumbeous
plumbeus
plum
Hy
hylastes
beus blandford 1894 entomological society
lastes plumbeous
Hy
plumbeus
hylastes
plum
of london transactions 1894
57 syntypes
189457
Syn types nagasaki et
a hioga
gioga japan brussels museum
es
annotationes
hylurgops fushunensis murayama 1940 Annotation
235 lectotype female
19235
ae japonensis 19
zoologicae
zoological
Zoologic
bushen manchuria U
fushen
USS national museum present designation new synonymy

hylurgopsfushunensis
hylurgops fushunensis murayama was based
syn types that are
on one male and one female syntypes
mounted on one pin the callow female is
mounted upright the callow male is mounted
upside down with the dorsal surface im bedded
in glue the female is here designated as the
lectotype for H fushunensis murayama this
ussun
ussuri
lectotype was compared directly to my hussun
lastes plumbeous
hylastes
plumbeus
plumbeus blandford that
specimens of Hy
were identified by kurenzov these specimens
clearly represent one species for this reason
lastes and is
hylastes
fushunensis is transferred to Hy
placed in synonymy under the senior name as
indicated above
is chapuis
interstitial
hylurgops interstitialis
lastes interstitialis
Hy
interstitialis chapuis 1875 societe entomolo
hylastes
196 syntypes
Syn types nagasaki and
18196
Belg ique annales 18
gique belgique
bique

kiushu
siushu japan brussels museum
hulurp
123
aps
hylurgops
ops niponicus
nipo nicus murayama 1936 tenthredo 11123
Kami kochi nagano prefecture
149 holotype male kamikochi
U
USS national museum new synonymy

the

hylurgops
hulure
unique male holotype of hilure
OPS
b
nipo nicus murayama was examined and comniponicus
pared directly to my long series of H inter
stitialis chapuis from japan determined by
No buchi and siberia determined by kuren
nobuchi
kobuchi
zos the murayama holotype is an average
japanese specimen of this species the name
nicus is here placed in synonymy under the
nipo
niponicus
senior name as indicated above

hylurgops spessivtsevi eggers
entomologischc
hylurgops spessivtsevi eggers 1914 entomologische
187 lectotype male ostsibenen
ostsiberien USSR U
USS
blatter 10
10187
national museum designated by anderson & anderson
1971
30
197130

scolytidae
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1 367
murayama 1937 tenthredo 1367
hylurgops modestus mmayama
Kong osan
syntypes
kongosad
kongoian
Syn
osaD korea murayama col
types pic biro du kongosan
U S national museum new synonymy
lection in US

two female specimens in the murayama col
lection are labeled as paratypes
hylurops
para types of hylurgops
modestus murayama their label indicates that
Yale lomia manchuria 25
they were taken at yalelomia
VIII 1940 by A takagi a second label gives
manchoukuo collected 1940 J murayama
hylurgops modestus murayama paratype
hylurops
because this murayama species was named in
1937 it is presumed that these paratypes
para types are
metatypes that were compared by
actually metatypes
murayama to his type series murayama told me
mane
Manc hunan colin 1955 that virtually all of his manchurian
lections had been destroyed during world war
11
II consequently the above paratypes
paratypes are
probably the only known existing specimens of
modestus
nw destus that are reasonably authentic these
para
paratypes
types were compared directly to my
homo types of H spessivtsevi eggers and were
homotypes
acre specimens of this
found to be normal overacre
averacre
average
aver
b
eggers species for this reason the name modestus is placed in synonymy under the senior
name as indicated above
aps
stebbings
stebbmgi
stebbingi
ips stebb
ingi

strohmeyer

bochen
entomologischcn wochen
strohmeyer 1908 entoinologischen
Syn types male female kula himalaya
blatt 2569 syntypes
swaid forest
swald
ebciswald
eberswald
abs strohmeyer collection Eber
occidentabs
occidentahs
occident
research institute dehra dun etc
aps
entomologica
entornologica
Entomologica
ips schmutzenhofen
schmutzenhofer holzschuh 1988 entomological
I 1010
Basili
basilicnsia
basiliensia
lolo type male west bhutan
ensia 12481 485 holotype
natmhistonschcs museum wien
Cham
gang 3000 m naturhistorisches
chamgang
new synonymy

aps
stebbings
stcbhingi
stebbingi
ingi
ips stebb

1

stebbings
stebbingi
stehhinqi
examined two syn
syntypes
ips stebb
types of aps
ingi
strohmeyer in the forest research institute
collection dehra dun as well as approximately 2000 other specimens of this species
from pakistan nepal bhutan and india
kashmir punjab uttar
attar pradesh from species
emus
pinus
griffithiv
bif
griffithii
hii I1 am
of abies cedrus picea and emms
ofabies
rinus griffit
finus
nffithu
unable to distinguish my specimens that were
ared to the strohmeyer syn
syntypes
types from two
compared
COMP
paratypes
para types of 1I schmutzenhofer holzschuh or
from a series taken in 1980 in bhutan from picea
spinulosa by P singh it is apparent from the
description of 1I schn
schmutzenhofen that specitutzenhoferi
stebb ingi were actually of LI1
stebbingi
mens cited as L1I stebbings
longifolia a distinct but related species in
longifoha
longifolia
schmutzenhofen is here
view of the above 1I schmutzenhoferi
placed in synonymy as indicated above
1I
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phloeomius rudis
phloeosinus
nulls blandford

rs
r7s

phloeosirms nis
pliloeowm
nig
oord 1894 entomological society
rudis blandfoid
Blaudford
Bland
blandford
blaudford
foid
loid
of london transactions 189473 syntypes
oflondon
Syn types Kashi
kashiwage
wage
syiitypes
kashiwase

and kolbe lipan
ulai history
ulal
natural
japan
lapan british museum nai
Nat uial
pltloeowiu shotoensis
111doeosinits
Mur
hotocnw murayama
Mui
mul
ayama
murayania
muiayama
ayania 1955 yamaguti univermaie
sityfacultyofagriculture
sity faculty of agiiciiltine bulletm6
holotype male
bulletin688
88iiolotype
knude shodojnna
U S national
sfiodojima kagawa pref US
japan onude
museum new syrionyiny
ynoinmif

the

type series of phloeosinus shotoensis
murayama
Mur
ayania consisted of one male and six
females from
froin the type locality and seven females
froin other named localities murayama clearly
from
states that the male is the type all 13 specimens
in the type series were compared to my homo
types of P nidis blandford the murayama
vari abil
specimens fall well within the range of variabil
of nidis because it is obvious that only one
ity ofnidis
species is represented by these specimens the
name shotoensis is placed in synonymy as indicated above
Poly
puig
puly
polygraphus
buehl
buchl
buchi
raphus
us kaimochi nobucbi
polyraphus
nobuchi
kobuchi
Polygraph
No
kni
kai
mochi nobuchi
No buchi 1981 kontyu
kaimochi
kahnochi
nipponopoty raphus kah
nochi
kobuchi
nippoiiojwltrapliu
kostyu
49 13 holotype female shionomisaaka
4913
shionornisaaka wakayama
ibaraki
araki
kobuchi collection lb
nobuclii
nobuchi
great
potjgrapltits
poliniplui
ils quera
lis
cleat basin naturalist
nerd wood 1988 gleat
anerd
khali burma
mehalkhali
48 195 holotype female Mehal
48195
Bu ima
foiest
lma forest
Re
research
sealch institntejehra
seaich
institute dehla dun new synonyiny
ynonyini

the

female holotype and two paratypes
para types of
kai mochi nobuchi
nipponopoygraphus
kobuchi were
nipponopoliraphus kaimochi
compared directly to one another and to the
poin
type series of Poly
us querci wood by me
polygraphus
raphus
polyraphus
Polygraph
and were found to represent only one species
guerci is placed in synonymy
the junior name querci
as
is indicated above
us proximus
polygraphus
polifraphus
prox imus blandford
Polygraph
pot
poi
blis prox
hits
Bland foid
fold 1894 entomological
polijraphu
pruy
proy
rap bils
proximus
W raphits
viu
nln blandford
hin
proiviu
proiimus
prol
1894 75 syntypes
society of london transactions 189475
Syn types 2
sapporo
Natuial
poro
Sap poto
ulai history
ulal
sappoio
poio japan british museum natural
poh
Mura
murayama
murayarna
roh
foh
Mui
mul
poltiffdphh
muiayama
ayama
trmms
yarna 1956 yamaguti university
nianus
dianus
ionus
lonus
A raplats tamms
h
faculty of agriculture bulletin 7279 282 holotype
Nishi niata aki county kochi pref japan US
fei
fel
naie nislnmata
nale
female
nishiniata
fil
U S
new mfnompmf
national museum newsynonyiny

the

unique female holotype of polygraphus
us
Polygraph
Murayania was examined and com
manus
manns murayama
of P prox
pared to my series MT
imus blandford that
proximus
had been identified by kurenzov nobuchi
kobuchi
No buchi and
pfeffer A series of this species received from
murayama had been identified as F
P ob longus
blandford and is presumed to be incorrectly
him the magnus holotype is 32
placed by hirn
3.2
32 mm
in length exclusive of the head which is substantial
ly smaller than stated in the original
stantially
description the pronotum of this specimen is

naturalist

volume 52

contaminated by host resin thereby giving both
the stout bristles and scales the false impression
that they are all scalelike in reality these setae
are precisely as in normal specimens of prox
imus in addition the size falls well within the
upper limits of size for proximus
prox imus the magnus
holotype obviously is a normal large female of
imus for this reason the murayama name
prox
proximus
is placed in synonymy as indicated above
scolytogenes braderi
bradera browne
braderi browne 1965 zoologische
cryphalomorphus bradera
cryphatoinorphus
40191
mededelingen
mededelmgen
coast
holotype
ivory
adiopodoume leiden museum
cryphalomorphus orientalia
orientalis
cjphalomorphus
opuscule
Op uscula
orien talis schedl 1971 opuscula
11
entomological
entomologica
Entomologica 119
11911
holotype ghana bekwai
naturhistorisches museum wien new synonymy
naturhistonsches

the holotype of cryphalomorphus

orientalia
orientalis
orien talis
schedl cited above was compared directly by
schedl to the holotype of cryphalomorphus
bradera browne cited above and as indicated
braderi
in a note in his collection he concluded that
only one species was represented I1 examined
the schedl bolo
holotype
type and compared it to specimens identified by schedl as braderi
bradera browne
and reached the same conclusion in view of
this the name orientalia
orientalis
orien talis is here placed in synonymy as indicated above

scolytoplatypus pardus sampson
scolytoplatypus parvus
scoiytoplatypus
carvus sampson 1921 annals and magamaie Sarawak
zine of natural history 0736
97 36 holotype male
matang british museum natural history
mt batang
cauda eggers 1939 arkiv
rupi
scolytoplatypus rupp
nific
arkid for zoologi
auda
zoology
rufi
ruficauda
nificauda
naie Kamba
nale
female
kambaiti
iti nordost birma
31a4 36 holotype fer
31a436
7000 ft stockholm museum new synonymy

four specimens of scolytoplatypus porous

sampson that were
we re compared to the holotype by
browne were compared directly by me to nine
specimens in the forest research institute
dehra dun that had been identified by eggers
as his S ruficauda
rufi cauda they all represent the same
species assuming that eggers correctly identified his species the name s ruficauda
rufi cauda must be
placed in synonymy under the senior name S
parvus
carvus as indicated above
sphaerotrypes querci stebbing
sphaerotrypes querci stebbing 1908 indian forest mem
N W himalSyn types sex india NW
11
airs series 5 ils
oirs
1155 syntypes
aya kumaus
kumaun forest research institute dehra dun
lost
lo bulus
chrarnesus globutus
hulus stebbing 1909 indian forest mem
chratnesus
gathian
Ka thian
airs forest zoology series 1221
oirs
12 21 holotype kathian
U P india foiest
Cha krata UP
chakrata
forest research institute dehra
dun preoccupied
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sphaerotrypes tedus beeson 1921 indian forester 47
47514
Chakrata UP india forest
Ka
thian chakrata
kathian
holotype sex gathian
research institute dehra
Deh raDun
dehradun
dun automatic new synonymy

the

series of sphaerotrypes querci stebbing

in the forest research institute dehra dun
collected by stebbing and others does not
include original specimens however stebbing s identification description and notes
clearly indicate that this name was correctly
applied to his series this material was examined
and compared directly to the holotype of
bulus stebbing by me both sets
glo
chramesus
globulus
sus globulous
Chrame
of ofspecimens
specimens clearly represent the same species
beeson recognized that the name S globosus
was preoccupied by blandford and proposed
the replacement name S dectus
tectus for stebbings
stebbings
species the senior synonym S querci steb
bing has priority and is used to designate this
species as indicated above

sueus
jueus niisimai
niisimai eggers
hyorrhynchus nii
entomologiscbe
simal eggers 1926 entomologische
simai
niisimai
nnsimai
22 133 holotype female japan urakawahoko
Urakawa Hoko
bilitter22133
blatter22
Blatter
date U
USS national museum
sphaerotrypes controversae murayama 1950 insecta
17 62 lectotype female daidommami
matsumurana
Matsu murana 1762
daidominarm
okiu japan U
shikokiu
yama kochi pref Shik
USS national
museum present designation new synonymy

murayama named sphaerotrypes con
troversae
troversae from six female specimens mounted
on two pins although he refers to a type a
holotype was not marked or labeled by murayama the two specimens mounted on separate
points on one pin are covered by glue and are
recognized with difficulty on the other pin the
third specimen from the top or the second one
up from the bottom is in the best condition and
is here designated as the lectotype of con
troversae
troversae these specimens were compared
homo types and other series of
directly to my homotypes
sueus niisimai
jueus
nii simai in my collection and are identical
in all respects because only one species is represented the name controversae is placed in
synonymy under the senior name as indicated
above
tominus brevipilosus eggers
tomicus
blastophagus brevipilosus eggers 1929 entomologische
25 103 syntypes
blatter 25103
Syn types 2 fukien
Fu kien china eggers colfucien
lection
khas ianus murayama 1959 brooklyn entokhasianus
blastophagus phasianus
mo logical society bulletin 5475
54 75 holotype shillong
mological
assam india US
U S national museum new synonymy
bki&tophagus multisetosus murayama 1963 studies in the
blastophagus
scolytid fauna of the northern half of the far east
sbukosb press fukuoka p 37 holotype female mt
shukosh
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manza gumma pref japan US
U S national museum
Mn senin
new synonymy

the

female holotype of blastophagus
blastophaus multi
setosus murayama my topotypic homo
homotypes
types of
B phasianus
khas ianus murayama and my homotypes
khasianus
homo types of
B brevipilosus eggers were all compared
directly to one another although the assam
specimens are somewhat larger all share the
very short interstrial setae and are here placed
in the same species this species is very closely
allied to piniperda
piniperda linnaeus and is distinguished with some difficulty from that species
by the setal characters it is currently placed in
the genus tomicus
tominus under the senior name
brevipilosus as indicated above
NEW

introductions

lastes opacous
hylastes
Hy
opacus erichson
tastes
lastes opacus
Ench son 1836archivfm
Hy
hylastes
hylastesopacus
naturgeschichte
1836archivfiir natnigeschichte
opacous erichson
gel many berlin
9151
2151
Syn types
Gei
presumably germany
bellin
beilin
21 51 syntypes

2l51

museum

A series
lastes opacous
hylastes
serles of Hy
opacus

erichson was collected near the eastern tip of long island on
fishers
fishers island suffolk co new york USA 23
may 1989 from an aps
ips pheromone trap by T
W phillips circumstances of the collection suggest that this species has established a breeding
population at that site this species is common
throughout the pine belts of europe and northern asia and it has become established in pine
plantations in south africa while it breeds primarily in the roots and stumps of pine pinus
app and spruce picea spp
spp
app it is known as an
economic pest of small seedlings of these trees
phloeosinus armatus
areatus reitter
phloeosinus argatus
armatus reitter 1887 wiener entomologische
arrnatus
entomologislhe
6 192 holotype male syrien
synen
naturhistonsches
zeitung6
kyrien naturhistorisches
zeitung6192
museum wien

bestab
this species was recently found to be estab
dished
lished in los angeles co california USA in a

broad area in sufficient numbers to cause economic losses in cupressus spp
app it was previously
known from cyprus syria and israel where it
is an important pest of cupressus app
spp
NEW SPECIES

cyclorhipidion subagnatum n sp
schedl 1957100 cited xyleborus sub
dudum he later
ygnatus eggers nomen nudum
agnatus
schedl 196194 expressed the opinion that
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volume 52

subagnatus eggers from the philippine strongly impressed hairlike
suhagnatus
hairline
hair like setae shorter less
islands was actually X parvus
carvus lea of aus- conspicuous
tralia and he published a complete description
clytra 17 times as long as wide outline similar
elytra
of the philippine series
serles in that article under the to costiceps striae 1I slightly others not
X parvw
1964 314
name of
impressed punctures rather small round deep
ofx
parvus
ofa
carvus later he schedl 1964314
X carvus
saw the type of
interstriae
interstriae as wide as striae smooth shining
parvus recognized the differ- interstrive
ofx
ofa
ences in the two taxa and presented the new punctures minute confused moderately abunname S subagnatus schedl for the philippine dant declivity gradual not steep evenly rather
1979239
serles he then schedl 1979
series
239 designated a narrowly convex sculpture as on disc except
inter striae 1 3 each with a row of about six
interstrive
interstriae
lectotype for X subagnatus
suhagnatus schedl
subagnatus
suh
because X sub
suhanatus
anatus eggers was never val minute granules vestiture much less abundant
costi ceps interstrial rows of erect setae
iodated
idated schedl s presentation of a new name for than in costiceps
it did not meet the requirements of the code of rather slender each about as long as distance
nomenclature even though a description exists between rows ground cover recumbent each
for
fol the maxon
foi
taxon this taxon has been transferred to seta about half as long as erect setae
FEMALE
similar to male except frons
the genus cyclorhipidion where it is treated
convex carina less conspicuous
here
TYPE MATERIAL
the male holotype female
cyclorhipidion subagnatum is presented here
ciclorhipidion
para types are from
as a species new to selence
science the validating allotype and two male paratypes
Ro
rotorua
torua new zealand hopk US 3726 U C L
94 95
description is published in schedl 1961
196194
paratypes
under the inis
luls
luis
misidentified
identified name xyleborus pardus massey the holotype allotype and paratypes
lea the female holotype is the specimen are in my collection
labeled as the lectotype of xyleborus sub
thithi n sp
polygraphus
us thitsi
Polygraph
schedl in the naturbistorisches
naturhistonsches
amatus
f
thithi beeson
the name spongocerus thitsi
museum wien the type locality is mt ind
hid
dudum was used by beeson
luzon philippine islands other specimens in 1941387 nomen nudum
this schedl series
serles from this locality in the wien without a description or designation of type
material
either
in the original publication or on
museum are paratypes
para
types
paiatypes
paia
pala
specimens in his collection browne 1970550
cealan
dicus n sp
sealan
dendrotrupes Zealan
zealandicusn
zealandicus
recognized this deficiency and attempted to
the
by
correct
problem
designating a beeson
this species is distinguished from costi
ceps
costiceps
broun the only other named species in this specimen as lectotype and presenting a
of
description
it however in order for a lectogenus by the smaller body size by the less
become
a primary type it must be validly
to
type
gly
male
frons
strongly
essed
that
lacks a
stion b impressed
impi
median epistomal denticle and by the more designated code of nomenclature 1985 article 74a
in the present case because
evenly rounded elytral declivity
spongocerus thithi
thitsi beeson was a nomen nudum
dudum
15
MALL
MALE
155 1177 mm
length 11.5
min 2277 times as a type series did not exist and because there
long as wide color brown elytra
clytra mostly light were no syn
syntypes
types a lectotype could be not be
brown
validly designated therefore regardless of the
frons broadly moderately concave from action by browne 1970550 beeson s nomen
epistoma to slightly above eyes deepest at its nudum
dudum
remained invalid
the name
center upper area sub
subrugulose and punctured
centel
rugulose
spongotarsus is currently a synonym of poly
lower third more nearly shining and subacicu
graphus
grachus
grap hus consequently the species cited as
late lateral in
margins
thithi is here transferred to that genus wood
argins
arains subacute only near antennal thitsi
carma
insertions rounded above a fine median earma
carina 198656
earlna
of concavity to epistomal margin
from center ofconcavity
for the purpose of validating this name poly
usually higher on lower third without a denticle grachus
thithi is presented here as new to scigraphus thitsi
near
costi ceps vestiture ence it is allied to P kaimo
neal epistoma as seen in costiceps
kaimochii
chii No
buchi from
kobuchi
nobuchi
hair
ilke lather
hairline
hairlike
han like
rather sparse and inconspicuous not burma but it is distinguished by the much
conspicuously longer and more abundant on larger size 474.7
58
5.8
47 ss
58 mm by the completely
ceps
costiceps
divided eye by the larger pronotal punctures
margins as in costi
pronotum
Prono turn
tulu og0900.9
tuin
099 times as long as wide similar to by the more slender elytral scales and by the
costi ceps except punctures more sharply more host
costiceps
X
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browne 1970550 presents a full description
thitsi browne s invalid lectotype is here
of P thithi
thitsi
designated as the female holotype of P thithi
except that the type locality namma reserve
burma is incorrectly spelled brownes
brownes data
are correct it is in the british museum natural
history the male allotype has the lower half
of the frons shallowly almost concavely
impressed on the median third it bears data
identical to the holotype and is in my collection
one female paratype in my collection and 47
paratypes
para types of both sexes in the forest research
institute bear data identical with that of the
holotype

pili comis n sp
piliconis
triotemnus pilicomis
zeylani
zeylanicus
CUS
distinguished from jeylani
nicus
zeyla
wood below by the slightly larger size by the
lighter color by the coarser pronotal punctures
by the very large median horn on the male
vertex and by the very small mandibular spines
in the male
ls
1.5
MALE
2.2
length is
15 22
22 mm female slightly
smaller 25
2.5
25 times as long as wide color brown
feeb
feeblyY
frons strongly transversely excavated beeb
if at all concave between eyes a very large
vertex
dorsoventrally flattened median spine on v4ex
this spine often more than twice as long as
scape surface smooth shining glabrous dorsal
surface of spine strongly pubescent these setae
very long
pronotum very slightly longer than wide subquadrate surface smooth shining punctures
coarse deep vestiture sparse rather short very
long and conspicuous on lateral and anterior
margins
clytra similar to zeylanicus except punctures
elytra
slightly smaller setae more slender declivity
more broadly convex
FEMALE
similar to male except frons
weakly transversely impressed stronger than
female zeylanicus
moderately punctured
without spines on vertex or mandibles
TYPE MATERIAL
female
the male holotype
choloe
holoe
allotype and six paratypes
para types were taken at
kalda malgahat
Chi
chikalda
chikalla
malgarat CR
CP india 16 X 1936
RRD 106 RCR 181 cage 660 from
euphorbia sp by N C chatterjee all are
mounted on two pins the holotype is the
is the
uppermost specimen and the allotype
alloe
third specimen down on the same pin the
holotype allotype and paratypes
paratypes are in my collection more than 480 non type specimens
were examined at the forest research institute

this species

is
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Karnataka
dehra dun from the states of karnataka

pradesh

madhya

and

maharashtra

from

euphorbia spp
app
xyleborus magnificus
magnificus n sp
spathi
this species is distinguished from X spatha
pennis eichhoff by its larger body size by the
much more broadly less steeply convex elytral
declivity by the much less strongly impressed
elytral striae and by other details described
below it is a much stouter species than X
princeps blandford in a series of spathipennis
from the same locality and date the strial punctures on the disc are mostly confluent in mag
nificus they are mostly separate
sg
FEMALE
5.6
5.5
56 mm paratypes
length 56
55
para types 55
557
2 3 times as long as wide color very
557
.77 mm 23
2.3
23
dark brown
frons about as in spathipennis
pronotum similar to spathipennis except
anterior margin less strongly produced
ser rations less well developed
straighter serrations
discal area smoother punctures smaller
clytra similar to spathipennis except form
elytra
slightly stouter posterior margin more broadly
rounded profile of upper declivity more
strongly less evenly arched striae much less
strongly impressed on disc not at all impressed
on declivity interstrive
interstriae
inter striae much more broadly convex on disc flat on declivity punctures smaller
more numerous more obscure and almost
never replaced by minute granules on declivity
declivital interstriae
interstrive
interstriae 2 and 4 never with setae a
few short setae present in spathipennis
TYPE MATERIAL
the female holotype and
five female paratypes
junin prepara types are labeled bunin
poupor EESC 5sumably peru 01
ol IX 79 S poucor
80 the holotype and paratypes
para types are in my
collection
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nomenclatural CHANGES IN scolytidae
AND platypodidae
PLATYPOD IDAE coleoptera
stephen L wood
new synonymy in scolytidae includes cryphalus picene
cryphalus subdepressus
piceae ratzeburg 1837
wbdep resells
eggers 1940 Gnatho
gnathotrupes
cnathotrupes
trupes longiusculus schedl 1951
Gnatho
niit
ciliatus
kiliatu
ciliatu
afus schedl 1975 hypothenemus
cnathotrupe&
gnathotrupes
atu
trupes ciliatus
afu
cruditus
hypotheneimi Cru
ditus
crnditu
westwood stephanoderes
Stephano deres commums
com
munis schaufuss 1891 in platypodidae
communis
commonis
Platypod idae the new name
abruptifer
abrupt iper
dame platypus abmptifer
ifer is proposed
ABSIRAC

1

replacement for the junior homonym platypus abruptus
us browne 1986 type species designations are proposed for
abrupt
fot the
foi
genus group names Scuto
scutopygus
scutopijgus
pygus nunberg 1966 pygodolius nunberg 1966 mixopygus
miopygiis nunberg 1966 mesopyus
mesopyglis
asetus nunberg 1958 stenoplatypus
nunberg 1966 avetus
Stenoplatypus strohmeyer 1914 Platy
piatt
platypinus
sched 1939 platt
platyscapu
ys capus schedl
pinus schedl
1939 Trepto
treptoplatypus
platypus schedl 1939 Tessero
tesseroplatypus
platypus schedl 1935 previously unpublished specific synonymy is presented
crossotarsus
for Crosso
tarsus externedentatus
etemedentatus fairmaire
Fair maire 1849 dianus
Di
apus talurae stebbing 1906 crossotarsus
diapus
Crosso tarsus tarmin
Clia
termin
cila puis
cwfsotarw
tarminatus
tenni natus
tenninatus
atus chapuis
puls
1865
Crosso
crossotarsus
nicobar icus beeson 1937 platypus abditus
865crossotarsusnicobancus
tarsus nicobaricus
ahditus schedl
sched 1936 platypus transitus schedl 1978 platypus
rugostfrons schedl 1933 platypus pretiosus schedl 1961 platypus tiriosensis
rugosifrons
scjiedli
schedlin wood
tirio
Platy pul
tino sensis reichardt 1965 platypus
tinosensis
pui schedli
1966 treptoplatypus
Treptoplatypus multi
multiporus
porus schedl 1968 platypusfastuosus
platypus fastuosus schedl 1969
as a

key words scolytidae platypodidae
Platypodidae coleoptera nomenclature

the

following pages record items affecting
nomenclature in scolytidae and platypodidae
Platypod idae that
are presented here in order to make the changes
available for the world catalog now in preparation
for these families included are three cases of new
specific synonymy in scolytidae in platypodidae
Platypod idae
are a one new replacement name for a junior
homonym b 10 type species designations for
genus group names and c six new cases of specific synonymy
NEW SYNONYMY IN

scolytidae

cryphalus picene
piceae ratzeburg
richus piceae
bostnchus
bostrichus
Bost
bosl
picene ratzeburg 1837 die forst insekten
163 Syn
syntypes
kafer 11163
types oberschlesien un balem institute
institut
pflanzenschutz eberswalde
fur pflinzenschutz
Eberswalde
cryphalus subdepressus eggers 1940 gentral
fu r
Central
blaut
blatt fur
centralblatt
cedtralblatt
gesamte forstwesen
66 37 holotype
Forst wesen 6637
Klein asien
kleinasien
Ayancik in northern turkey
eggers collection in
naturhistonsches museum wien new synonymy
naturhistorisches

schedl note in his collection indicates that
cryphalus subdepressus eggers from northern
turkey cited above is synonymous with C
kurenzovi
kuren zovi stark C punctulatus eggers from
the far east of USSR and with C picene
piceae as
identified by reitter in the absence of known
A

1332
332

science museum brigh
life aden
lite
lif
sden
bnliun Yyoungg umvcisity
ui ity

po utah
lit 84602
P

o uli ill
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kuren zovi west of ussury
specimens of kurenzovi
ussuri and of
the occurrence of picene
piceae ratzeburg cited
above throughout europe and northern asia it
appears prudent to follow reitter and recognize
the turkish population as picene
piceae for this
reason the name subdepressus is placed in synonymy as indicated above
Gnatho
gnathotrupes
cnathotrupes
trupes longiusculus schedl
gnathotrichus longiusculus schedl 1951 dusenia
gnathotnchus
121
ausenia 2 121
holotype male tierra del fuego via
vla monte eggers
vii
collection naturhistorisches
naturhistonsches museum wien
ciliatus schedl 1975 studies on the
Gnatho
ciliatus
gnathotrupes
cnathotrupes
trupes ciliates
tile
tiie
neotropical fauna 104 holotype female argentina
mahuel
nahuel huapi
huape national park naturhistorisches
natuihistonsches museum
wien new synonymy

the

male holotype of gnathotrichus
longiusculus schedl cited above and the
female holotype of Gnatho
cili atus
ciliatus
gnathotrupes
cnathotrupes
trupes ciliates
schedl cited above were compared directly to
one another and to other males and females of
this species in the schedl collection and in my
collection because distinguishing characters
that might be used to separate species are
absent it is apparent that only one species is
represented by this material the name ciliatus
ciliatus
ciliates
is placed in synonymy in the genus
Gnatho trupes as indicated above
gnathotrupes
cnathotrupes
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eruditus
enu
hypothenemus emditus
eru
hru ditus westwood
emch
emchtus
eruditus
ditus
tus
eru
hypothenemus eyu
fus westwood 1836 entomological
fur
1 34 syntypes
syntypcs
Syn types female
london transactions 134
society of oflondon
england some in british museum natural history

london
lefes com
leres
tijdschnft voor
commums
munis schaufuss 1891 tijdschrift
stephanoleres
stephanwlere
Stephano
commonis
communis
entomologize 3411 holotype female madagascar
entomologie
naturhistonsches museum wien
schedl collection in naturhistorisches
new synonymy

naturalist

this ambiguity from these names a type species
is designated above for each of them because
Dolio
doliopygus
pygus contains only 142 species and the
diversity within the genus is only moderate it is
felt that sub
subgenera
genera in this genus are not needed
at the present time these nunberg names are
regarded as synonyms of Dolio
doliopygus
pygus as indicated above

the

female holotype of stephanoderes
Stephano deres com
munis schaufuss cited above has the head
missing and most of the body scales have been
rubbed off but there is no doubt whatever that
it represents a normal female of hypothenemus
commonis
eruditus
eru ditus westwood the holotype of communis
was examined by me and compared directly to
eru ditus this is the most
homo types of eruditus
my homotypes
common species of scolytidae in the world
with difficulty as
although it is often recognized
recognizeda4th
in this case the new synonymy is indicated
above
PLATYPOD IDAE
NEW NAME IN platypodidae

periommatus chapuis
periommatus chapuis 1865 Monog
penominatus
raphie des platypides
monographic
penommatus longicollis
longi collis chapuis
longicolhs
p 42316 type species petiommatus
monobasic
2 10
avetus nunberg 1958 acta zoological
asetus
zoologica
Zoologica cracoviensia 210
periomriwtus severini strohmeyer present
type species periommatus
designation synonymy by schedl 1972

asetus nunberg
the name avetus

cited above was
established and then placed in synonymy under
periommatus as indicated even though it is an
essentially unused name
naine in order to remove
ambiguity from citations of it a type species
must be designated this designation is given
above

abruptifer
platypus abrupt
ifer n n
337 holotype
54337
ahniptus browne 1986 kontyo
koneyo
kontyo54
platypus abntptus
maie new guinea adi island to nagoya japan
male
imported british museum natural history london
preoccupied by sampson 1923

us browne cited
name platypus abruptus
abrupt
above is a junior homonym and must be
abrupt ifer is proreplaced the new name abruptifer
posed as a replacement as indicated above

the

platypodidae
IDAE
GENERIC CHANGES IN PLATYPOD
Dolio
doliopygus
pygus schedl
Dolio pygus schedl 1939 international congress of entodoliopygus
dohopyffi
7402403
402
403 type species cross
mology proceedings 77402
402403
bohemann
hohemam
bohemani
otarsus
emani chapuis designated by schedl 1972
otarw
otard boh
Zo ologie et de
zoologize
scittopygus
sliitopyffis nunberg 1966 revue de zoologie
afncaines
africaines
Bot
alnes 74187188
aines
74187 188 type species cross
botamque
botanique
anique Afric
otan wis mpa sampson present designation new synonymy
otar
otarws
otarwis
Zoologie et de
zoologie
pygodolius nunberg 1966 revue de zoologize
pyodohus
Afric
188 189 type species cross
74 iss
afncaines
africaines
188189
74188
alnes 74188189
aines
Bot anique afrie
botamque
botanique
grandis sampson present designation new
otanus ve degrandis
atanus
otarw
synonymy
zoologie
Zoologie et de
belg 1966 revue de zoologize
beig
nunberg
mixopygus Nun
miwpyus
188 type species crossotarsus
Crosso tarsus
afncaines
africaines
alnes 74
aines
74188
Bot anique Afric
botamque
botanique
umrdtltiti strohmeyer present designation new synonymy
conradti
conrad
mesopygus
mewpyus
Zo ologie et de
Nun beig
Meso
berg 1966 revue de zoologize
zoologie
pygus nunberg
74 74187188
Afric aines
187 188 type species cross
Bot
187188
africaines
alnes 74187
atncaines
anique afrie
botamque
botanique
otarsus
otarw
otard ukereweensis schedl present designation new
synonymy

for the

Doliopygus schedl nunberg
genus doliopygus
named the four sub
subgenera
genera cited above without
designating a type species for them to remove

volume 52

platypus herbst
alier bekannten
ailer
alter
bekarmten
Natur system
platypus herbst 1793 natursystem
y stem aller
5 128 type species bostrichus
Bostrichus cyl
insekten der kafer
kmer 5128
andrus
indrus fabricius monobasic
cenera
1914 genera
Sti
Insect orum fase
Steno
insectorum
strohmeyer
ceneralnsectorum
stenoplatypus
platypus ohmeyer
spznulosus stroh163 35 type species crossotarsus
Crosso tarsus spinulosus
16335
meyer present designation synonymy by schedl 1939
Platy
platypinus
pinus schedl 1939 international congress of ento7 397 type species platypus curtus
mology proceedings 7397
chapuis present designation synonymy by wood 1979
Platy scapus schedl 1939 international congress of entoplatyscapus
7 397 type species platypus car
mology proceedings 7397
inulatus
inflatus
inulatus chapuis present designation preoccupied by
Hui stache 1921 renamed platyscapulus schedl 1957
huistache
hristache
synonymy by browne 1962

the genus

stenoplatypus
platypus strohgroup names Steno
Platy scapus
platypinus
meyer Platy
pinus schedl and platyscapus
schedl platyscapulus schedl cited above
were named without the designation of a type
species to remove this deficiency and the consequent ambiguity associated with them
type species are designated as indicated above
all three names are junior synonyms of platypus

herbst
tesserocerus
tesserocems
Tessero
cems
cerus
cefus saunders
tesserocerus
Tessero
tesserocems
ocrus saunders 1836 entomological society of
cerus
cems
1 155 type species platypus tes
London Transactions 1155
londontransactions
sero cerus insegnis
serocerus
insegms saunders monobasic
nachrich
ndchnch
Tessero
tesseroplatypus
platypus schedl 1935 entomologische zachrich
9 149 type species Tessero
ten 9149
tesseroplatypus
platypus ursus schedl
tesserocerus
Tesserocerus ins
ignis saunders present designation
insignias
insigms
insignis
synonymy by schedl 1972

19921
1992

nomenclatural CHANGES

IN

the

Tesseroplatypus
genus group name tesseroplatypus
schedl cited above was proposed without the
designation of a type species to remove this
deficiency a type species is designated as indicated above the name was placed in synonymy
several years ago as indicated
Trepto
platypus schedl
treptoplatypus
Trepto
treptoplatypus
platypus schedl 1939 international congress of
entomology proceedings 7401 type species cross
otarsus trepanatus
trep anatus chapuis present designation
trepanatns

the

Treptoplatypus schedl
generic name treptoplatypus
named without the designation
cited above was nameda4thout
of a type species to remove this deficiency a
type species is designated above as indicated
PLATYPOD IDAE
NEW SYNONYMY IN platypodidae

crossotarsus
Fair maire
Crosso
tarsus externedentatus fairmaire
platypus externedentatus fairmaire
Fair maire 1849 revue et mag2 78 holoZo ologie pure et apphquee
zoologize
appliqu6e ser 2 278
asin de zoologie
Naturelle
type male taiti museum national dhistoire naturelle
pans
paris
Stebb mg 1906 departmental notes on
diapus
dianus talurae stebbing
insects that affect forestry calcutta no 3 p 418 syn
Coimbatore forests
types india madras presidency N coimbatore
forest research institute dehra dun new synonymy

the

species diapus
dianus talurae stebbing cited
above was described as occurring throughout
india in economically significant numbers
reports from 1906 through 1908 repeat the
original report it was last mentioned in original
literature in stebbing 1914 indian forest
insects p 626 where it was transferred to the
platypus there are no specimens under
genus platypusthere
this name or host shorea falura in the forest
research institute dehra dun nor is the type
id
platypodia
platypodid
locality represented on an indian platypod
the stebbing 1914 illustration is of a cross
otarsus species probably externedentatus
saundersi
saun dersi because so many of stebbing s
saundersc
misiken
Platypod idae in the FRI collection are misiden
platypodidae
tifications of this species talurae is placed in
synonymy under externedentatus as indicated
above based on the stebbing illustration in the
absence of other evidence the fact that it was
said to be a common economic species supports
this placement

crossotarsus
Crosso tarsus terminatus
termi natus chapuis
terminates
tenninatus
tenni
crossotarsus
Crosso
tarsus tenninatus
monographic
raphie des
tenni natus chapuis 1865 Monog
platypides p 83 holotype male smgapour
singapour
Singa
pour british
museum natural history london
nicobaricus
nicobar
nicobancus
bancus
crossotarsus
icus beeson 1937 indian forest
Crosso
tarsus nico
syntypes
86 Syn
Nico bars car
records entomology 3386
types nicobars

platypodidae
AND PLATYPOD
IDAE

scolytidae
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nicobar forest research institute dehra dun new
synonymy

the

male holotype and seven paratypes
para types of
crossotarsus
Crosso tarsus nicobaricus
icus beeson cited above
nicobar
were compared by me directly to the beeson
venustus chapuis C terminates
series of C venustus
termi natus
terminatus
chapuis cited above and two of these to my
natus in the absence of distinseries of
terminatus
termi
ofaC terminates
ofc
guishing
gul shing characters all were considered to repgui
resent the same species for this reason the
nicobar icus is placed in synonymy as indiname nicobaricus
cated above

platypus abditus schedl
ase
schedl 1936 revue frant
dse
francaise
franl
2 246 holotype male naturhistorisches
dentomologie 2246
museum wien
1978
platypus transitus schedl
entornologische
entomologische
Staat liches museum fur tierkunde
abhandlungen staatliches
Tier kunde in
Bra silien linhares
309 holotype male brasilien
Lm hares E
dresden 41
41309
newsywnymy
santo naturhistorisches
naturhistonsches museum wien new
synonymy

platypus

abditus

holo types
the male holotypes

cited above of platypus
abditus schedl and of P transitus schedl were
compared by me directly to one another and to
other representatives of this species because
distinguishing characters could not be found
the junior name transitus is placed in synonymy as indicated above
platypus rugosifrons schedl
platypus rugosifrons schedl 1933 revista
entomologic
devista de entomologia
Ssao
3 173 holotype male brazil S paulo alto da
io paulo 3173
serra naturhistorisches
naturhistonsches museum wien
platypus pretiosus schedl 1961 pan pacific entomologist
37233 holotype male venezuela mt duida california academy of science san francisco new synonymy

the

male holotype of platypus rugosifrons
rugosi
lugosifrons
schedl cited above and the male paratype of
ofe
offP
pretiosus schedl in the schedl collection were
compared directly to one another and to my
homo
homotypes
types of this species because only one
species appears to be represented by this material the junior name pretiosus is placed in
synonymy as indicated above
tiriosensis
tirio sensis reichardt
tmosensis
platypus tivio
Reic
platypus tiriosensis
haldi 1965 papeis
haidi
capeis avulsos do
rele haidt
reie
tinosensis
tirio
tino sensis reichardt
see
Zo ologia Secret
Sec retana
secretana
secretarial
agriculture
agricultura
arla de agncultura
aria
zoologic
Agri
secretaria
amento de zoologia
Agn cultura
Depart
departamento
sao paulo 1753
shio
17 53 holotype male
maie brasil estado de para
este departamento
no paru dO
doeste
ologia
zoologic
zoologia
tinos alto rio
Depart amento de Zo
dieste
secretana
Sec
arla da agncultura
aria
Secret
secretarial
sho paulo
retana
Agri
secretaria
agriculture
agricultura
Agn cultura sao
schedli wood 1966 great basin naturalist 26
51
platypus schedlin
2651
holotype male manaka british guiana british
museum natural history london new synonymy

holo
although direct comparisons of holotypes
types
doloes
holoes
were not made it is apparent from published
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illustrations and from my
rny examination of the
platypus tirio
schedl male of ofplatypus
sensis reichardt
tiriosensis
tinosensis
fino
tino
the P schedlin
schedli
schedh type series
odthe
cited above and of
ofthe
serles that
these names are synonyms both reichardt and
1I sent
specimens of this species to schedl in
1964 for comparison to related species we both
received encouragement from him to name the
species although subsequent events clearly
indicated that he was fully aware we were both
working with the same species the name
schedlin
schedli is placed in synonymy as indicated
above

multiporus schedl
platypus multiporus
treptoplatypus
Trepto
multi ponts schedl
Trepto
treptoplatypus
sched 1968 pacific insects
platypus multiponts
inultipni
rrcjtmlatpii
10 270 holotype female okapa
10270
ohapa kasa E highlands
district new guinea CSIRO canberra

naturalist

volume 52

platypus fastuosus schedl
platypusfastuosus
sched 1969 linnean society of new
94 226 holotype male new
south wales proceedings 94296
94226
guinea marafungd
marafudga 2800 m
in CSIRO canberra new
synonymy

schedl named treptoplatypus
multiporus
Trepto platypus multiporus
cited above from the female and platypus
fastuosus cited above from the male subsequent collecting has demonstrated that these
names represent the opposite sexes of the same
species A note in his collection indicates that
schedl was aware of this problem both holo
types as well as additional material were examined the junior name fastuosus is placed in
synonymy as indicated above
received 3 march 1992
accepted 13 march 1992

great basin Natur
mist 521
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ndtuidlist
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naturaist
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BOOK REVIEW

plant biology of the basin and range

but running through the basin in a north south
direction edaphic factors and their influence
on water and nutrient availability and subsequent plant distribution are next considered
there are islands of very disjunct soils throughout the basin
chapter 6 examines what most of us think of
in the great basin the lowland plants the
ecophysiology
emphasis is on eco
physiology and broad patterns are the theme martyn caldwell and his
coworkers have spent many years studying the
co
workers
root systems of desert plants this summary of
their work is well worth careful study however
I1 was surprised to find only a cursory mention
of the role inycorrhizae
of
ofmycorrhizae chapter 8 deals with
isotopes and vegetation changes that sounds
narrow and well focused but the chapter was
not it is an overview of the potential use of

C B

osmond L F pitelka and G M hidy
ap
springer verlag berlin 1990 375 pp
69.50
6950
6950

this intriguing volume

will be of interest to
many people for a variety of reasons it was
written to honor W dwight billings who began
his distinguished career in what is now called
physiological ecology at the university of

nevada at reno although he moved to duke
considerable
sidera e
con
considera
university in 1952 his heart and eon
considers
research remained in nevada twenty seven
authors contributed the nine chapters of the
book while that is generally enough to make

one move on to something else in this case it
would be a mistake although the book was not
what I1 expected 1I was pleasantly surprised the
chapters are very uneven and range from the
broad and general to the narrow and highly
technical the contributors are first rate and the
chapters well written 1I suggest that the reader
browse first reading whatever appeals and then
perhaps returning to some of the other areas
irst
the strangest chapter in the book is the farst
one it is a nice introduction but in spite of its
title is neither about anthropology or botany
the dynamics of climate in the basin is the
subject of the next chapter brief but interesting
nonclimatologist
it is clearly written for the non
climatologist the
heart of the book is the 40 page chapter by
billings himself on mountain forests of north
america it clearly extends beyond the great
basin but should be required reading of everyI
student of plant ecology here is the master
giving us the distilled wisdom of decades of
research and thinking we then move on to
high elevation forests in an excellent chapter on
the difficult problems imposed on living things
by the harsh conditions associated with altitude
there are high mountains not only surrounding

carbon isotopes in physiological ecology the
last chapter deals briefly with climatic change in
the great basin the past has been very
dynamic and exciting what may we expect in
the future
while 1I was disappointed by some of the
things
thinus the title seemed to promise and did not
deliver
dellver 1I did like the book and recommend it
deliver
highly As in many books with contributed chapters the lack of continuity or transition between
chapters left an overall impression of a disjointed and uneven approach in spite of this
we can be grateful for what was delivered well
written text that was fascinating and stimulating
in places nice illustrations good index physiological ecologists interested in the great basin
should spend some time with this volume
1I

1

bruce N smith
department of botany and range science
brigham young university
provo utah 84602
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